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abstract

A plethora of literature has appeared over the last twenty years with respect to large 

deflection rod theory. Some of this has been purely theoretical, and some has been 

applied. However there is a marked absence of experimental research. One of the 

aims of this thesis is to help flll that gap.

A suitable rigid loading device was designed for this purpose. The rig facilitates 

the input of end rotation and end shortening (slack), and the measurements of torque 

and axial force at the ends of the rod. The rods were generally flxed in chucks.

The thesis begins with an extensive review of the history of rod theory. This 

is followed by an outline of the mathematical model, in which we formulate a well 

deflned boundary value problem for computing spatial (non-planar) solutions for 

flnite length uniformly isotropic rods. The experimental apparatus and procedure, 

including details of the rods used in the experiments are outlined. Classical solutions 

(the helix and the localised homoclinic) are reviewed.

Bent rods buckling into and out of planar conflgurations are investigated. We 

derive analytical solutions to four qualitatively different types of planar elastica with 

aligned welded ends. Our work includes some new analytical results. Data obtained 

from experiments on bent rods are compared with planar elastica theory. We find a 

secondary bifurcation not previously reported upon in the literature.

Data obtained from experiments on rods under combined compression and twist

ing are compared to numerical results, exploring commonly encountered phenomena 

such as snap-buckling, hysteresis and the formation of loops. We include in our re

port, experimental data for which we have no numerical results to compare with. 

These experiments involve highly twisted rubber rods investigating such phenomena 

as snarling and pop-out. The isotropic case is rather special because the equations 

are integrable. However the theory for flat rods, which cannot bend about one axis, 

(i.e. “strips”) is not well-established. We include some results from experiments on 

strips which could be useful for future research.



We end the thesis with an industrial application of rod theory. Combining a 

version of our mathematical model with some simple experiments and some analysis, 

we study the out of plane deflections which arise during pipe-laying operations in 

deep seas.
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Principal symbols used

symbol definition

A  Cross sectional area of rod

S i,2  Bending rigidities
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Chapter 1

A Short history of long things

....nothing at all takes place in the universe in which some rule of the 

maximum or minimum does not appear. Euler 1744 [19] page 2

1.1 Introduction

In tracing through the history of the mechanics of rods, we are really following 

the steps taken in formulating a particular mathematical model, namely the Special 

Theory of Cosserat Rods. A Cosserat rod is something of a hybrid -  a mathematical 

curve made up of “material points” . It has no cross section, yet it has stiffness. It 

can weigh nothing or it can be heavy. We can twist it, bend it, stretch it and shake 

it, but we cannot break it, it is completely elastic.

The construction of this mathematical model is not a trivial thing; in the same 

way as shell theory models bodies which are “thin” (having one dimension much 

smaller than the other two), rod theory is applicable to those bodies which have two 

dimensions much smaller than the third. Thus the theory finds wide application in 

structural and biological mechanics : columns, struts, cables, thread, and DNA and 

continues to this day to be a source of intense research.
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Figure 1.1: James Bernoulli (1655-1705). Eldest brother and perhaps the most important con

tributor to the development of rod theory of all of the Bernoullis.

Figure 1.2: John Bernoulli (1667-1748), younger brother of James, he solved the catenary.

1.2 The planar elastica

1.2.1 James Bernoulli’s “Golden Theorem ”

We begin the story in the last decade of the 17th Century. Newton’s Principia 

had already appeared. Thus his three laws were known, and the foundations of the 

calculus were laid. A small group of European mathematicians developed, applied 

and perfected his work. First and foremost amongst these was James Bernoulli, the 

eldest of the Bernoulli brothers; the others being Nicholas the artist and John the 

lawyer, who was soon to become a mathematician in his own right.

It was customary in those days to set down a problem in the form of a challenge. 

In the 1691 issue of Acta Eruditorum, James Bernoulli (1655-1705) challenged the 

mathematical community to solve the following problem:

16



Figure 1.3: Daniel Bernoulli (1700-1782), the son of John, suggested to Euler the problem of the 

elastica.

Figure 1.4: James Bernoulli’s drawing of a rod in which the ends are perpendicular to each other. 

This particular configuration is called the rectangular elastica.

t

f

Figure 1.5: Huygens’ drawings of some elastica shapes.
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..the bendings or curvatures of beams, drawn bows, or of springs of any kind, caused 

by their own weight or by an attached weight or by any other compressing forces....

I will suppress my solution for the present, and I shall conceal it in an anagram, 

the key to which, along with the demonstration, I will communicate at the harvest 

festival” [ Quoted in [56] page 88].

Three years later he declared “...I cannot longer deny to the public the golden 

theorem...” and he revealed his solution in an article titled Curvatura laminae 

elasticae. His “golden theorem” can be written as follows:

/ W  = J = - ^ -  (1-1)

Equation (1.1) relates the radius of curvature r to some function /  of the bending 

moment M. For example f { M)  = where B  is the flexural rigidity. The right 

hand term in (1.1) expresses this relationship by means of the recently developed 

calculus, where s is the arc length and x (the independent variable) and y are 

rectangular co-ordinates such that ds =  y/dx^ -I- dy^. The appearance of James 

Bernoulli’s Golden Theorem (1.1), was the first time that a differential equation 

was used to represent the geometry of resistance to bending.

James Bernoulli proceeded in his analysis to focus on the special case of a rod 

which is bent into a configuration in which its ends are perpendicular to each other, 

see Figure 1.4. Employing a Cartesian coordinate system {x,y),  he derives the 

following equation describing the equilibrium of the rod:

\/a^ —X

where is a constant equal to the ratio of the applied force T  to the bending rigidity

B  (i.e. = ^ ) . Equation 1.2 is in fact the equation for a particular configuration

of a bent rod, called the rectangular elastica. James Bernoulli listed some of its 

properties and gave some suggestions for a series expansion of the integrals involved. 

He evidently had a go at solving (1.2) but could only conclude that.
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I have heavy grounds to believe that the construction of our curve depends neither on 

the quadrature nor on the rectification of any conic section. [Quoted in [56] page 95]

The rectification of the elastica can be achieved by means of elliptic functions, 

but these were not invented at the time. However James’s work attracted some 

interest, including that of Huygens (1629-1695), who sketched some of the forms 

that the elastica may be bent into (see Figure 1.5).

Huygens had been working on the problem of determining the form a heavy 

flexible rod adopts when allowed to sag under its own weight (i.e. the problem of 

the catenary). His solution to the catenary was published in the June 1691 issue of 

Acta Eruditorum alongside that of Leibniz and James’ younger brother John. The 

latter, always proud of his discovery, wrote later:

The efforts of my brother were without success; for my part I was more fortunate, 

for I found the skill (I say it without boasting, why should I conceal the truth?) to

solve it in full  I ran to my brother, who was still struggling miserably with

this Gordian knot without getting anywhere, always thinking like Galileo that the 

catenary was a parabola. Stop! Stop I I say to him, don’t torture yourself any more 

to try to prove the identity of the catenary with the parabola, since it is entirely 

false. The parabola indeed serves in the construction of the catenary, but the two 

curves are so different that one is algebraic, the other is transcendental....” [Letter 

to P. Remond de Montmort 29/9/1718, quoted in [31] page 473].

It is likely then that James was not only annoyed that he was beaten to the cate

nary problem, but he was probably equally annoyed at Huygens’s needling remarks 

regarding his efforts on the elastica:

And even now all he has found seems no use to me, but only such very beautiful and 

subtle pastimes as one finds when one has nothing on which to employ mathematics 

more fruitfully. [Quoted in [56] page 97].

However when the complete solution to the elastica was finally written down, it 

not only demonstrated the power of the calculus, but also established the author’s 

position as the leader in the field. This person, a former pupil of James Bernoulli, 

was Leonhard Euler (1707-1783).
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Figure 1.6: Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) was the most prolific mathematician of all time. His 

contribution to rod theory was fundamental. He completely solved the problem of the planar elas

tica. More generally he introduced unifying analytical concepts and methodology into mechanics, 

providing it with a clear mathematical basis.

Figure 1.7: Euler’s drawing of a rod AB, which is fixed at B and bent by a weight CD of 

magnitude T  acting through a lever arm of length c (the distance CA).

20



Figure 1.8: Euler’s Species 2, showing the periodicity of the elastica. A is the origin of the 

coordinate system and AE and AB are the directions of the positive x  and y axes respectively. 

Note that Euler has translated his coordinate system from Figure 1.7 such that the force T  now 

acts at point A in the direction of D. He also envisages T as being the tension exerted by a thread 

joining points A and B. The two significant quantities associated with the form of the elastica are 

T  and the sine of the angle PAM.

1.2.2 Euler’s Curvis E lasticis

Euler was prompted into solving the problem of the elastica by James Bernoullji’s 

nephew and former pupil, Daniel (son of John Bernoulli);

I should like to know if your Worship could not solve the curvature of the elastic band 

in the case that a band of given length be fixed at two points and that also the tangents 

at these points be given... Since no one has perfected the isoperimetric method as 

much as you, you will easily solve this problem of rendering /  ^  a minimum. [[56]

Letter from Daniel Bernoulli to Euler dated 20th October 1742].

Euler’s solution was published as an appendix to a treatise on the calculus of 

variations, in which he describes two different approaches to problems of mechanics:

For since the fabric of the universe is most perfect and the work of a wise Creator, 

nothing at all takes place in the universe in which some rule of the maximum or 

minimum does not appear. Therefore there is no doubt whatever that all effects of 

the universe can be explained equally from final cause by the method of maxima and 

minima and from the effective causes themselves. [[19] page 2].
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In the method of “effective causes” , the state of a system (the configuration of a 

rod) is determined from the immediate prior condition (which in the case of a rod 

refers to the direct effect that one element of rod has on neighbouring elements). 

In this approach the problem of the elastica is solved by formulating a differential 

equation based on the relationship between the bending moment and the curvature 

(i.e. Jacob Bernoulli’s golden theorem, (1.1)). In contrast to this “local” approach, 

a “final cause” operates when the means by which a result is achieved (the result 

being the final configuration of the bent rod), is determined by a natural process. In 

the case of the elastica the natural process is minimisation of bending strain energy 

during the bending of a rod. Thus the method of final causes relies on a knowledge 

of the strain energy (this was supplied to him by Daniel Bernoulli). Euler describes 

the method of final causes as follows:

That among all curves of the same length, which not only pass through the points 

A and B, [the ends of the rod] but also are tangent to given straight lines at these 

points, that curve be determined in which the value /  ^  is a minimum. [[19] page 

79].

Euler approaches the problem from both the method of final causes and from 

the method of effective causes. By the latter method, which is the “direct method” , 

he uses the first equality in (1.1) and writes

M  =  — . (1.3)
r

Euler calls the term Ek"  ̂ in (1.3) the “absolute elasticity” and writes “...taken al

together, the expression Ek"  ̂ will have a total ratio composed of the ratio of the 

elasticity of the material, the breadth of the ribbon [the rod], and the square of the 

thickness.” Note that we would now refer to the term Ek"  ̂ as the flexural rigidity 

B  = E l ,  where E  is the modulus of elasticity and I  = k^ is the second moment of 

area. Euler correctly recognises the dependence of the flexural rigidity on both the 

“character of the material out of which the ribbon has been made” and the geometry
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of the cross section (fifty years before “Young’s modulus”), however the dependence 

should be on the cube, not the square, of the thickness.

Euler considers the case of a rod of length AB (see Figure 1.7) such that the end 

B is fixed (welded to a wall), whilst the end A is loaded by a force P  attached by 

means of a lever arm of length c. Applying equilibrium of moments (M) about a 

point M he obtains

M  = T{x + c), (1.4)

where the independent variable x  is in the direction of the side deflection (see Fig

ure 1.8). Using (1.1), and equating (1.3) with the right hand side of (1.4), Fuler 

integrates the result and derives two first order differential equations:

 =, , (1.5)
yj  ( c ^  — X ^ ) ( 2 f l2  — -t- T ^ )  yj{c^ — X^){2o^ — +  x"̂ )

where the parameter a =  Fuler first observes that as x approaches the value 

of c in (1.5), then ^  approaches infinity and deduces the existence of a hump in 

the vicinity of point C. He also establishes that the solution to (1.5) will consist of 

a periodic odd curve.

Fuler proceeded in his investigation by employing a binomial expansion of the 

right hand sides of (1.5) to obtain infinite series for y{x) and s(a;) which he integrates 

term by term. This enabled him to sketch the shape of the elastica, see Figure 1.8.

He defined nine “species” , some of which are shown in Figure 1.9. His classifi

cation is based on the value of the ratio of c to a. This idea of classifying the forms 

of a curve can be traced back to Newton’s classification of the various forms of a 

cubic. Note that the modern classification of the planar elastica appears to be due 

to A.F.H. Love (1863-1940). In a section of his definitive treatise The Mathematical 

Theory of Elasticity^ under the heading Classification of the forms of the elastica 

§ 263 [34], Love defines just two types of elastica: those where “the flexural couple
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vanishes, so that the rod can be held in the form of an inflectional elastica by ter

minal force alone” [[34] page 402], and a second form, the nan-inflectional elastica, 

with no inflection points.

1.2.3 The first bifurcation analysis

Included in Euler’s first species is the straight rod corresponding to  ̂ =  0. However 

the first species of elastica also embraces those forms for which ^ is very small and 

the rod adopts a shape which can be described by a sine curve of small amplitude. 

He gave the solution for this case; y = ^  arcsin Euler wrote that the “force 

required to produce this infinitely small curvature of the band is a flnite quantity,” 

given by:

P c  =  (1.6)

Equation (1.6) describes a change of state whereby the straight rod buckles. This 

result is the first example of a formula depicting a bifurcation in a structural system. 

The term bifurcation comes from the Latin furca, to fork, and describes the loss of 

stability of one state and the emergence of two new stable states. The existence of 

two solutions illustrates the fact that at the critical load the rod can buckle to either 

side. The direction it chooses to deflect in cannot be determined but will depend in 

practise on the presence of an imperfection.

Note that we can ascertain from (1.6) that rods with high rigidity require high 

loads to make them buckle. This is intuitive. Perhaps not so intuitive is that if you 

double the length, then the load is divided by four, and tripling the length means 

dividing the load by nine etc. We point out here though, that (1.6) is of the same 

form as an experimentally derived formula due to Van Musschenbroek some years 

earlier (see § 1.3.3). However Euler did not make this connection.

In his History of the Strength of Materials Timoshenko [54] (page 185) notes that 

it was not until 1889 that experimenters established the validity of (1.6). That it
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F igu re  1.9: Euler’s drawings of the some of the nine “species” of elastica. Not shown here are 

Species 1 which is the straight rod with f  =  0, Species 2 with 0 <  ^  < 1, which has the form 

shown in Figure 1.8, Species 3 with a =  c which is the “rectangular elastica” (see Figure 1.4), and 

Species 9 which is a ring given by  ̂ =  oo and where the end force vanishes.
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Figure 1.10: J.L. Lagrange (1736-1813).

took almost one hundred and fifty years for engineers to make use of Euler’s formula 

is probably due to the fact that engineers like formulae because they know they 

work, irrespective of whether they are founded on sound mathematical principles 

or not. We also note that in 1744, the main construction materials in use were 

wood, stone and cast iron. Euler mentioned that his buckling formula could “be 

applied in the case of wooden columns, since they are subject to bending” . However 

the design of wooden structures had thousands of years of empirical wisdom to fall 

upon, whilst the design criterion for cast iron is usually governed by fracture. Thus 

Euler’s buckling formula went largely unnoticed until the mass production of low- 

carbon structural steels, (following the invention of the Bessemer process in 1856). 

Mild steels combine high tensile strength with ductility and flexibility, and buckling 

criteria play a major role in the design process.

1.2.4 Many modes

In the introduction to his definitive work The Mechanique Analytique, first published 

in 1788, Lagrange (1736-1813) stated his aim:

To reduce the theory of mechanics, and the art of solving the associated problems, 

to general formulae, whose simple development provides all the equations necessary

for the solution of each problem  No diagrams will be found in this work. The

methods that I explain in it require neither constructions nor geometrical or mechan

ical arguments, but only the algebraic operations inherent to a regular and uniform
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process. Those who love Analysis will, with joy, see mechanics become a branch of 

it and will be grateful to me for thus having extended its field. [Quoted in [18], 

page 333].

Lagrange was greatly influenced by Euler in practically everything he did. In

1770 he took up the elastica problem [32]. He first considers the case of small

deflections such that dx % ds and the second equality in Jacob Bernoulli’s (1.1) 

can be written f  Lagrange follows Euler’s direct approach but chooses the

independent variable x  along the unstressed configuration and the y coordinate in 

the direction of the side deflection (see Figure 1.11). He obtains the following linear 

second order differential equation:

T , +  B g . O .  (1,7)

Lagrange solves (1.7) for the case that the deflection and bending moment at the 

ends are zero (i.e. the ends are hinged). The solution is given by

( [ t  \
y{x) =  ^ s in  I y —X I , (1.8)

where A is a constant representing the undetermined amplitude of the deflection at 

the mid point. Equation (1.8) implies that the condition y{L) = 0 can be satisfied 

by either ^  =  0, in which case the elastica is straight or by sin =  0, in which

case = u'k where n =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,.... Since n =  0 is also trivial, it follows that

the condition for buckling is given by Tcrit — Thus Lagrange discovered the

existence of a multiplicity of buckling loads and Euler’s (1.6) represents the case 

n =  1, also known as the primary mode. The n = 2 case appears if the primary 

mode is somehow suppressed (see 1.3.4). In an uncharacteristic departure from 

his figure-less publications, Lagrange included in his paper some drawings of the 

buckled shapes for the higher (odd) mode cases n = 2 and n =  3 (see Figure 1.11). 

In reading Lagrange’s work it is remarkable how it bares a striking resemblance both 

in approach and form with similar work found today.
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Figure 1.11: Lagrange’s Figures 3 and 4 of [32] page 130, showing the second and third buckling 

modes of the planar elastica with hinged ends. Note that Lagrange chose the independent variable 

X to be in the direction AB, and y  in the direction of the side deflection.

1.2.5 Rods and laws of mechanics

The elastica was not considered in isolation. We have mentioned already that the 

problem of the catenary had been solved. This latter problem involved a rod which 

offers no resistance to bending, i.e. complete flexibility, known in rod theory as 

a string. One of Euler’s contributions to the development of mechanics was to 

combine these problems within a single framework. At the age of sixty-four and 

having completely lost his eyesight, he formulated a set of differential equations 

from which all previous results could be derived.

These equations, expressed in terms of the tangential and normal components of 

the body force (i.e. Wt and respectively) are as follows [56]:

ds ds ds ds ds
-7V  =  0. (1.9)

where N is a shear force, T is an axial force and 9 is the slope angle. The first two 

of (1.9) express the equilibrium of forces and the third the equilibrium of moments. 

The significance of these equations is that they are the first example of general laws 

of mechanics. They are independent of the material the object is made from. They 

are also independent of the manner in which the forces are applied. They embrace 

various string problems such as the catenary (equal loading density per arc length),
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the suspension bridge problem (constant vertical loading intensity per horizontal 

distance), the Valeria (where the force is a normal pressure of constant intensity) 

and the linteria (where the normal pressure varies linearly with depth). They also 

model the equilibrium of rods that can suffer shear and extension. In fact Euler 

later included a term in (1.9) which embraced dynamical problems.

1.3 The experim entalists

1.3.1 Galileo

One of the contributions Galileo made to science was that of experimental inquiry. 

He not only hypothesised but he also experimented. His experiments, though not 

always quantitative, consisted of careful observations of natural phenomena, and set 

a precedent for scientific study based on experience (of everyday life) rather than 

supernatural explanations. Furthermore, with increasing technological progress in 

the Western world, there was a growing demand for quantitative knowledge of the 

behaviour of materials especially for engineering structural design purposes.

Thus early experimental investigations into the properties of materials were mo

tivated partly by the demands of engineering progress and partly by individuals 

whose curiosity had been aroused from studying Galileo’s Two New Sciences [2 2 ].

1.3.2 Hooke

The experimental observations of Robert Hooke (1635-1703) extended from living 

cells (he was the first to use the term “cell”) to extended springs. He was a keen 

supporter of the notion that mechanics be based on experimental evidence:

The truth is, the science of Nature has already been too long made only a work of 

the brain and the fancy. It is now high time that it should return to the plainness 

and soundness of observations on material and obvious things. [Micrographia 1665].
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Hooke is closely identified with the engineering-based discipline “strength of 

materials” , which to a large extent has progressed empirically under the guidance of 

utilitarianism. He was also one of the founders of the Royal Society (1662), with the 

declared aim of the “Improvement of Natural Knowledge” , and motto ^^Nullius in 

verba’̂ - take nobody’s word for it! Hooke was elected curator of experiments of the 

Royal Society. During his time there, he formulated the linear relationship between 

force and extension, a particular constitutive relation which has become known as 

Hooke’s law. He published his results in De Potentia Restivtutiva (or “Of Springs”), 

where we find the following passage:

It is very evident that the Rule or Law of Nature in every springing body is, that the 

force or power thereof to restore itself to its natural position is always proportionate

to the distance or space it is removed therefrom Nor is it observable in these bodies

only, but in all other springy bodies whatsoever, whether metal, wood, stones, baked 

earth, hair, horns silk, bones, sinews, glass and the like. [De Potentia Restivtutiva 

1678.]

An important point about constitutive relations is that they can only be de

termined experimentally. It is interesting to note that a great many of Hooke’s 

contemporaries did not readily accept “Hooke’s Law” , because experiments did not 

always confirm the linear relationship. Nevertheless, in general, linearity holds if 

the defiections are small enough, which is the design criterion for most structures. 

Note also that the constant of proportionality in Hooke’s law (i.e of force against 

extension), has the dimensions of N/m  and is not therefore a material property, 

because it depends on the geometry of the test piece. However it did pave the way 

for the discovery of the elastic modulus E, measured in N/m^, which is a material 

property and is independent of the geometric dimensions of the test piece.

1.3.3 Van M usschenbroek

In 1729 Pieter van Musschenbroek (1693-1761), a Dutch professor based at the 

university of Utrecht and later Leiden, carried out the first systematic and accurate
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Figure 1.12: P.V. van Musschenbroek (1693-1761), was one of the first experimentalists to 

investigate lateral buckling of rods. His results led to the discovery of the inverse relationship 

between buckling load and the square of the rod’s length.

sets of experiments on a wide range of structural materials. His apparatus was 

well designed and permitted proper control of parameters. However he was not so 

complimentary of the tensile testing rig designed by the experimentalist Mariotte 

(1620-1684), a contemporary of his, remarking:

In this method I noticed the inconvenience that the feet of him who performs the 

experiment are always exposed to danger of injury when the weight falls. [Quoted in

[56] page 151.]

As mentioned above. Van Musschenbroek discovered the law of buckling in com

pression before Euler. He deduced the law from the results of his experiments and 

expressed it as follows:

Parallelepipeds of the same wood..., compressed along their lengths, exert forces of 

resistance which vary inversely as the square of the length, directly as the thickness 

of the side that is not bent, and directly as the square of the side that is bent. [Van 

Musschenbroek Physicae expérimentales et geometricae 1729. Quoted in Truesdell 

Opera page 153.]

i.e:

TJ-crit — -JJ'

Where d =  depth and b =  thickness. Note that it is the term in the denominator 

which expresses the dependence on the inverse of the length (L) of the specimen
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squared which is correct and of historical significance; the dependence on b and d is 

not always correct.

He also concluded that the strut breaks in the middle where it is bent the m o s f\  

Another contribution of Van Musschenbroek was to show that failure in compression 

is entirely different to failure in tension. Bell says of him:

If a man of his excellence had been interested in pre-rupture constitutive equations, 

the impact of experimental solid mechanics upon theory and interpretation might 

have been considerable even in the mid-18th century. [4] pagel62

1.3.4 Duleau

A.J.C.B. Duleau (dates unknown) carried out a total of 105 experiments in the year 

1811. Their historical significance is epitomised in Bell’s statement:

the experiments of Duleau became the primary basis for discussion and criticism, both 

with respect to matters of further experimentation and in the later development of 

the linear theory of elasticity, throughout the entire first half of the 19th Century. [4] 

page 196.

Duleau’s experiments centered on five themes:

1 . flexure of simply supported beams.

2 . buckling of columns.

3. torsion of solid and hollow rods.

4. deformation of composite structures related to bridge design.

5. deformation of arches.

By varying the dimensions of test pieces, the point of application of the loads 

concerned, and the end conditions, he was able to perform quasi-static experiments. 

For example, in his buckling of columns experiments, Duleau varied the slenderness 

ratio L /r  (where r is some measure of the cross section -  the radius in the case of a
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rod with a circular cross section) from 200 to 24 and found an average ratio of 1.16 

of experimental to theoretical buckling load. He was not sure why his experiments 

on Euler buckling deviated from (1.6), but as Bell remarks,

Duleau pointed out in those first definitive measurements what every modern ex

perimentalist knows too well, namely that friction and the manner of holding the 

specimen make the experiments extremely difficult to perform. [4] page 202

In a footnote Bell adds that Cauchy and Poisson studied Duleau’s results and.

The two famous theorists thought that the difference also could be attributed to the 

fact that Euler’s formula applied to the situation was in some sense an approximation 

and suggested that the experiments indicated that it did indeed give too weak a result.

[4] page 202

A far more critical attitude to Euler’s 1744 treatise came from one of Duleau’s 

contemporaries, Peter Barlow (1776-1862), who remarked:

..too delicate to operate successfully upon the materials to which they have been 

applied; so that whilst they exhibit under the strongest point of view, the immense 

resources of analysis, and the transcendent talents of their author, they unfortunately 

furnish but little, very little, useful information. [Quoted in [54] page 99]

Perhaps because of such remarks, Todhunter says of Barlow:

As a theorist he is another striking example of that want of clear thinking, of sci

entific accuracy, and of knowledge of the work accomplished abroad which renders 

the perusal of the English text books on practical mechanics published in the first 

half of this century, such a dispiriting, if not hopeless, task to the historian of theory. 

[Quoted in [54] page 100]

1.3.5 Born

Max Born (1882-1970), see Figure 1.15, was one of the founders of quantum mechan

ics; but he started his post graduate career in rod theory. In his PhD at Gottingen
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Figure 1.13: Duleau’s drawings of his experiments.
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F igu re 1.14: Duleau’s drawing of his second mode buckling experiment on a rod with clamped 

ends. Note that the center of the rod is fixed such that it remains along the loading axis.

F ig u re  1.15: Max Born (1882-1970). His PhD thesis was on the elastica.
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University in Germany (1904-06), Born studied the stability of the planar elastica 

and the spatial elastica. The bulk of his thesis is concerned with the planar case, 

where he considers four different sets of boundary conditions: clamped/clamped, 

clamped/ sleeved, clamped/pinned and clamped/free (dead load at the free end). 

Born’s study led him to the following theorem: a clamped/ clamped rod in equi

librium, with no inflection points is always stable. This theorem alludes to the 

tendency of clamped rods with inflection points to buckle out of the plane when the 

ends are moved towards each other by some critical amount (a phenomenon which 

we explore in § 4). After running into some analytical difficulties with respect to 

the clamped/ clamped elastica. Born remarks:

The first case [clamped/clamped] which at first sight would appear to be the simplest 

one, has led me to no discussable results; to get around this situation I have therefore 

had to restrict myself to some simple experiments. The other cases lead me more 

or less to complete solutions, the last one in particular [clamped/free] I have treated 

graphically and the results I have confirmed by experiment. [5] page 6.

Born only gives results of his experiments on the clamped/ free rod. He used "two 

bands, one  ̂ mm , one |  mm thick approximately Im length and 16mm width” and 

remarked that “these bands clearly behave as planar rods” . This observation is 

of practical importance important because the “bands” he used in his experiments 

suppress the out of the plane buckling which occurs with rods with a circular cross 

section. We call these bands, which have a flat cross section, strips. In § 4 we 

include results from experiments both on strips and on rods. Born’s photographs of 

his experimental set-up are reproduced here in Figures 1.16. Born loaded the free 

end of his bands by a dead weight and the resultant bent shape was compared to 

drawings of the configuration based on the theory.
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F ig u re  1.16: Max Born’s dead loading experiment.

F ig u re  1.17: A.L. Cauchy (1789-1857) developed the notion of stress in the mathematical theory 

of elasticity and formulated the laws of motion applicable to deformable bodies.
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1.4 Out of the plane into space

1.4.1 The m athem atical theory of elasticity

It is interesting that most of the important contributions to the formulation of elas

ticity theory were made by Frenchmen. This was probably a consequence of their 

education system. A unique institution, called École Polytechnique, dedicated to 

engineering and mathematics had been founded by the post revolutionary govern

ment in France. It differed from universities of the old regime in so far as privileges 

were abandoned and the selection of new students was based on entrance exami

nations; a system we retain up to the present. Included amongst its graduates are 

Cauchy (1789-1857), Lamé ( 1795-1870), Poisson (1781-1840), Saint-Venant (1797- 

1886), Duleau, and Navier (1785-1863), all of them mathematicians whose names 

are intimately linked to elasticity theory. Love said of them:

Most of the men by whose researches it has been founded and shaped have been more 

interested in Natural Philosophy than in material progress, in trying to understand 

the world than in trying to make it more comfortable. [34] page 30

According to Love:

undoubtedly the two great landmarks [in the development of elasticity theory] are 

the discovery of Hooke’s Law in 1660 and the formulation of the general equations 

by Navier in 1821. [34] page2.

Truesdell however would appear to disagree strongly:

On the 13th September 1822 Cauchy announced the stress principle which has ever 

since been the foundation of the rational mechanics of materials. [55] page 186.

On the 14th May 1821 Navier presented a paper to the French Academy in which, 

by considering forces between individual particles, he derived a set of differential 

equations for the equilibrium of an homogeneous isotropic elastic body. Subsequent 

analysis of this paper by A.L. Cauchy (1789-1857) led to the recognition of the 

existence of two kinds of forces/torques:
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1. Those that are continuous functions of mass (body forces X , Y, Z).

2. Those that are continuous functions of boundary surface area (contact or stress 

resultant forces).

Cauchy then applied the notion of pressure on a plane, something he was familiar 

with from hydrodynamics. But instead of the pressure always acting normal to the 

plane, as in the case of a fluid, Cauchy allowed it to shift in direction and thereby 

developed the notion of a stress tensor. He also showed that there exists principal 

stresses and principal strains acting in directions perpendicular to a surface. He 

then derived the differential equations describing equilibrium of normal and shear 

stresses across the surface of an element of material, plus the corresponding strain- 

displacement equations. Finally to complete the model he formulated a generalised 

Hooke’s Law, i.e. the constitutive relations describing the particular response of 

individual materials to different loads.

The one dimensional version of the mathematical theory of elasticity is rod the

ory, which we outline in § 2 . Note, though. Love’s comment.

The theory of the bending and twisting of thin rods and wires - including the theory of 

spiral springs - was for a long time developed independently of the general equations 

of elasticity... [34] page23

In the post Euler-Bernoulli era, the task of mathematicians was to develop a 

correct mathematical description of twist. Once this was achieved the theory could 

extend from planar deformations to spatial deformation.

1.4.2 Spinning tops and twisted rods

G. Kirchhoff (1824-1887), a former student of Gauss, was also a successful experi

menter, who designed a rig for the direct measurement of Poisson’s ratio. But his 

contribution to the theory of plates and rods reserves him a permanent place in the 

history of elasticity theory. His work on rods amounted to a twenty-two page chap

ter in a book (1876) and a single paper written in 1859 [30]. In these articles we find
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the first successful treatment of a spatially deformed rod loaded by a combination of 

a force and a twisting moment. Kirchhoff approached the problem from the point of 

view of three dimensional elasticity theory, mentioning first that St.Venant’s work 

was an improvement on Poisson’s, but that:

St.Venant only treated the case that the rod is originally cylindrical, that the defor

mations are infinitesimal, and that the axis of the rod is an axis of elasticity. In the 

present transaction, starting from the theory of elasticity, I study the deformations of 

an infinitely thin rod of uniform cross-section without these restricting assumptions.

[[30] page 182].

Kirchhoff adopts St.Venant’s model in which the rod is an assembly of prisms. 

Each prism is loaded by contact forces and contact moments from neighbouring 

prisms. The question was, how could neighbouring prisms continue to fit together 

according to small-deformation linear elasticity theory? Kirchhoff addressed this 

issue on the basis of the following assumptions:

•  the local curvatures and extensions in each segment of rod are negligible.

•  the body forces (and presumably body moments) in a segment are small com

pared to the contact forces and contact moments and can be ignored.

•  the variation of strains across each cross section of rod, to a first approximation, 

can be omitted.

Kirchhoff’s paper is split into four sections. In section 3 he considers an ini

tially straight rod which deforms under the influence of end loads, writes down the 

governing diflferential equations, and stumbles upon a remarkable observation:

It then follows that the task of determining the state of the rod leads to the same 

differential equation as the problem of the rotation of a heavy rigid body about a 

fixed point. [30] page 285.

This became known as Kirchhoff’s static-kinetic analogy. The dynamic analogue for 

the rigidities is the inertias of the spinning top. Thus the symmetry (and asymmetry)
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of mass distribution in tops is reflected in the isotropy (and anisotropy) of rods. 

The following table, based on Nizette & Goriely’s [41], summarises the statical and 

dynamical analogies (using modern terminology).

Symbol Statics (rods) Dynamics (tops)

s arc length time

d3 unit tangent vector unit vector joining fixed point to center of mass

T axially applied end force weight of top

M moment angular momentum

u curvature vector angular velocity vector

principal bending stiffnesses principal moments of inertia orthogonal to dg

c torsional stiffness principal moment of inertia about dg

One useful consequence of the kinetic analogy is that the classical cases of in- 

tegrability for tops can be carried straight over to rods along with their associated 

closed form solutions. A list of these classical integrable cases is given below, it 

is based on that given in [64], which can be referred to for further details of these 

cases.

• Euler (1750), a weightless rigid body (gyroscope), the flxed point is coincident 

with the center of mass, and Bi \ B 2 : C is irrelevent.

•  Lagrange (1788), a heavy spinning top in which the center of mass lies on one 

of the principal axes and Bi = B 2 ^  C.

• Kowalevski (1889), a heavy spinning top in which B i = B 2 = 2C, and the 

center of mass lies in the plane corresponding to the two moments of inertia.

•  Goryachev-Chaplygin (1900), a heavy spinning top in which B\ = B 2 = 4C, 

and the center of mass lies in the plane corresponding to the two moments of 

inertia.
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Figure 1.18: G. Kirchhoff (1824-1887) discovered the static-dynamic analogy between a bent 

and twisted rod and a spinning top.

The former two cases are of interest to rod mechanics and will be discussed in more 

depth in § 3. The latter two cases have no known physical interpretation for a rod.

1.4.3 The twist of Love

Kirchhoff’s work was developed by A. Clebsch (1833-1872) who applied St Venant’s 

principle (see below) for continuity between each segment of rod. But his work did 

not represent a great departure from Kirchhoff’s. However A.E.H. Love (1863-1940), 

a mathematician based at Cambridge University, abandoned the idea of segments 

and concentrated instead upon cross sections. He generalised the Euler-Bernoulli 

assumptions (that cross sections remain plane, undistorted, and their direction re

mains normal to the rod axis) to three dimensional configurations. He addressed 

the problem of what happens when the cross sections are rotated with respect to 

each other, i.e the rod is twisted. He first defines the twist for the case that a rod 

is straight:

If the rod is simply twisted, without being bent, linear elements of different cross

sections which are parallel in the unstressed state become inclined to each other Let

6 f  be the angle in the strained state between the directions of two such elements 

which lie in cross sections at a distance apart. Then lim^g-o measures the 

twist. [34] §252 page 381,
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he then points out that when “the rod is bent, the twist cannot be estimated quite 

so simply” , and the rod in this case has a center-line which becomes “a tortuous 

curve of curvature  ̂ and measure of tortuosity Love defines the total twist r  as 

being composed of two parts: r  = ^  and points out that:

The case in which /  vanishes or is a constant was the only one considered by the 

earlier writers on the subject. [34] §253 page384.

Love goes on to examine Kirchhoff’s kinetic analogy for the case /  > 0. He 

focuses on an isotropic rod (equal values of bending stiffness in all directions) and 

solves the equations for the case in which “the central line is a curve of constant 

curvature and tortuosity.” He finds that the solution is “a helix traced on a right 

circular cylinder,” §270 [34]. Note that Kirchhoff had also found a helical solution, 

but Love’s solution has twist superimposed along the helix, i.e. /  /  0. Love remarks 

that the kinetic analogy for the helix is a precessing top. He includes a figure of the 

helix (see Figure 1.20) and describes the boundary conditions as follows:

The force and couple of the wrench are applied to rigid pieces to which the ends of 

the rod are attached. [34] §270

Love also discusses some other rod problems, such as a spring (whereby the natural 

unstressed state of the rod is a helix), a straight twisted rod, a twisted ring, and 

discusses the stability of a twisted rod, a result due to Greenhill (see §1.5.1 below). 

Love’s treatise comprised practically the total of what was known about rods at the 

time, and still serves as a standard reference source.

1.4.4 The Cosserat brothers

Given the two traditions, strength of materials and elasticity theory, it is fitting that 

the decisive final step towards the formulation of the modern theory of rods was a 

consequence of collaboration between a mathematician and an engineer. Eugène 

Cosserat (1866-1931), chair of astronomy at Toulouse, together with his brother
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Figure 1.19: A.E.H. Love (1863-1940) made a major contribution to rod theory in his “Treatise 

on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity” [34].

Figure 1.20: Love’s drawing of the helix, the solution for constant curvature and twist. The helix 

is held by a wrench consisting of a torque K  and a force R. Note that the wrench axis coincides 

with the helix axis.

4 ' A: ^

Figure 1.21: The mathematician Eugene Cosserat (1866-1931), in collaboration with his brother 

Erançois, developed the director model for a rod.
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François, the engineer, were led into elasticity theory via a study of the deformation 

of surfaces. They developed the idea of modelling a surface as a mesh of curves. 

Points lying on the curves possess their own local co-ordinate systems with a triad 

of basis vectors, the modern term for which is directors. If the surface undergoes 

a continuous deformation then each point moves to a new location taking their 

directors with them. By keeping track of the orientation of the directors relative 

to their orientation prior to the deformation, the change in state of the surface can 

be completely specified. The Cosserats saw how this idea could be applied to the 

deformation of plates and rods. They also drew attention to Kirchhoff’s static- 

dynamic analogy, and explained how their theory encompassed it and all previous 

work on rods

As a final point let us point out how the preceding theory permits the gathering

together of all the results previously obtained by D.Bernouli and Euler on the

statics of deformable lines; the most important basis for it being in the notion of an 

hidden triad and the hidden action of W .  [[10] page 1411]

where we have given the literal translation “hidden” for the French word caché.

The use of this word probably alludes to the individualistic notion associated with

the idea of local (moving) co-ordinate systems. These triads of unit vectors were

later called directors. By using directors the orientation of each (material) point is

completely specified for any deformation, including bending, twisting, shearing and

stretching effects. We outline the Cosserat theory of rods in § 2. The versatility and

mathematical prowess of the director model was appreciated by Truesdell:

The Cosserats’ masterpiece stands as a tower in the field. It was noticed, cited but 

not read in detail, by the half dozen people responsible for the resurgence of rational 

mechanics fifteen to twenty years ago. Had we mastered the analysis of the Cosserats 

then, not only would time and work of rediscovery have been spared, but also a 

paragon of method would have lain in our hands. [ [57] page 29],

though Truesdell also remarks

Their profound work attracted little attention in its own day and was soon forgotten.

[[57] page 29]
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1.5 The end of the rod

1.5.1 G reenhill’s mistake

A.G. Greenhill’s (1847-1927) contribution to rod theory is probably best described 

in Love’s obituary to him:

The chief characteristics of Greenhill’s work were a desire for concrete realisation of 

abstract theories and the direction of investigation to the solution of definite problems.

Hence he valued applications of analysis above the analysis itself, and was led to 

work out minutely the details of multitudes of special cases. He was above all things 

a problem solver, but, to interest him, a problem had to be a real problem about 

material things and the ways in which they behave, [from Love’s obituary “Alfred 

George Greenhill” . J.London Math.Soc 3, pp 27-32, 1928.]

Greenhill was the first to calculate the primary bifurcation for a rod which is 

loaded by a combination of an end force (T) and an end torque (M3). His result is 

as follows:

& = § +
where it can be seen that there are now three bifurcation parameters: length (L), 

force (T) and the twisting moment (M3). As an example of a practical application 

for (1.10), Greenhill gives “the case of a screw shaft of a steamer” . He describes 

three different boundary conditions, the first as follows:

The bearings may be supposed fixed in position, but allowing of a certain amount of 

play of direction: operating as if universal joints, [26]

i.e the bearings support a twisting moment and no bending moments. The second of 

his conditions was the same as this but with nonalignment of the ends. Greenhill’s 

(1.10) is correct for these cases. Eighty five years later Ziegler (1968) analysed a rod 

loaded by a torque only and realised that this was the second term in (1 .1 0 ).

For the third case Greenhill refers to ends which are welded. But here he simply 

guesses at a solution by introducing a factor of 4 in the numerator of the left hand
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Figure 1.22: A.G. Greenhill (1847-1927) first discovered the buckling load for a pinned rod under 

combined end force and torque. He also studied the application of elliptic functions and elliptic 

integrals.

term  o f ( 1 . 1 0 ) such th at the solution  for M 3 =  0  returns th e w elded planar elastica. 

B ut th is is wrong. T he correct so lution  for welded boundary con d itions can be found  

in [60].

G reenh ill’s m istake was noted  by K enney and A ntm an:

The theory of buckling and bifurcation began with Euler’s definitive treatments 

(1744,1780) of the planar buckling of an elastica under terminal thrust and under 

its own weight. In these works Euler set a standard of precision, method, and in

sight that was seldom matched in the next two centuries. Gertainly Greenhill’s work 

(1881,1883) suffers greatly by comparison even to the extent that his numerical results 

in the paper of 1881 are less accurate than Euler’s. [2] §1

they  go on:

The cavalier attitude toward boundary conditions found in much of this literature 

[“extensive literature of the past century”] seems to be based on a tacit appeal to a 

(nonexistent) Saint Tenant’s Principle of rods. The falseness of this principle is amply 

illustrated by our demonstration that the local behaviour, global behaviour, and 

stability of buckled states are very sensitive to seemingly slight distinctions between 

boundary conditions. [2] page 293.

T his sta tem en t brings us to  make a few brief rem arks ab out Saint V enan t’s P rincip le  

and the issue o f boundary conditions.
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F ig u re  1.23: J.C. Saint-Venant (1797-1886) first formulated a correct theory for a prismatic rod 

loaded by couples at its ends.

1.5.2 Saint-Venant’s principle

Saint-Venant (1797-1886) was concerned with continuity between different elements 

of rod. When a straight rod of arbitrary cross section is twisted two things happen to 

the cross sections: firstly they rotate with respect to each other, and secondly they 

change shape, they warp. Since Saint Venant assumed that the stress distribution 

in each cross section was the same, he inferred that the stress at the ends of the rod 

must also be the same. However whilst the total torque may be assigned, the detailed 

distribution of load at the ends cannot. Near the end of the rod, different types of 

loading may produce considerably different effects even though their resultants are 

all the same (i.e. equivalent total torque). To overcome this paradox Saint Venant 

made use of what has become known as Saint Venant’s Principle:

According to this principle, the strains that are produced in a body by the application, 

to a small part of its surface, of a system of forces statically equivalent to zero force 

and zero couple, are of negligible magnitude at distances which are large compared 

with the linear dimensions of the part. [[34] § 89]

It should be pointed out that when they refer to the nonexistence of the principle 

with respect to rods, (see above) Antman and Kelly [2 ] are alluding to the fact that 

rod theory is a one dimensional theory and stresses over cross sections do not come 

in to it. However, we could also infer that rod theory is based on the assumptions 

of the principle, because if the principle did not hold then it would undermine
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the applicability of the theory. However the question of boundary conditions is a 

separate matter. A typical (engineer’s) interpretation of Saint Venant’s Principle is 

as follows:

The contribution of Saint Venant’s principle to the solution of engineering problems 

is very important, for it frees the analyst of the burden of prescribing the boundary 

conditions very precisely when it is difficult to do so. Furthermore, where a certain 

solution is predicted on a particular boundary loading, the solution can serve equally 

for another type of statically equivalent boundary loading, not quite the same as the 

first. That is, when an analytical solution calls for a certain distribution of stress 

on a boundary... we need not discard the solution merely because the boundary 

distribution is not quite the same as that required by the solution. The value of 

existing solutions is thus greatly extended.[ [58] page 85.]

This view is evidently not shared by Antman and Kelly [2]. Nevertheless for cases in 

which a rod buckles in the plane, as are treated in any standard undergraduate text

book on structural mechanics, we find that the boundary conditions are specified. 

For example Timoshenko [53] covers numerous cases involving the buckling of planar 

rods. Each particular case is distinguished by the boundary conditions. We observe, 

however, that Timoshenko makes the tacit assumption that only planar buckling is 

permissable and offers no details of the kind of constraints which restrict the rod to 

this motion. The contribution of [2 ] is to provide precise mathematical descriptions 

of commonly encountered mechanical fixing devices and couplings including welding, 

ball and socket devices, and sleeved ends. They also give mathematical statements 

concerning the constraints, from a 3-D perspective, which restrict buckling to the 

plane.

1.6 Concluding remarks

In his book History of the Strength of Materials, Timoshenko [54] refers to two paral

lel developments: that of strength of materials, as the title suggests, and that of the
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theory of elasticity. We could say that the former seeks solutions to practical prob

lems, whilst the latter seeks to formulate a correct definition of the problem. After 

the Cosserats, rod theory continued to develop in these two directions. We focus on 

representatives from both schools whose work epitomises these two approaches.

Firstly, with respect to the mathematical theory of elasticity, there were moves 

afoot, initiated in the mid-2 0 th Century, to re-evaluate and mathematically unify 

the various disciplines of solid, fluid and thermomechanics. This task was pur

sued with enthusiasm by C.A. Truesdell (1919-2000) who went back to the classic 

treatises of the previous two centuries, including those of Euler, the Bernoullis, La

grange, and Cauchy and breathed new life into them through a series of extensive 

critiques, [55] [56] and [57]. These developments can be seen as an extension of the 

mathematical theory of elasticity and the emergence of what has become known as 

“rational mechanics” . With respect to rods these developments culminated in the 

appearance of Antman’s treatise [1] in 1990. The benefit to engineers of books like 

Antman’s is that it provides them with a mathematically rigourous theory of elastic

ity plus geometrically exact formulations of different types of strain and boundary 

conditions.

Secondly, a parallel development emerged with respect to the tradition of strength 

of materials. The researchers in this field were more concerned with the stability 

of structures. Armed with computers and the ideas developed in catastrophe the

ory and chaos theory, applied mathematicians were able to make more sense of 

complicated nonlinear systems than had previously been possible. For example, 

Thompson and Hunt [52] developed the theory of load-imperfection sensitivity to 

buckling in plates and shells, and later encompassed some ideas from catastrophe 

theory. Some of these ideas were carried over to rods. For example the recognition 

and understanding of the manner by which the behaviour of a structural system can 

change suddenly (catastrophically) under smooth control of a parameter established 

a framework for the analysis of a wider range of natural phenomena. Numerical tech

niques were also developed to embrace a wider class of boundary value problems.
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It was now possible to move beyond special cases in rod theory such as the helix 

and to investigate the full range of post-buckling phenomena. Thus familiar but 

peculiar phenomena such as sudden jumps, the formation of loops, and hysteresis 

cycles come within the scope of this thesis.

We have outlined the historical development of the Special Theory of Cosserat 

Rods, including experimental studies which is a major theme of this thesis. We 

remark here that real physical rods, as well as being flexible and elastic, can kink, 

fracture and creep. When these things happen to a rod, it no longer behaves like a 

Cosserat rod and to all intents and purposes ceases for us to be a rod. Thus one of 

the difficulties in performing useful large deflection experiments is to flnd a material 

which is sufficiently “rod-like” over a large enough range of (measurable) loads.

We bring this chapter to a close with a quote taken from Bell’s definitive historical 

treatise on experimental mechanics [4], where he draws attention to another difficulty 

encountered in rod experiments:

Beginning from the early eighteenth century experimental studies of Van Musschen- 

broek on the buckling of compressed struts and the classical theoretical studies of 

Euler on the same subject, an enormous literature on experiment haa grown which 

has described the complex buckling of all manner of geometrical shapes. However 

unlike the boundary value problems in the field of vibration, for which many precise 

experiments in the 19th and 20th centuries led to truly striking correlations between 

prediction and observation, the experimental data in the field of elastic stability has 

been beset from the first small deformation measurements of Alphonse Duleau in 

1812 to the present, with basic difficulties. The widely variable experimental data 

have arisen from the fact that buckling behaviour is keenly sensitive to small details 

in matters of load application, alignment, and local peculiarities in the specimens. [[4] 

page 4.]
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Chapter 2

The m athem atical m odel and 

experim ental set-up

Once the general ideas of mechanics are understood, certain particular 

materials, such as the rigid body, the perfect fluid of Euler, and the simple 

fluid of Noll, present themselves as naturally as do triangles and circles 
in geometry, and it is a mathematical necessity to study them. [C.Truesdell

[57], page 93].

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the mathematical model for the spatial 

deformation of a rod, namely the Special Theory of Cosserat Rods. Consequently 

we draw upon Antman [1] and Van der Heijden & Thompson et. al [60], [62]. We 

also find Gere & Timoshenko [23] useful as an excellent strength of materials text. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the link between a theory, everyday experience and experimen

tation. With this in mind, we formulate a boundary value problem which seeks to 

reflect the set-up in the laboratory experiments as closely as possible. In its final 

form, it consists of fifteen first order nonlinear ordinary differential equations plus 

boundary conditions. This system is solved numerically using a software package.
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T heory

MATHEMATICAL
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the link between the mathematical model and the physi

cal world. Everyday experience leads to the formulation of a theory, which, with respect to physical 

phenomena, can be expressed in the form of a mathematical model. This model can be tested and 

developed by experiment and by application.

2.2 The kinematics of deformation

2.2.1 The rod as a one dimensional body

T h e physical three-d im ensional bodies which we w ish  to  m odel have the d istin ctive  

property th at tw o o f the d im ensions are much sm aller than  the third. We make 

use o f th is property and param eterise them  by a single param eter, the arc length 

s G [0, L]. T he origin (s =  0) is at one end of the rod and L  is the length  of the rod.

T he Special Theory of Cosserat Rods  is founded on th is  geom etric approach. By  

analogy, p lates and shells require two param eters si  and S2 and three d im ensional 

b odies require three. A good  defin ition  of the C osserat con cept o f a body can be 

found in A ntm an:

A body is a set, whose elements are called material points, that has mass, can sustain 

forces, and can occupy regions of Euclidiean 3-space E^. [[1] ChapVIII §3 page 265].

T hus C osserat theory treats a rod as a set o f m ateria l p o in ts form ing a curve in 

space w hich can be th ou ght of as the centreline or line o f centroids o f the rod.
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2.2.2 The fixed co-ordinate system

The experimental rig is shown in Figure 2.2 where it can be seen to consist of two 

separate machined castings seated at either end of a rack and pinion. Attached to 

each casting is a chuck and a transducer for measuring a load. An experiment starts 

by fixing the ends of a rod into the chucks. It follows that one chuck is situated at 

s =  0  and the other chuck at s =  L.

We define a right-handed orthonormal cartesian co-ordinate system x , y , z  with 

basis {i, j ,k }  which we call the fixed frame. The origin of the fixed frame is s =  0. 

The unit vector i =  j A k is a fixed vector which points in the direction of the 

acceleration due to gravity (which we take to be a constant). The unit vector k 

points horizontally and parallel with the rack and pinion, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

During most of our experiments the experimental apparatus is arranged so that the 

chucks are aligned along the z axis, which is the situation shown in Figure 2.2. Note 

that if we translate the end s =  L in the xy  plane then the straight line from s =  0  

to s =  L (which we call the rig axis) is no longer aligned or parallel with the z axis. 

We refer to this kind of translation as an offset.

2.2.3 The directors

During an experiment a rod may be bent and twisted. The position of a material 

point at s is given by the position vector r{s) = {x{s),y{s),  z{s)) with origin r ( 0 ) =  

(0,0,0) coincident with the chuck at s =  0. The configuration of the rod is specified 

by r(s )  and a pair of orthonormal rod-centered unit vectors called directors di(s) 

and d 2 (s) which span the cross section of the rod (see Figure 2 .2 ). We define

dg := d i A d2 (2.1)

Unlike r*(s), the directors {di, d 2 , dg} are unaffected by pure translations of the 

rod. However they are able to rotate independently of the curve defined by r(s).  

Consequently they endow the rod with directions by means of which it is possible
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TORQUE TRANSDUCER FORCE TRANSDUCER

s=Ls=0

Figure 2.2: The experimental rig showing the co-ordinate systems. The rig was constructed from 

machined aluminium castings. The patterns for the castings, some of the machining, and all of the 

welding were carried out by the author.

to  m easure the am ount o f tw isting , bending, shearing and exten sion .

2.2.4 The strains vi,V2,V3 

T he tangent vector v  is given by:

d r
—— — V  — f i d i  +  V 2 d 2  +  ('L’3 +  l ) d 3 ,
a s

(2 .2 )

where v \  and V2 are the shear strains in the d i and d 2  d irections respectively  and  

^ 3  is th e dilatation.  N ote that:

•  f 3  >  0 , for a rod which has been extended.

•  f 3  =  0 , for an inexten sib le  rod (L is a con stan t).

•  U3  <  0 , for a rod which has been com pressed.

2.2.5 The curvatures/^i,/^2 , T

T he strain  vector u is given as:
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II — ^id-i +  k>2̂ 2 "H Tdg. (2.3)

The components of (2.3) denote the curvatures (i.e. «i,/C2) and the twist density 

(r). Their dimensions are [rads/m]. By taking the vector product of u  with the 

directors we obtain the following expression for the turning of the directors through 

space:

dd. •
—  ̂ =  u A d j . . .  (i =  1,2,3). (2.4)
ds

2.3 The mechanics

We now consider the mechanics of the problem. Adjacent material points exert a 

resultant contact force and contact moment on each other. Thus, for s in (0, L), 

N  (s) and M  (s) are respectively the contact force and contact moment exerted by 

the material of (s, L] on that of [0, s]. The force N{s )  is given by,

iV(s) =  TV̂ di T A^d2 +  Tdg, (2.5)

where Ni  and N 2 are the shear forces in the directions di and 6 .2  respectively, and T

is the axial force in the direction dg (tension is positive and compression is negative).

The moment M( s )  is given by:

J\d{s) = Afidi T M̂ 2 ^ 2  "h A^dg, (2.6)

where Mi and M2 are the bending moments about d% and d 2 respectively, and Mg 

is the twisting moment about dg. The components of N[s )  and M (s) acting on an 

element of rod are illustrated schematically in Figure 2.3.

For any statical equilibrium configuration the resultant of the contact forces and 

contact moments acting on the element ds must be zero [1]. Therefore, with the 

inclusion of a body force W , the equilibrium of forces is written as
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body forces 
and Ni +cW,

body moments, 

/a n d  m  v

N2 +CW;

Figure 2.3: The equilibrium of an element of rod could involve contact forces N i  and contact 

moments M j, body forces f  (for example weight per unit length TV) and body moments m  

(for example an electromagnetic source). For equilibrium —N  +  { N  +  diV) +  /d s  =  0  and 

- M  + (M  +  d M ) +  m ds +  r  A N  +  r  A f d s  =  0. By dividing these expressions by ds, equations 

(2.7) and (2.9) are obtained.

d N
ds

d ^ W  = 0, (2.7)

and ignoring b od y  m om ents, the equilibrium  of m om ents is given  by

d s ds

Use o f (2 .7) in (2 .8) reduces the latter to

d M  d ,
+ — (r  A N )  r  A W  = 0. (2 .8 )

ds ds
(2.9)
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2.4 The constitutive relations

We seek constitutive relations to portray reasonably well the behaviour of our rods 

over a range of well-defined loads. Specifically, we need to know how a rod responds 

to the bending moments Mi, M 2 , the twisting moment M3 , the shear forces N i ,N 2 , 

and to the axial force T. Thus the constitutive relations link the forces and moments 

to the kinematics, i.e they connect (2.7) and (2.9) to (2.2) and (2.3) respectively.

2.4.1 The rigidities

In the case of a linear relationship between the loads and the strains we can write 

the constitutive relations in the following form:

Ml = Bi(Ki -^1 =  BiVi,

M2 = B 2 {k,2 N2 =  B 2 V2 , (2.10)

M3 =  Cr, T  = Cvs,

where B i,C ,B i  and C are the rigidities and Bi < B 2 and Bi < È 2 . The tcrmo 

and «2  are initial or intrinsic, curvatures.- In the case Bi = B 2 =: B, a, useful 

non-dimensional characterisation of a particular rod is Poisson’s ratio, (i/), given by:

=  (2 .11)

Note that the rigidities are the product of two components, one material and one 

geometric:

Bi = E ll Flexural rigidity about di [Nm^

B 2 = E h Flexural rigidity about 6 2 [Nm^

C = G J Torsional rigidity about d 3 [Nm^

Bi = GA.q.1 Shearing rigidity along di [N],

B 2 = GA 0L2 Shearing rigidity along d 2 [N],

C =  E A Axial rigidity along d 3 [N],
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where a \^2 are numerical factors (or shear coefficients) which depend on the geometry

of the cross section, [23] page 408. For a circular cross section a\ = cx.2

The modulus of elasticity E  with units [N/m^j and the shear modulus of elasticity 

G [N/m^j are both material properties. The quantities A ^I  and J  are geometric 

properties of the cross section, defined as follows:

A  is the cross sectional area [m^],

I\ is the second moment of area about d i [m' ĵ,

I 2 is the second moment of area about d 2 [m' ĵ,

J  is the second moment of area about dg [m'̂ ].

Note that constitutive relations characterise the material and not the body. Thus 

they account for the different behaviour of the variety of materials and a particular 

rod is characterised by the ratios Bi : B 2 : C  and Bi : È 2 : C. Following [23] pageSO, 

we define stiffness as the axial rigidity divided by the length of the rod, and flexibility 

as the reciprocal of the stiffness.

2.5 The uniformly isotropic rod

We now discuss the applicability of our (one-dimensional) constitutive relations to 

the properties of physical (three-dimensional) rods. This discussion will prompt us 

to define a uniformly isotropic rod which is the focal point of the greater part of our 

analytical, numerical and experimental investigations. We start by observing that 

not all the distinguishing properties of a particular physical rod can be encompassed 

by the constitutive relations (2.10). For example, our one dimensional model cannot 

distinguish between a rectangle and an ellipse, or for that m atter any other cross 

section. Furthermore, the constitutive relations do not account for variation of ma

terial properties across the cross section. In some loading conditions these properties 

of the cross section may be important. It is useful therefore to give precise details
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of the class of physical rods which (strictly) fall within the domain of applicability 

of our mathematical model.

A rod is called homogeneous if the values of E  and G do not vary across the rod’s 

cross section. We can model composite rods, in which two or more homogeneous 

rods with different values of E  and G are bonded in such a way as to constitute 

an inhomogeneous rod. Examples of commonly encountered composite rods are 

included in Figure 2.4. Rod B is  a tube, or a rod inside a rod and is representative 

of a rod which is inhomogeneous even though Bi = B 2 - Rod C is an example of an 

inhomogeneous rod with a circular cross section and B\ ^  B2 . Note that the rigidity 

about a given axis of a composite rod is calculated by adding the rigidities (about 

the same axis) of each constituent rod. The value of I  is calculated by means of 

the parallel axis theorem, which states that the second moment of area about any 

axis %%, a distance y from the parallel axis Y Y  through the centroid of the overall 

cross section is I x x  = I y y  +  where A  is the area of the cross section.

We now introduce and define the concept of transverse isotropy. Antman points 

out that:

Since the role of dg is so distinct from those of d i and d 2 , there is no point in letting 

dg vary in testing for isotropy. Thus the kind of isotropy relevant for rod theories is 

transverse isotropy. [[IjChap VIII§9 page 293.]

With this remark in mind, we use the term isotropy to signify transverse isotropy. 

A rod is said to be isotropic if B\ — B 2 and the rod has circular symmetry, oth

erwise it is anisotropic. Note that in this context a rod has circular symmetry if 

there is a fixed axis, coincident with d 3 (s), about which rotations of the rod in its 

unstressed natural state (i.e. its reference state) cannot be detected by experiment. 

Thus according to this definition, a rod whose stress-free state is a ring does not 

have circular symmetry even though it has circular symmetry about its center of 

curvature.

A suitable test for anisotropy is to fix one end of a rod (say s =  0) and hang a 

weight from its free end, s = L (see Figure 2.8). If the deflection of the free end
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Figure 2.4: Illustrations of some of the properties of real three dimensional rods which relate to 

uniformity and isotropy. A rod with cross section A is homogeneous and isotropic B\ =  B 2 ='■ B.  

Cross section B consists of two materials and depicts a rod inside a rod. In this case the cross 

section is inhomogeneous but is modelled as isotropic because Bi  =  B 2 and rotations about dg 

cannot be detected by experiment (see text). The rigidity is given by B  =  E J i  +  E o i h  ~ h)  where 

the suffix i refers to the inner rod and the suffix o to the outer rod. A rod with a cross section given 

by C is anisotropic and Bi  ^  B 2 . Rod D is prismatic. Rod E has intrinsic constant curvature. 

Rods F and G are circularly symmetric but are nonuniform. In the case of rod F the value of I  

varies with arc length, whilst for rod G it is the value of E  which varies with arc length. In the 

case of rod H the intrinsic curvature varies with arc length.
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is independent of any rotations about 6 3 (0 ) the rod is isotropic. If after such a 

rotation the deflection measured at the free end is found to be different, the rod is 

anisotropic. It follows that there are two sources of anisotropy:

1 . Bi  /  B 2 .

2. Initial curvature.

If the constitutive relations (2.10) are independent of arc length s, then the rod 

is said to be uniform. There are three sources of nonuniformity:

1. Variation of intrinsic curvature with arc length, (i.e. «1,2 vary with s).

2. Variation of material properties with arc length, (i.e. E  varies with s).

3. Variation of cross sectional geometry with arc length, (i.e. I  varies with s).

Note that a tapered rod with a circular cross section (rod F in Figure 2.4) is an 

example of an isotropic rod, but / i , / 2  and J  vary with arc length, i.e. it is non- 

prismatic. On the other hand, a prismatic rod with intrinsic curvature (rods E and 

H in Figure 2.4) has Bi = B 2 but is not an isotropic rod because rotations about 

dg can be detected by experiment, i.e. it does not have circular symmetry.

2.5.1 Scaling laws for experim ents

We select our rods so that gravitational effects are minimised. As a rule of thumb, 

we use the engineer’s equation for the deflection ô due to self-weight per unit length 

W, of the free end of a welded cantilever (see for example [23] page 358), given as 

follows

Note that we give a complete derivation of (2.12) in the appendix at the end of this 

chapter, §2.9. Since the volume of a rod is proportional to the product of its length 

and the square of its radius f, (2 .1 2 ) yields:
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ï ° ^ f  ( ? )  ^

where q  is the density and g  is the acceleration due to gravity. Thus in avoiding 

gravitational sagging effects we require a rod with a high slenderness ratio £, a low 

and low in absolute size L.

Large deflection rod experiments have been hampered by these sometimes con

flicting requirements, which is the reason why on the one hand steel and on the 

other hand rubber can be unsuitable. Also the loads involved must be within a 

measurable range.

2.5.2 N itinol

In its “superelastic” state the high flexibility of the nickel titanium alloy nitinol 

has been exploited in a number of applications. These include orthopaedic devices, 

orthodontic arches, surgical tools, spectacle frames and mobile phone antennae. For 

our experiments we use uniformly isotropic nitinol rods of 1 mm diameter circular 

cross section and lengths varying from 300 mm to 2000 mm. Note that we assume, 

with good justification, that the rods lie straight in their reference state. Since 

suppliers advise that the rigidities vary with manufacturing history (especially heat- 

treatment), we established the values directly, by means of simple experiments. 

From a cantilever experiment the value of B  was determined using the engineer’s 

formula ([23], page 369):

5 -  ^  (2-14)

where is a known normal force which is applied by hanging weights from the 

free end of the cantilever (see Figure 2 .8  in §2.9). A graph of the data from this 

experiment is shown in Figure 2.5. Note that a derivation of (2.14) is given in §2.9. 

To establish C, rods of varying length were fixed in the rig in the reference state. 

One end was twisted with respect to the other end from 0 up to 47t radians. For
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Figure 2.5: Best fit line to experimental data for the determination of the flexural and torsional 

rigidities for a nitinol circular cross section rod, 0.5mm radius.
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Figure 2.6: Best fit line to experimental data for the determination of the flexural and torsional 

rigidities for a silicon rubber circular cross section rod, 5mm radius.
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each rotation of f  radians the torque M3 was measured and plotted (see Figure 2.5).

2.5.3 Silicon rubber

Nitinol is unsuitable for experiments involving very high deformations in curvature 

and twist because it undergoes plastic deformation and kinks. Therefore these types 

of experiments were carried out on silicon rubber rods. Rods with 3.5mm and 5mm 

diameters, which lie reasonably straight in their reference state were selected (a 

small amount of intrinsic curvature was detected in some specimens). Since silicon 

rubber rods are very “floppy” , we established the bending rigidity by measuring the 

deflection, due to self-weight, at the free end of different lengths of silicon rubber 

cantilevers (see Figure 2.8). These experimental results were compared to (2.12).

The torsional rigidity for the 5mm diameter rod was established in the same way 

as that described above for nitinol. This gave v =  0.5 which is close to generally 

accepted values for rubber. In the case of the 3.5mm diameter rod, it is difficult 

to record the twisting moments except at very high end rotations in which case ex

tension, warping and shearing effects may interfere with the experiment. Therefore, 

assuming v =  0.5, the value of C was calculated using (2 .1 1 ).

2.5.4 R esults for B and C

The data from the rigidity tests on nitinol and rubber rods is shown in Figures 2.5 

and 2.6. Using MATLAB’s least squares curve fitting functions, a linear fit to this 

data gives the coefficients of linear constitutive relations as follows;

material radius B C Poisson’s ratio u

nitinol 0.5mm 0.0028Nm2 0.0020Nm2 0.4

rubber 5.0mm 0.00007429Nm2 0.0000495Nm2 0.5

rubber 3.5mm 0.00001066Nm2 0.0000071Nm2 0.5
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2.5.5 The tangent vector

An important result follows from the values obtained for B  and C  for nitinol. Using 

/  =  M|1il and the measured value for B, we find E  % 57GNm“ ,̂ (which is consis

tent with a separate tensile test carried out on a Tensometer 20 Universal Testing 

Machine). Also, by the same method we estimate G % 2 0 GNm“ ,̂ which gives 

C = 44.7 kN. For an axial force of IN, which is the maximum tension/compression 

used in our experiments on nitinol rods, it follows that ug % 0.0000224. Therefore 

the largest change in length is only about 0.01 mm for a 500 mm length of rod. 

Similar, smaller values, can be ascertained for vi and V2 . This gives a good approxi

mation to ui =  f 2 =  fg =  0  corresponding to a non-shearable, and inextensible rod. 

Thus from (2.2),

J  =  da, (2.15)

which implies that the direction of dg is always along the tangent of the rod. There

fore the constitutive relations for the forces are replaced by the kinematic constraint

(2.15), and (2.10) reduces to:

Ml =  B i^i,  M2 = B2K2 , Mg =  C t.  (2.16)

2.6 The reduced fifteen ode system

The mathematical model consists of eighteen first order differential equations (ODEs), 

namely (2.15), (2.4), (2.7) and (2.9) together with (2.16). We now express them in 

a form which is convenient for coding with a computer software package (in this 

case MATLAB). However it is useful to reduce this system because it was found

to be exceedingly slow when the full eighteen ODEs were input into MATLAB. We

observe that d 2 can be expressed in terms of d i and dg:
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(I2 — ds ^  d i — (ĉ SyĈ lz C?32;diy)l [d^x^lz ^Zz^lx)^ (dsx^ l̂y (2.17)

where the second suffix in each term of (2.17) refers to components in the fixed 

frame.

We remark here that the derivatives on the left hand sides of (2.7) and (2.9) 

represent the total derivative with respect to arc length in the moving co-ordinate 

(director) frame, plus terms which describe the derivative of the directors themselves. 

For example:

~  ^ 2 ^ 2  +  ^dg)

=  + f d s )  +  +  J V s ^  +  T ^ ) .

It is convenient to write the mathematical model in non-dimensional form. To this 

end we introduce the following re-scalings:

X y z NiL^ WL^ M i l
^ = V  y = L '  " =  ! ’ " ‘ =  4 ^ ’ ^ = 4 ^ ’ =

and (') := i f .

Consequently, using (2.4) and the constitutive relations (2.16) we can express 

(2.7) and (2.9) in component form:

n[ = n2?7l3 ^  -  7137712 +  wdix

n'2 =  7737711 — 77i 77l 3 ^  +  ' ^ { d z y d i z  — d ^ z d i y )

773 =  77x7772 -  7 7 2 7 7 7 1 -f wd^x

7771 =  77727773- 77727773 -f 772 (2.19)

7772 =  -  777x7773̂  -  77i 

777̂  =  -777x7772(1̂  -  1 ).

The non-dimensional versions of (2.4) and (2.15) are as follows:
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F igu re  2.7: The ends of the rods are gripped in chucks, fixing the tangent vector dg. This form 

of clamping corresponds to Antman’s welded boundary conditions [1] C h a p F // /  §12. Since it is 

a fusion process, welding implies a continuous homogeneous connection between a structure (the 

rod) and the rigid parent structure to which it is attached (the rig). Note that all three components 

of the force and moment vectors are supported.

'̂ix — '^sidsydiz — dszdiy)^ — m2C?3x 

d'ly — 'f^sidsxdiz — d^zdix)^ — 

d'lz ~  T^zi.dzydiy — d^ydix)^ — m 2 dsz 

d'sx ~  '^ 2 d\x — Tïi\{d-ixd\z — dszdiy)^  

d'zy — — '^\[dzydiz — d^zd\x)^

d'sz — '^ 2 d\z — 'rrii{dsydiy — d^ydi^)^  

^  — d^x 

y — d^y 

^ ~  d^z}

(2 .20 )

where use of (2.17) has enabled us to reduce (2.4) from nine to six equations. Note 

that the differential equations for the loads (2.19) are expressed in the director frame, 

whilst those for the kinematics (2 .2 0 ) are expressed in the fixed frame.
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2.7 Boundary conditions and experim ental pro

cedure

Our experimental rig is designed as a rigid loading device. The ends of a rod are 

fixed in chucks and an experiment proceeds under kinematic control. The loads 

remain passive throughout an experiment. The twisting moment M  - 6 3 (0 ) and the 

tension/ compression N  • d 3 (L) were measured by in-line transducers connected at 

either end of the rig, as shown in Figure 2 .2  (the force transducer is at the right 

hand end and the torque transducer at the left hand end). The forces and torques 

measured during these experiments were in the range ±1 N and ±0.4 Nm respec

tively, with a sensitivity of 0.0001 N and 0.0001 Nm respectively. Possible sources 

of error in measurement are manual zeroing of the transducers at the beginning of 

an experiment and electrical drift effects of the output during an experiment. These 

errors were estimated as ±0.0002 Nm and ±0.0002 N. Note that each data point 

in our plots of experimental data represents the mean of at least three separate 

experiments.

On the whole it will be seen that our experimental results give a good match to 

the theory. However we can mention here that various clamping devices were tried 

out before we decided to use chucks. These included attaching the end of the rod 

in an accurately machined slot by means of a fastening screw; silver soldering the 

end inside the slot; and simply clamping it between two slotted plates. All of these 

arrangements led to unacceptable errors. This indicates a sensitivity of solutions to 

small changes in slope and/or curvature at the ends.

We now give mathematical expressions for the boundary conditions. The ends 

of the rod are clamped in the chucks in exactly the same way as a drill bit is gripped 

in a chuck (see Figure 2.7). It follows that the tangent vectors at each end of the 

rod are collinear and point in the k direction. Therefore the boundary conditions 

for dg are given by:
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d 3 (0 ) =  (0 , 0 , 1 ), d 3 ( i )  =  (0 , 0 , 1 ). (2 .2 1 )

We next specify the position vector at each end:

r(0) =  (0,0,0), r{L) = {x l ,Vl ,L  -  D) (2.22)

where Xl and y i  are the a;, y coordinates in the case of an offset, (note that for most

of our experiments the offset is zero and xl = y i  = ̂ )- The parameter D  denotes

the distance by which the end s =  L is displaced towards s =  0  in a straight line

along the z axis, i.e. the slack. In an experiment D  is measured to an accuracy of

±0.5mm.

Experiments may also involve inputting end rotation R, which simply means 

rotations about dg of one end of the rod with respect to the other end. In the 

director frame R  is the difference in the orientation between di(0) and di(L), i.e. 

d i(0 )'d i(L ) =  cos R. Therefore the boundary conditions with respect to the director 

di are:

di(0) =  (1,0,0), di(L) =  (cosi?,sini?, 0). (2.23)

Note that (2 .2 2 ), (2 .2 1 ) and (2.23) correspond to Antman’s welded boundary 

conditions [1]. Most of our experiments involve two different rigid loading proce

dures:

•  Fixed R  loading: input R  and control D.

•  Fixed D  loading: input D  and control R.

2.8 Discussion of the m athem atical model

The system of fifteen first order ordinary differential equations (2.19) and (2.20), 

together with the nine boundary conditions stipulated at s =  0  in (2 .2 2 ), (2 .2 1 ),
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and (2.23); plus the conditions dsx{L) and d^y{L) in (2.21), and dix[L) in (2.23) 

constitute a well posed system. This was solved by a single-parameter continuation 

of solutions using MATLAB’s boundary value solver bvp4c. This is a finite difference 

code that implements a collocation formula, details of which can be found in [44]. 

The advantages of using MATLAB are that it has flexible plotting facilities and is 

reasonably straight forward to use. However the disadvantages are that it is not 

always easy to find starting solutions and the program is slow when it is set at high 

accuracy.

The usual approach to the statics of rods is to express the equilibrium equations 

in terms of the wrench. The wrench is a vector pointing in the direction of the 

resultant of all the forces, about which the resultant of all the moments acts. It is 

more efficient to work in the wrench frame, because the boundary value problem 

can be reduced to nine ODEs: three for the position vector r ,  three for the tangent 

vector dg and three describing the twist di (see [60]).

We note, however, that the system of ODEs given by (2.19) and (2 .2 0 ) reflects 

more directly the experimental set-up. By setting bvp4c to solve the equations 

under continuation of either D  or R, we mimic the actual experimental procedure. 

Also the variables ng(L) and ms(L) correspond respectively to the axial force and 

the twisting moment measured in the experiment by the transducers. Whilst the 

fixed frame detracts somewhat from the underlying symmetry of the problem, it is 

not confined to seeking only symmetric solutions. This has enabled us to detect 

a secondary bifurcation with respect to the planar elastica, which appears to have 

been overlooked by previous studies. The fixed frame also permits the inclusion of 

the rod’s weight in a physically intuitive way.

Note, however, that whilst we use the fixed co-ordinate system for the bulk of 

our numerics., we will find it more convenient to carry out analytical investigations 

using the wrench frame, where the implicit symmetry can be used to great effect.

The focus of our numerical study is the statics of the Kirchhoff rod - an inex

tensible, unshearable, uniformly isotropic, weightless Cosserat rod. Here we can be
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assured by its quintessence. However, in treating the Kirchhoff rod as a reference 

point for the study of the behaviour of real rods as observed through experiment, 

we need to pay special attention to the experimental set-up. As far as is practically 

possible, we strive to identify and eliminate those physical imperfections which may 

cause an experiment to deviate from the mathematical model. For example we re

quire rods with linear elasticity at large strains, and avoid heavy rods. We also take 

heed of Bell’s remarks (quoted at the end of Chapter 1) concerning sensitivity to 

boundary conditions. However with respect to 3-D elasticity effects in the vicinity of 

the boundary conditions, our discussion of St Venant’s Principle (Chapter 1 ) shows 

these are unimportant.

Unlike the loading paths that can be followed in an experiment, the theoretical 

loading paths are not limited by stability considerations. The numerics reveal that 

particular configurations such as the straight rod, the ring, and the localised loop are 

common to a large number of different loading paths. This puts seemingly isolated 

curves of experimental data into perspective. We also pause to note that we can 

take our experiments beyond the scope of our mathematical model. For example in 

an experiment we can encompass self contact, extension of the rod centerline, shear 

and very large deformations in which the linearity assumptions of our constitutive 

relations are no longer valid.

The remaining parts of this thesis report on experimental, numerical and some 

analytical results, the platform for these studies being the mathematical model as 

set out above.
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2.9 Appendix: Planar configurations

s=L

s=0

Figure 2.8: The planar deflection of a cantilever with a hanging load Nx-, a force parallel with 

the z axis and its own weight W . The forces N\ and T  are the components of the forces in 

the director frame. Note that the moment My is in this case equivalent to M2 . Equation (2.12) 

is obtained in the case that =  W  =  Q, and (2.14) in the case that = 0 in which case

deflection is entirely due to self-weight.

Constraints enforcing planarity

The configuration of a bent rod can be restricted to a plane by two constraints (see [1] §F ///.16). 

Firstly,

(2.24)

which means that the director d2 is constrained to lie in the j direction. This prevents twist. 

Secondly we have

r j = 0 (2.25)

which means that r is constrained to never have a component in the j direction. This restricts the 

configuration to the ik plane. It follows from (2.24) and (2.25) that d2  = 0. Therefore from (2.4) 

we have:

0 = d 2 = u A d2 = —rdi -f Kid; T = Ki = 0, (2.26)

which implies that our constitutive relations reduce to M2  = Bk,2 . Note that (2.26) may be viewed 

as a material constraint akin to the unshearable, inextensible constraint set by (2.15). If we wish 

to carry out an experimental investigation in which only planar configurations are studied, we can
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either use external constraints corresponding to (2.24) and (2.25), or we can select a rod which 

satisfies the material constraint (2.26). The practical problem with an external constraint, which 

may involve restriction of the rod between two parallel plates, is the presence of friction. The 

practical problem with meeting the material constraint is basically finding a rod which can only 

bend about one axis and cannot be twisted. A possible candidate for a rod which cannot bend 

about one axis is a strip. These have flat cross sections and are therefore very stiff about one axis. 

Note that both [5] and [16] used strips in their experiments. In Chapter 4 we report on experiments 

on strips.

Given (2.26), the equilibrium equations (2.7) and (2.9) reduce as follows

Wi + Niô.1 + N2 ^ 2  4" Tda — N\K2^3 + Tk2^i — 0 

Âfidi +  M2 Ô.2  +  M3 Ô. 2  4~ 7\^di — 7Vid2 =  0, 

from which we derive the following:

(2.27)

N \  +  T/C2 4~ ■ di — 0, T  — N 1 K2 + W i  • dg — 0, Bk,2 — =  0, (2.28)

which are the equilibrium equations for the heavy planar elastica in the director frame.

The heavy planar elastica

We now show how to express (2.28) in our fixed frame. Inspection of Figure 2.8 shows that the 

transformation between the directors and the fixed frames can be expressed as rotation through a 

single angle

di = cos /?i -  sin Pk

d2 = j (2.29)

dg = sin/5i +cosySk.

It also follows that the curvature in this case, is entirely due to rotation about d 2 through the 

angle /?. Therefore we can write « 2  = p. Figure 2.8 depicts a cantilever of length L  undergoing 

planar deflections due to T^(0)k, a normal force Nx{0)i, and a distributed load Wi, which could 

for example be its weight per unit arc length, causing a bending moment My about d 2 {L). These 

in-plane loads can be expressed in terms of the wrench frame to give

N i  cos^di -f T sin/^dg =  Nx'i, T  cos^^dg +  N i  sin^gdi = T^k, M2 d2  =  M2 k. (2.30) 

Since r =  dg, it follows from (2.29) that
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ds ds

and the slope is given by:

dx(s) _  s i n ^ ( ^ ) ^  _  cos j3(s), (2.31)

dz

We find from equilibrium of forces that

= ta n ^ (g ) . (2.32)

d N
^  =  Wi, (2.33)
ds

which may be integrated to give

N ( s )  =  W s i  +  N o ,  (2.34)

where N q is a constant of integration. Noting that we have chosen s =  0 to be the free end of the 

cantilever (see Figure 2.8), we evaluate (2.34) at s =  0 and find:

N ( s )  =  W s i  + r^k + N J .  (2.35)

Upon substitution of our expression for N  into M  + ^ r A iV  = 0  the equilibrium of moments 

becomes

M} -  (sin^di + cos/dk) A (Wsi + T^k 4- N x ’i) =  0,  (2.36)

and by dotting (2.36) with j we obtain

d^d
B   ̂ 2  ~  Tz sin /3 + Nx cos /d 4- Ws cos j3 =  0] (2.37)

which is the equation for the heavy planar elastica in the fixed frame.

Deflection of a cantilever due to an end load

We proceed by deriving the well known small defiection cantilever equations (2.14) and (2.12) from 

(2.37). In the case of a cantilever where the only load is which we can interpret as a small 

weight hanging from the free end, we set = W = 0 in (2.37) which subsequently reduces to,

.B  ̂ ^ 4" Nx cos jd =  0. (2.38)

For the case of small defiections sin/? «  tan/? % /d and coŝ d «  1, and using this in (2.31) we obtain
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ds % dz.  (2.39)

Also (2.32) becomes

which upon differentiation with respect to z  gives ^  and differentiation again gives:

Finally, using (2.40) and cosP % 1, we find that (2.38) can be written as the following linear 

differential equation:

B w  =  § '  (2.41)

We now derive (2.14). If we integrate (2.41) once we find

d^x NxZ
- r - ^ ( z )  = - = -  4- constant.
dz^ B

To evaluate the constant of integration we note that the bending moment is zero at the end where 

the load Nx is hung from. Therefore the curvature ^^(0) =  0, and we find that the constant 

vanishes. If we integrate again we find

dx NxZ^
dz ~  '2B  constant.

From the boundary condition ^ (T )  = 0 (i.e the slope at the welded end is zero), the constant of 

integration is found to be equal to -  . A final integration gives

x(z) =  — ----------------+  constant

and when we apply the condition x(L) = 0, this constant is found to be . To find the 

deflection, S at the free end we set z =  0, and retrieve (2.14):

r NxL^
 ̂= - J b -

Deflection of a cantilever due to self weight

We set Tz =  Nx =  0 in (2.37) which reduces to:

d^3
B — r  + W s  cos 13 =  0. 

ds^

Assuming small defiections we obtain
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d^x. . W z

if we integrate this once we find

d^x, . Wz^
+  constant.

j2
From the boundary condition that ^ ^ (0 ) =  0 we find that the constant vanishes. A second

integration gives

dx Wz^

and as before, from the boundary condition ^ (Z ,)  =  0 we find that the constant is given by — 

A final integration gives

,  - Wz^ WL^z

and by applying the condition x(L) =  0, we obtain

,  , Wz^ WL^z WL^
~  2 4 5  6 5  8 5  "

To find the deflection at the free end, we set z =  0 and retrieve (2.12):

X
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Chapter 3 

A review of the equivalent 

oscillator

Integrable cases are lighthouses in a chaotic sea, they guide our intuition, 
shed lights on lost turbulent flows and offer refuge for the lost minds. 
Like lighthouses in modern seas they seem to dwindle with time and if 
no effortfs] are made to restore them future researchers might be bound 

to rebuild them. A.Goriely [24]

3.1 Introduction

We have mentioned that the mathematical model for a weightless, unshearable, 

inextensible, isotropic rod (the “Kirchhoff rod”) is the platform from which we 

evaluate our experimental results. One important property of this case is the large 

number of conserved quantities. Their existence means that the Kirchhoff rod can 

be reduced to quadrature. Furthermore, Kirchhoff’s static/dynamic analogy (see 

§1.4.2) allows us to carry integrable cases for the dynamics of a rigid body over to 

the statics of an isotropic rod. It is perhaps for this reason that the Kirchhoff rod 

has been subjected to close analytical scrutiny, both in the classical literature [34], 

and modern, [3], [39], [40], [41], [62].

A key aspect to the modern approach is the phase portrait. The qualitatively
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different phase planes which can be generated by the mathematical model for a 

Kirchhoff rod (including the case of nonlinear constitutive relations) are examined 

in [3]. The authors in [62] study the particular case that the values of two of the 

conserved quantities are equal and focus on two special solutions, the uniform helix 

and localised buckling. The first solution is given by the fixed points of the phase 

plane and the second corresponds to the homoclinic orbit. They derive expressions 

for the end rotation R  and slack D  for both cases. Their work on the homoclinic is 

taken forwards in [40] where a comparison is presented of an infinitely long rod, a 

rod of “semi-finite” length and a rod of finite length. The authors in [41] are more 

interested in classifying qualitatively different types of solutions and the respective 

dynamic analogies. This work is complemented by [39] where we find a classification 

of equilibrium states for the case that the ends of a rod are welded.

We review the Kirchhoff rod in the knowledge that we are taking notes over well 

trodden ground. We collect together some useful results which are relevant to our 

other analytical, numerical and experimental investigations. We first consider the 

general case of a weight-free rod and find two conserved quantities. We then briefly 

discuss the closed form solution for the special case that the rod is loaded only by 

moments, before moving on to the Kirchhoff rod. We make a comparative study of 

the phase planes for two qualitatively different cases of the Kirchhoff rod. Finally 

we focus on the homoclinic trajectory, and find some useful information concerning 

T D  and M R  loading diagrams.

3.2 The weight-free equilibrium equations

Setting W =  0 in (2.7) we find

^ N [ s )  =  0, (3.1)

from which it immediately follows that
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N{s) = constant, (3.2)

indicating that the total force vector is conserved (i.e. independent of s). The 

conservation of the force vector is a global integral which holds in all cases discussed 

in this chapter.

3.3 The force-free “Euler rod”

We first look at the rather special case that the right hand side of (3.2) is zero, 

which implies that the rod is loaded only by a twisting moment. We call this the 

“Euler rod” because in his study of rigid body mechanics, Euler discovered that the 

gyroscope, which is the dynamic analogy for the force free rod, is a fully integrable 

case, see § 1.4.2.

Setting N {s)  = 0 , we find that the equilibrium of moments, given by (2.9), can 

be written in the director frame as follows:

Biki +  (C — B2)tk>2 — 0,

B 2 K2 +  {B\ — C)tk,\ =  0 , (3 3)

C t  +  {B2 — Bi)KiK,2 = 0,

where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to s. The solutions to (3.3) can be 

expressed in terms of the elliptic functions sn, cn, and dn:

Ki = «10 cn(ws|p),

«2  =  «20 sn(ws|p), (3.4)

r  =  To dn(ws|p),

where p is the elliptic parameter which takes values between 0  and 1 , and us  is the 

elliptic argument The constants «10, «20) tq, cj are given by

-^1^10   -^2^20   ^P '^0   '"iu'"/u ' u   q 2 (o
B 2 - C  ~  B i - C  ~  B i -  B 2 ~  u  ~  ’ ^
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where Q, is arbitrary. To see that the three equations in (3.4) are solutions to (3.3), 

first note the derivatives of the elliptic functions (see Appendix 3.7). For example, 

differentiation of the first of (3.4) gives

«1  =  -Kiow sn(ws|p) dn(ws|p)

and substitution for ki, k,2 and r  in the first of (3.3) shows that it is satisfied.

Two conserved quantities can be identified for the case of the Euler rod:

1 (BikI  +  B 2 K.I +  Cr^) =  constant,
2 (3.6)

i  {B l^l  +  +  C^T^) =  constant,

corresponding to the conservation of strain energy and moment respectively. To see 

that these are conserved quantities it is sufficient to show that they disappear upon 

differentiation. For example, use of (3.4) in the first of (3.6) gives

—2 BiK,IqU sn(ws|p) dn(ws|p) cn(ws|p)

+ 2 B2 /(2o^ sn(cjs|p) dn(ws|p) cn(ws|p)

—2 CtqU sn(cjs|p) dn(ws|p) cn(ws|p) =  0 ,

and using the relations in (3.5) we find

sn(cjs|p) dn(cjs|p) cn(ws|p) [—2 ( ^ 2  ~  C) +  2 (^B\ — C) — 2 [Bi — B 2 )] = 0 ,

where it can be seen that the terms inside the square brackets disappear, as desired. 

Similarly, use of (3.4) and (3.5) in the second of (3.6) gives:

2sn(cus|p) dn(cjs|p) cn(cjs|p)/cio^20'^0 [—B 1B 2 4- B \C  +  B 1B 2 — B 2 C — B \C  T B 2 C\ — 0.

Note that the quantities (3.6) are respectively analogous to conservation of the 

kinetic energy and conservation of the angular momentum in a rigid body which is 

free to move with no forces (not even weight) acting on it.
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3.3.1 The symmetric Euler rod

For the case that the Euler rod is isotropic Bi = B 2 =■ B  and (3.3) becomes

B ki — {B — C')tac2

B k 2 = { C - B ) t k , i ,  (3.7)

C f  = 0.

The solutions to (3.7) are as follows:

«1  =  /to cos ws,

k,2 = Ko sin ws, (3.8)

C t = constant =: Tq; 

where kq =  kiq =  K20 and w =  Comparison of (3.8) with (3.4) shows

that for the symmetric case the elliptic functions sn, cn and dn have degenerated 

into the trigonometric functions sine, cosine and unity respectively. We note that 

sn(wg|0) =  sin ws, cn(ws|0) =  cos ws and dn(ws|0) =  1. The solution (3.8) portrays 

a rod in the form of a helix with equal twist density at all points along its length.

3.4 The spatial elastica

We now consider the case where iV(s) /  0. In the moving (director) frame (3.1) 

can be expressed as follows:

N\ =  T  N 2 — TAv2 ,

N 2 -  - t T V i + T k i ,  (3  9 )

T  = — K27V1 7V2K1 .

Note that in deriving (3.9) we have made use of (2.4).

The equilibrium of moments, given by (2.9), is expressed in the director frame

as:
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+  { C  — B 2 ) t K,2 — TVg,

5 2 ^ 2  +  { B i - C ) t k , i  =  - N u  (3.10)

C t  + {B2 — B \ ) k,i K,2 = 0.

Substitution for Â i and N 2 in the third of (3.9) with the first and second of 

(3.10) gives

T  — —K,i [Biki +  ( C  — B 2 ) t k ,2) — k>2 (1^2^2 +  (^ 1  “  C ) t k ,i ) 

from which we find

T  =  —BiK,ik>i — B2K,2k>2 — C t t ,

and it follows that

T  +  i  (^Bi^l +  B2K2 +  =  constant. (3.11)

In the dynamic analogy (3.11) corresponds to the conservation of the total energy 

and is the Hamiltonian.

3.4.1 The wrench

We now introduce a new set of coordinates u ,v ,w ,  with orthonormal basis {e^, e^, eu;}, 

which we call the wrench frame. Note that the wrench is a unique line of action 

in the direction of the resultant of all the forces acting in the rod about which the 

resultant of all the moments acts. We choose 6 u; to be aligned in the direction of 

the wrench, so that (3.2) may be written

N{s) = constant =  (3.12)

where is the magnitude of the force. Note that generally the {eu, eu, eu,}, and 

{i , j ,k} frames are rotated and displaced with respect to each other (see [60]), con

sequently Tyj does not have the same value as the axial force T  measured in the 

fixed (rig) frame.
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Note that use of (3.12) and the constraint r  = ds allows us to express (2.9) as 

follows

M  = ds A Tyje^ (3.13)

COS0 s in 0 0 1 0 0 COS0 s in 0 0

— s in 0 COS0 0 , Re = 0 cos^ sin 0 , R<t> = — sin 0 COS0 0

0 0 1 0 — sin 6 cos 6 0 0 1

3.4.2 The Euler angles

The director frame d% { i  =  1,2,3) can be transformed into the wrench frame 

{ex, 6 y, 6 2 } by means of successive rotations performed in a specific sequence through 

three (Euler) angles 'ip, 9 and (p. The respective transformation matrices are as fol

lows:

=

The product matrix X  = RcpReR^ gives the transformation from the wrench frame 

to the director frame. However the transformation from the directors to the wrench 

frame, which can be obtained from the transpose of X , is of more interest to us. 

This transformation can be written as:

di =  (—sin'0sin(/)-I-cosi/>cos0cos0) +  (cos V’sin 0 +  sin î/j cos 0 cos 0) — cos 0 sin ̂

d 2 =  (— sin 0  cos 0 — cos 0  sin 0 cos +  (cos 0  cos 0 — sin 0  cos 0 cos 0) e„ -t- sin 0 sin ̂

da =  (cos 0  sin d) +  (sin 0  sin 9) e„ +  cos 6
(3.14)

Since r  =  dg, the components of ds in (3.14) give the rate of change of the 

coordinates as follows:

x =  cos 0  sin 0 ,

y =  sin 0  sin 0, (3.15)

i  =  cos 6.

The components of the curvature vector u, i.e. «i , / î2 , t ,  can be expressed in 

terms of the Euler angles by using (3.14) in (2.4) and dotting with the appropriate
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director. For example ki =  d 2 • di. Similar operations give the following:

«1  =  èsiiKj) — Ip cos (p sin 0 

Ko = Ô cos 6 + Ip sin 6 sin 6
(3.16)

T =  P +  'Ip COS 9.

3.4.3 The conservation of tw ist about the wrench axis

In addition to (3.11), the twisting moment about the wrench axis in the spatial 

elastica is conserved. This quantity can be established by dotting (3.13) with e^,, 

giving

— [M  ' Gy;) =  0. (3.17)

This result can easily be confirmed by using (2.4) to substitute for the d* terms which 

arise from differentiation of the vector M  in (3.17). It follows that M -eu, = constant. 

Using (3.14), we can express this conserved quantity in terms of the Euler angles:

M  • Gio =  —B i K i  COS (psinO B 2 K2 sin ( p s \ n 9  C t  c o s  9 =:Tyj. (3.18)

3.5 The “Kirchhoff rod”

For the remainder of this chapter we will focus on the Kirchhoff rod, which is obtained 

by setting Bi = B 2 =: B  in (3.10) which becomes

Biki +  ( C  — B2)tk,2 = N2 ,

B 2 K2 +  {B\ — C^TK\ =  — Â i, (3.19)

C t =  0.

The third of (3.19) states that we will find the same amount of twist at every point

along the rod’s axis, i.e. the twist density about dg is conserved. The dynamic
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analogy is the conservation of angular momentum about the axis of a symmetric 

top. We designate this constant Fg:

Fg := Ct. (3.20)

Note that this extra integral is in addition to the two integrals (3.11) and (3.18), 

and only arises in the special case of an isotropic rod. Together, these three integrals 

render the Kirchhoff rod a completely integrable system, see [29].

3.5.1 The equivalent oscillator

We now follow [62] and derive expressions for 0, (j) and ip in terms of Euler angles 

and the conserved quantities given in (3.11), (3.18) and (3.20). We first note that 

(3.18) may be written

where we have made use of (3.20). Also, substituting for ip and r  in the third of

(3.16) gives

F
p =  — — ip cos 9. (3.22)

O

Eliminating « i , « 2  and r  in (3.11), by means of (3.16), (3.18) and (3.20), we 

obtain

7<(e,9) =  |9 =  +  2 î L L ^ ^ ^ + r „ c o s 9 ,  (3.23)

where H  is the Hamiltonian. Following [62], we express (3.23) as:

n{0,9) = ^  + V{0), (3.24)

where
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It follows from (3.24) and (3.25) that we can form a second order differential equa

tion:

d V
5 0 = - — . (3.26)

which is the equivalent oscillator. By letting Z  := cos0, we can transpose (3.24) to 

form an integral for the arc length s:

8 = B  [    ^ , (3.27)
J y/2B{h -  T ẑ){i -  %2) _ (r, -  r^zy

where h is the value of the Hamiltonian. Note that (3.27) is the standard form for

an elliptic integral of the third kind. We can examine the roots of this equation by

expanding the cubic term in the denominator:

f ( Z )  = 2BT^Z^ -  {2Bh -h Tl)Z^  -f 2(r^F3 -  B T ^)Z  +  2Bh -  T l  (3.28) 

which may be written as

/(Z ) =  (Z -  Zi)(Z -  Zg)(Z -  Zs), (3.29)

where

2BTy} = 1

— {2Bh -f- Fg) =  Z\ Z2 +  Z3

2 ( r i „ r 3  —  BT)  =  Z 1 Z 2  - b  Z 2 Z 3  - j -  Z 1 Z 3

2Bh  — =  Z1Z2Z3 .

As in the case of the Euler rod, (3.29) can also be solved in terms of elliptic 

functions:

Z  = Zi — (Z2 — Zi) sn^(ws|p), (3.30)

(see [41],[39]) where u  = ^\/Zs  — Zi and p is a function of the three roots Zi, Z2 , Z3 .
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m

0.5

e

F igure 3.1: A plot of (3.34) for different values of /i, in steps of 0.1.

3.5.2 The phase plane

The phase plane consists of level curves of constant 1-i in (3.24). The vector grad'H — 

( ^ ,  is normal to a contour and points from low to high levels. The phase 

velocity given by is tangential to the contour and is obtained by rotating

grad?/ through a right angle in the clockwise sense. Therefore phase orbits move 

clockwise around the phase plane so as to keep maxima of the energy to their left 

and minima to their right. As we move along a phase curve a point may be reached 

where 9 changes sign, i.e. where the phase curve crosses the 9 axis. Since grad?/ is 

normal to the phase velocity then it follows that phase curves crossing the 9 axis, 

do so perpendicularly.

A point on the 9 axis is also a fixed point iî ^  ^  = 0 where:

dV̂  (Fu; — F 3 cos 9) (F y, cos 9 —
— BTin sin 9. (3.31)d^ sin 0 (cos^ ^ — 1 )

We now distinguish between two different phase portraits: the generic case Fg ^  

Fu; and the particular case F3 =  F ,̂. We consider each in turn.

w3.5.3 The case Fg ^ F,

We introduce the following scaling:



■3 ■2 0 1 2 3

Figure 3.2: A plot of (3.25) (top) with the corresponding phase plane given by (3.24) (bottom). 

Note for this case, where ^  Fg, the phase plane is split due to the singularity at 0 =  0. As 

phase paths pass close to the 9 axis they bunch up, indicating fast phase velocity. The phase paths 

intersect the 9 axis twice, corresponding to two roots of (3.29). This indicates a quasi-periodic 

helix and nutation in a top.

m

d0 /ds

Figure 3.3: Phase plane obtained by plotting (3.24) at different values of V. for the case fJ- =   ̂

with V{9)  given by (3.25). The solid bold curve is given by (3.34) which are the fixed points and 

correspond to helices. Note that all phase planes with Fg /  F̂  ̂ are qualitatively the same.
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* = f ’ ^ = f f -
Note that use of (3.32) allows us to express the three loading parameters T, Pa and 

Fio by means of just two terms: m  and fi. Using (3.32) we can express (3.31) as 

follows:

——r  — // — fji COS 6 +  cos^ d \    sin^ 9 — cos 6. (3.33)
da \

The zeros of (3.33) give the fixed points. These can be expressed in terms of m  and

fi:

m  = ( l +  c o s g )( l-c o s g )  (3 .3 4 )
— f i  COS 9 +  cos^ 9) — cos 9

Note that fixed points correspond to 9 = constant, which for a rod indicates a 

uniform helix, whilst for a top it means precession. A plot of (3.34) for increments 

of /i from 0 to 1 is shown in Figure 3.1 where it can be seen that only the case p = 1 

(corresponding to Tyj =  Fa) has a solution for m at ^ =  0. Consequently for /i ^  1 

the whole 9 axis is a singularity. Therefore for the mathematically generic case that 

the wrench and body axes are unaligned, the trivial solution of a straight rod cannot 

be included in this phase portrait.

A typical phase portrait for Fa F ,̂ is shown in Figure 3.2. The variation of 

the phase plane with the parameter m  is illustrated in Figure 3.3; qualitatively it is 

the same at every value of m.

3.5.4 The case Fg =  =• M

More interesting behaviour arises in the special case that Fa =  F^ =: M. The 

integral (3.27) reduces to:

= B  f  ■■ j -  .... =  (3.35)
\ / 2 ( h  -  Z ) ( l  -  Z 2)  -  m 2 ( l  -  Z )2
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V(6) ^

05

m

Figure 3.4: Graph of m , 9 , V  obtained by plotting (3.36). The fixed points, given by (3.37) lie 

along the heavy curve in the valley of the graph. When this curve bifurcates at m  =  2, the 0 =  0 

line of fixed points become a saddle point and runs up the ridge of the graph whilst two new fixed 

points associated with the two potential minima split off either side of it.

and V {6) and its first and second derivatives are found to be:

,  1 1 - C O S 0  c o s6 >
V(0) -  ------ % +

2  1 +  cos
(3.36)

dV  sin ^ sin ^
d^ (l +  cos^)2

(3.37)

d^V _  (1 +  cos Oy COS 9 + 2 sin^ 0(1 + cos 9) cos 9 
d02 ( l+ c o s 0 )‘̂ m?

(3.38)

From (3.37) it follows that 0 =  0 is always a fixed point. This state denotes a 

straight but twisted rod. Figure 3.4 is a plot of (3.37) and depicts the path of fixed 

points emanating from the origin. It can be seen that the path forks at m = 2 . This 

is termed a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation.

The stability of a fixed point is given by the eigenvalues Q, which are obtained 

from (3.38). Note that in a Hamiltonian system fixed points are either centers or 

saddles. For the fixed point at the origin we find
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0

30 1 2-2 1

F ig u re  3.5: Phase plane and “energy function” V{9) for the case Pa =  P̂ ; with m =  2.5 showing 

the single minimum of V{9).

5
4

o 2>

0

1
2 3•2 1 0 1

<D
-2

0

Figure 3.6: Phase plane and corresponding “energy function” V{9),  for the case P3 =  P̂ ; with 

m =  i .  The phase plane has a maximum and two minima of V{9).  Unlike the P3 7  ̂ P ,̂ case, 

phase curves with enough energy can cross the 9 axis. Note the presence of the homoclinic orbit 

shown dotted.
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For m > 2 (3.39) is purely imaginary and the fixed point is a center and denotes 

the straight but twisted rod (“sleeping top”). For m  < 2  (3.39) is real and for these 

values of m  the origin is a saddle.

The two fixed points which emerge at the bifurcation are also zeros of (3.37), 

and are given by

cos 6 = m  — 1, (3.40)

which implies that they are equally spaced either side along the 9 axis. The eigen

values of these fixed points are given by:

C l , 2 =  {m < 2 ), (3.41)

indicating centers. These centers describe constant 9 solutions indicating uniform 

helices^ or precession in a top.

Figure 3.5 is a plot of a typical phase plane for m > 2. Note all the phase paths 

orbit the fixed point at the origin and intersect both the 9 and 9 axes. These paths 

depict super-helices (i.e. a helix superimposed along the arc length of the main 

helix). For the top they depict a petal-shaped trajectory marked out by the tip of 

the top on a sphere as it spins in space.

Figure 3.6 is a plot of a typical phase plane for m < 2, where it can be seen that 

the origin has turned into a saddle and the two new centers have emerged equidistant 

either side of it. Some phase paths orbit both of the centers and some only one of 

them. The demarcation between these two types of orbit is a special phase path 

called the separatrix, shown dotted in Figure 3.6. A phase path which travels from 

a fixed point and returns to it, is said to be homoclinic, thus the separatrix here 

corresponds to the homoclinic path. Phase paths within the region of phase space 

bounded by the homoclinic path orbit just one of the centers and correspond to
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d0/ds

Figure 3.7: A plot of (3.24) with V{B) given by (3.36). Note that setting =  Tg splits the 

phase plane. A pitchfork bifurcation occurs at m =  2. This corresponds to the emergence of the 

homoclinic path. For m > 2 a single fixed point resides aX 9 =  6 =  Ç\. For m <  2 two more fixed 

points come into existence, given by (3.40), corresponding to uniform helices.

nonuniform helical configurations. The dynamic analogy is a nutating top bobbing 

up and down between two levels of 6, given by the points at which the phase path 

intersects the 9 axis. Phase paths outside the homoclinic path orbit both the centers, 

and correspond to qualitatively the same configurations as exist in the m > 2 phase 

plane.

The variation of the phase plane with m, for the case Fa =  Fu, is shown in 

Figure 3.7. Plots of the configurations discussed above are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Precession / uniform helix

m =1.5, 6(0) =1.047, 0'(O) = O

Nutation / quasi-periodic helix

m = l, e(0 )= 1 .6 ,8 ’(0)=0.3

sleeping top precession

Nutation / nonuniform helix

m=\.5, e(O)=1.0'(O)=O.2

Petal shaped spin /  superhelix

ni= 2.5, 0(O)=2, 0’(O)=O

H om oclinic/ localised

m=1.5, 0(0) =1.445468496, 0'(O) = O

Figure 3.8: Configurations (left) of bent and twisted rods for =  Fg, plus the path described by 

the tip of a top inside a unit sphere (on the right). The rod configuration is obtained by integrating 

da in (3.14) and the path of the tip of the spinning top is obtained by plotting dg itself.
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3.5.5 The homoclinic

The appearance of the homoclinic in the case Fg =  is an important result. The 

distinguishing characteristic of the homoclinic is that it depicts localised buckling 

in the middle of the rod. This solution was found by Coyne [13] in his analysis of 

“hockling” in very long cables.

The homoclinic path was investigated in some detail by J.M.T. Thompson and 

co-workers at the Centre for Nonlinear Dynamics, at UCL [7], [62], [40]. They 

used modern geometric methods from dynamical systems theory to investigate its 

properties. The inspiration for Figure 3.7, which is a computer generated plot, 

comes from one of their schematic figures. Their geometric approach, combined 

with mathematical topology, enabled them to gain a unified view of Love’s helix 

and Coyne’s localised solution and to derive useful equations for the slack and end 

rotation as functions of the loads. We shall follow some pertinent aspects of this 

work.

The homoclinic corresponds to the case h = Tyj and therefore h =  ^ ,  and it 

follows from (3.35) that we have

i =  r - , , . (3.42)
•'Zo ^ 2(1  -  zy{Z -  +  1)

Integration of (3.42) gives

Z{t) = cos 6{t) = Zo + { l -  Zo) tanh^ ( , (3.43)
\  m v2  J

where Zq =  ̂  — 1. Using (3.43), the slack (^  =  l- wcose  ̂ -g gjygjj

f w  = 1 -  -  (1 -  Zo) tanĥ  .

from which we obtain

= 2m J 2 -  2Z q tanh ,
L \  m v 2  J

and for t —)■ oo, we find the following approximate expression (see [62]):
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^  =  2m \/4  — m?. (3.44)

Using (3.43) to substitute for cos0 in (3.21) we find:

dt
* - j : t +  Zo +  ( 1 -  Zo) tanh^ 

which can be integrated to give:

m  =  i t  +  ta n - ‘ I  J + }  : P.45)

from which it follows that for large t we have 'ip ^  ^t. Working from a topological 

perspective the authors in [62] relate the Euler angles (p and -0 to the end rotation 

R. This enables them to derive the following expression for the end rotation

R  = 4 arccos (3.46)
o  z

Note that as L  increases, the first term on the right hand side of (3.46) dominates. 

The final term in (3.46) is a measure of the out of plane deformation of the rod, 

which is referred to in [62] as the writhe.

To find the maximum 6 angle for arbitrary m  on the homoclinic path, we note 

that this occurs at the intersection with the 6 axis. With /i =  and setting 6 = 0 

in (3.24) we find

Omax = arccos -  1^ . (3.47)

Note that the loci of points corresponding to (3.47) is plotted in Figure 3.7.

In deriving (3.44), (3.46) and (3.47), we have followed [62]. Note that these 

equations are obtained by integrating over most of the homoclinic trajectory and 

involve a finite length L. It is for this reason that the authors in [40] identify 

these equations with “a rod of finite length, but still long enough to associate the 

configuration with the homoclinic orbit in the phase space.” The formulation of the 

“semi-finite” rod is not a trivial matter because, as we shall see, some important
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Figure 3.9: A plot of (3.48) for fixed R. The bold solid curve is R  = 2tt. Note that the curves 

have folds once R  >  27t. The dashed curve is given by (3.49) and is the locus of instabilities.

characteristics of this case can be carried over to the finite rod. This is the underlying 

theme in [40]. We will now briefly review some aspects of this work.

T he hom oclinic T D  d iagram

To see the T D  diagram for the “semi-finite” case, we require a fixed R  situation 

whereby the only work performed is by means of the tension acting through the 

slack. Thus we follow [40] and eliminate m between (3.44) and (3.46) to obtain

(3.48)

which is in dimensional form. Figure 3.9 is a plot of (3.48) for various values of 

fixed R. This is a reproduction of Figure 5 in [40], and is the “semi-finite” TD  

diagram. This figure shows that for R > 27t, the curves on the T D  diagram fold 

round to the left. As stated in [60], the upper branch of a TD curve folding to 

the left is unstable. Consequently, when a loading path hits a fold it has reached a 

point of instability. If we try to increase the slack from the fold, the rod will jump 

off the path into self-contact, a phenomenon in cable-laying operations known as 

“hockling” . For this reason we refer to this fold as the hockling fold. For R < 2tt no
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Figure 3.10: A plot of (3.50) for ^  |  with values of fixed D / L  = 5, (shown bold) 2 , 1,
Note that for D /L  <  ^  the curves have a fold. The dotted curve is obtained using (3.51) in (3.50). 

This gives the points at which a vertical tangency arises and corresponds to points of instability.

folds arise, and the curves are stable. The locus of the points of instability is also 

shown in this figure. This is given in [40] as

B D2 D B (3.49)

T he hom oclinic R M  d iagram

The “semi-finite” R M  diagram corresponds to fixed D curves and is obtained by 

eliminating T between (3.44) and (3.46), see [40]. This gives the following equation

R = +  4 cos
M D

(3.50)
2 B L v / 2 ^ 4 ± y i 6 - ( f f ) '

Figure 3.10 is a plot of (3.50) for various values of fixed D.

Inspection of this figure shows that if the full loading path is followed from i? = 0 

then the rod will unwind exactly 27t radians of twist. We also observe that some 

curves have a fold and some do not. The criteria for a fold is =  0, which can be

solved for ^  to give:
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D 4
T  =  / (3.51)
^  vW + W

Substituting (3.51) for ^  in (3.50) gives the curve of instability points shown dotted 

in Figure 3.10. This curve is given in [40] as:

R = ^ -  tan - 1  2 ^ (3 .5 2 )
o  z u

We observe that the curve (3.52) emanates from the abscissa at exactly R  = 2'k . It 

follows that for positive M, folds only arise on loading paths where R  > 2tt. The 

curve (3.52) divides the R >  27t curves into two parts: a stable part from R = 0 up 

to the fold, and an unstable part from R = 27t up to the fold. As in the case of the 

T D  diagram, if we try to increase the control parameter, in this case R, the rod will 

jump into a self-contacted loop. In fact the fold here is exactly the same hockling 

fold as that discussed in § 3.5.5. We are just encountering it from a different loading 

sequence.

The criteria on the slack D /L  for whether or not a loading path exhibits a fold 

can be determined by evaluating (3.51) at M  =  0 (which corresponds to evaluation 

of =  0 at M  =  0). This yields ^  It follows that only loading paths with

Y < ^  have jumps. For nitinol this critical value is Ç =  y  and the corresponding 

curve is shown bold in Figure 3.10.

T h e  hom oclin ic  M T  d iag ram

Figure 3.11 is a plot of the relationship between T  and M  under both constant 

D  (shown as dotted curves), and constant R  (shown as plain curves). We can see 

the qualitative difference in behaviour as R  passes through 27t. For R  < 27t the 

curves end up at =  0 under decreasing M; whilst for R >  2tt curves end up at 

Ty; =  -f oo. In this diagram the fold is the point at which the constant D paths are 

tangential to the constant R  paths. The value of M  as a function of T at which the 

fold occurs is given in [40] as:
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Figure 3.11: Post buckling M T  surface for the homoclinic solution. The curves of constant R, 

given by equation (3.44), are shown solid; whilst those of constant D , equation (3.46), are shown 

dotted. The point at which these two curves are tangential to each other is a point of instability, 

and is marked by the dashed curve, computed from (3.53). The demarcation between qualitatively 

different solutions is set by the R  =  2tx curve, shown solid bold. Thus for R < 2-ïï the curves end 

up at (M, T) =  (0,0) and for for R > 27t they end up at T =  Too

which is also plotted in Figure 3.11.

{ C I B + ^ ( C I B Y  + ^ )  
1 —   -------------------------------------------4TL2 (3.53)

T he hom oclinic shape

Finally we include in our review the equations for the coordinates for the “semi- 

finite” rod, given in [60] as:

u{s) — 2yJ~^w sech cos(-^s),

v{s) ----- sech s in (^ s ) ,

w(s) = s — tanh ,

where w  = y^l — A plot of (3.54) is shown in Figure 3.12.

(3.54)
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Figure 3.12: A plot of (3.54), the homoclinic spatial elastica.

3.6 Comments

Note that whilst the kinetic analogy is a useful guide to the study of the statics of 

rods, we can point to three crucial differences:

1 . There is no kinetic analogy for the center line, r(s), of the rod.

2. Consequently there is no kinetic analogy for components v%, which in a rod 

describe extensibility and shearability of a rod.

3. The top is treated as an initial value problem whilst rods are usually two- 

point boundary value problems. Therefore, strictly speaking, the analogy only 

extends to an infinitely long rod.

We have seen that the closed form solution for the Kirchhoff rod is expressed 

in terms of elliptic functions. In phase space the fixed point (which represents a 

uniform helix) and the homoclinic trajectory are special in this respect because here 

the elliptic functions have degenerated into trigonometric functions and hyperbolic 

functions respectively. This degeneracy occurs when the elliptic parameter p reaches 

the extreme values of zero (fixed point) and unity (homoclinic). The Euler rod, given 

by (3.4), is one case where the elliptic functions appear in a remarkably simple form. 

One other such case is the planar elastica, which is the focus of the next chapter.

Note that the fixed point in phase space bears no significance with respect to 

what we see in an experiment. For the case of aligned welded ends, it is not possible 

to find a helix. If the ends are misaligned by means of a rotation or a displacement 

then a helix is one possible solution. But it is no more special than any other solution.
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Love [34] showed that a helix can be maintained by a wrench applied along the axis 

of the helix with lever arms connecting the rod to the wrench (see Figure 1.20). We 

could also form a helix by wrapping a rod tightly around a cylinder, but only if the 

value of the angle 6 is kept constant. However, despite its subtlety, the existence 

of the uniform helix as a solution to the Kirchhoff rod is useful to know. We shall 

return to it in our study of the phenomenon of “snarling” in Chapter 5.

The homoclinic solution corresponds to a rod which is asymptotically straight 

towards both ends, i.e. where the curvature and slope are both zero at the ends. 

This is strictly only applicable to an infinitely long rod. By taking a “semi-infinite” 

approach, whereby the rod is of the shape of the homoclinic solution but is of finite 

length, we formulate a “semi-finite” rod. From an experimentalist’s point of view 

the concept of a “semi-finite” rod may seem pathological. How long is a piece of 

string we may ask? Nevertheless, the theory is of practical use. It offers some 

insight into the interrelationship between the four important experimental variables 

{D,T, R, M). For example, the qualitative changes which arise dX R  = 2tt in the 

“semi-finite” loading diagrams are carried across to finite rods.

Furthermore in our discussions of finite rods, we will see that at high twist rates 

and high end forces, the solution to the finite case is asymptotic to the “semi-finite” 

case.

We note however, that whilst the analysis based on the homoclinic trajectory 

serves as a useful introduction to the statics of finite rods, it misses some important 

commonly encountered phenomena. For example, in the case of a finite length 

rod, the hockling fold is accompanied by a second fold which arises at i? < 27t for 

large values of D. This second fold does not involve a jump to self contact but 

is a manifestation of “snap-buckling” where the solution jumps to another stable 

branch of the (finite-length) R M  curve. This and other phenomena, including what 

happens under compressive axial forces (which is not encompassed in the loading 

diagrams for the “semi-finite” rod), hysteresis, and secondary bifurcations to and 

from planar states are the focus of Chapter 5.
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3.7 Appendix I: Some properties of elliptic inte

grals and functions

• F(y)|p) Incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind. The complete form K(p)=F(7r/2|p).

• E((^|p) Incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind. The complete form E(p)=F(7r/2|p).

• Y? Elliptic amplitude in radians.

• p  Elliptic parameter (preceded by |).

• s Elliptic argument.

Argument (u)

•g- 0.5

0 1 2 3
Argument (u)

4 5 6

2 3
Argument (u)

F ig u re  3 .13: Graphs of the elliptic functions sn u, cn u and dn u, for values of parameter p  from 

0 to 1 in steps of 0.2. The extreme values are shown dotted and denote the trigonometric (p =  0) 

and hyperbolic {p =  I) functions .

dip
p sm p

=  F((p|p), J  y j l - p  sin^ p  d p  =  E(p|p).

p  =  am s, s m p  =  sn s , v l - sn^s =  cn s , \ / l  — psn^s =  dn s.

am 0 =  0, sn 0 =  0, cn 0 =  1, dn 0 =  1.

a m (-s )  =  -a m  s, sn ( - s )  =  - s n  s, c n ( - s )  =  cn s, d n (-s )  =  dn s.

sn(s +  4K) =  sn(s), cn(s +  4K) =  cn(s), dn(s +  2K) =  dn(s).
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am K =  sn K =  1, cn K =  0.

d d d , d 2
— ams =  dns, — eng =  sns dns, —  sns =  eng dng, —  dng =  p sng eng. 
dg dg dg dg
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3.8 Appendix II: Alternative derivation of the equiv

alent oscillator

The kinetic energy E k  of a top is given by

E k  — 2-®(^i "b ^2 ) "b 2 ^^^ ~  2 ^  sin^ ipcos9^ (3.55)

which in a rod denotes the sum of the strain energy of bending and the strain energy of torsion.

The potential energy in a top is given by E y  =  TcosO,  whilst the work done in displacing a rod 

is T(1 — cos 6). The Lagrangian for the rod is then:

L =  E k  ~  E y  =  —B  -f- 0^ sin^ 9  ̂ 4- — ^0 +  ip cos 4- T(1 — cos0). (3.56)

To construct the equations of motion we first require the following partial derivatives:

#  =  {B s in 9cos9 )  +  C { —̂ sm6){ip +  ^ c o s d ) + T s m 9ae

1ÜF ==
#  = 0

=  {B sin^ 9 +  C  cos"̂  9)<p +  Cip cos9  

#  =  0 
ÔL

(3.57)

av- ^  C{ip +  (pcos9).

We can now derive Lagrange’s equations of motion, given by =  0, and similarly

for the other two Euler angles. The third and fifth equations of (3.57) imply that the Lagrangian 

does not change as <p and ip vary, and is invariant (or symmetric) under rotations through these 

angles. This means that the coordinates 0  and ip are ignorable coordinates. This reduces the 

dimension of the system  from six to four. Then from the fourth and sixth of (3.57) we note that 

^  sin^ 9 +  (7(0 cos 0 4- ip) cos 9 =  0 and ^  ^(7(0 cos  ̂4- 0)j = 0  giving conserved quantities 

for the terms inside the square brackets. For a rod, they denote respectively conservation of the 

total twist about the wrench axis (denoted Fu, as introduced in (3.18)) and the twist density about 

the rod axis (denoted Fg as introduced in (3.20)). This leaves us with the following second order 

differential equation:

B9 — Bip sin 9 cos 9 +  (7(0 cos 0 4- 0 )0  sin 0 — T  sin 0 =  0. (3.58)

Using Fiy and Fg in (3.58) retrieves the expression for the equivalent oscillator (3.26).
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Chapter 4

Bent rods and planar elastica  

theory

A long strut does not break when it buckles. It just bends elastically in 

such manner as to get out of the way of the load.
[j.E . Gordon., Structures or why things don’t fall down, Penguin Books, page 289 

1978].

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we do three things: firstly we give details of analytical solutions to 

four qualitatively different types of planar elastica with aligned welded ends. Sec

ondly, we present experimental results which we compare to the theory. Thirdly, we 

perturb the planar elastica by introducing, both in the numerics and in the exper

iments, various commonly encountered sources of imperfection. Our work includes 

details of some previously unreported results.

In 1744 Euler solved the problem of the planar elastica in an appendix to a 

treatise on the calculus of variations [19]. A plethora of literature has appeared 

since. It may then be thought that this problem has been hacked to death, (see 

for example [21] and [53]). However it remains an area of active research, finding a 

diversity of applications: from the design of robot gripper arms [59], to the technique
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of pole vaulting [27]. Antman [1] and Maddocks [35] extend the planar elastica model 

to embrace the deformation of nonlinearly elastic rods.

In his book The Theory of Elastic Stability [53], Timoshenko uses the theory 

of small deflections to give the stability criteria (i.e. primary bifurcation) for rods 

whose ends are flxed in various different ways; including welded, hinged (pinned) 

and free ends. Amongst the cases that he treats is that where both ends are welded 

and the center of the rod is constrained so that when it buckles it is bent into a two

humped configuration. Note that Duleau performed small deflection experiments 

with this constraint (see Figure 1.14). We refer to this mode of buckling as the 

second mode.

Timoshenko includes a few pages on the analysis of the large deflections of a 

“stru t” , i.e a rod which is welded at one end and is loaded by an axially applied 

force at the other end. The analysis involves elliptic integrals and the corresponding 

elliptic functions. Domokos [16] presents post buckling bifurcation diagrams for the 

planar elastica with both pinned and welded boundary conditions but uses numerical 

integration of the planar elastica. The analytical treatment of large deflections is 

taken further by Frisch-Fay, [2 1 ], who presents an extensive analytical study of 

the buckling of struts. His analysis embraces rods with inflection points and those 

without, and includes the case of an infinitely long rod (i.e the homoclinic). However 

he does not consider second mode configurations. Also he does not make it clear 

how the solutions for the cases that he does treat relate to each other, in particular 

how the different values of the elliptic parameter, elliptic amplitude and the elliptic 

argument arise in the mathematics.

We consider four qualitatively different types of planar elastica. Each of these 

involve the same boundary conditions, namely welded aligned ends. But the condi

tions half way along the length of the rod, i.e. at the center (where we set the origin) 

are different for each case. We refer to these conditions as starting conditions. We 

formulate a well-posed boundary value problem in which the four cases are treated 

from a unifying perspective. In each case we derive useful expressions including
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those for the co-ordinates, and the relationship between the slack and the axial end 

force. These are used to construct theoretical load deflection diagrams, which are 

the platform from which we analyse data obtained from experiments.

The overwhelming focus of previous experimental studies on the bending of rods 

has been stability criteria (i.e the primary bifurcation). This is of obvious interest to 

structural engineers (see chapter 4 of [53]). However there is a remarkable absence of 

quantitative large deflection experimental work. A notable exception can be found 

in Max Born’s PhD thesis [5] (see § 1.3.5). Also, we can mention some carefully 

controlled bending experiments on a rod constrained between two parallel plates, 

see [17]. Both these experimental investigations were on strips, i.e. rods with a very 

“flat” rectangular cross section. It was pointed out, in §2.9, that strips effectively 

stabilise the planar elastica. We present data obtained from experiments on both 

strips and isotropic rods.

In our perturbation study we work from the perspective of the spatial elastica (i.e. 

we use (2.19) and (2.20)). The perturbation parameters are those we might typically 

expect to see in an application and include gravity, anisotropy, misalignment of the 

ends and changes in the boundary conditions. Our experiments on strips with 

misaligned ends reveal a secondary bifurcation not previously reported on. These 

experiments give a good match to our numerical results.

We mention here that in deriving our equations we thank S. Neukirch for his 

help, and access to his current work on the classification of the spatial elastica [39], 

which along with [41] has been useful in providing a unifying perspective on the 

classification of different rod configurations.

4.2 Boundary conditions

For the purposes of this chapter it is convenient to set the origin (s =  0) at the 

center of the rod so that s G [ + f , — f  ] and
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r(0) =  (0,0,0), d 3 (0 ) =  (sin 0 0 , 0 , cos ^o), (4.1)

where 0q is the value of 6 at the origin. For welded rods, the position and slope at the 

ends are fixed and the ends are kept aligned along the rig axis. The corresponding 

boundary conditions, stipulated at s =  are as follows:

d3 ( - § )  =  da ( f  ) ( 4  2 )

^ ( 2 ) “  ^ ( - 2 ) =  ^da ( f ) , 

where A is the span between the ends. Finally we need to fix one end of the rod in 

space (i.e. in the rig frame):

da ( — ) — k. (4.3)

4.3 The rig and wrench frames

In section §2.9 we derived (2.28) which are the equations for a rod constrained to 

deformations in the ik plane. Note that (2.28) is expressed in the director frame. 

However for the purposes of this chapter we wish to establish the equilibrium equa

tions in the wrench frame {ê ,̂ ê ,, By applying the planar constraints (2.24) 

and (2.25), the transformation matrix between the directors and the wrench frames, 

(3.14), reduces to the following:

di =  cos 9 eu — sin 6eyj

d 2 =  (4.4)

dg =  sm9eu 4-cos 

where 6{s) is the angle the rod makes with the wrench. Note that if we substitute 

the angle (3 (defined in §2.9) for 9 and the fixed frame { i,j,k}  for {e%}, then (4.4) 

is exactly the same as (2.29), however the two angles are not always equal. Since 

r  =  da, it follows from (4.4) that:
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^ ( s )  =  sin0(s), ^ ( s )  =  cos0(s), and î; ( s ) =  0. (4.5)
ds ds

It also follows from (4.4) that the expressions for the curvatures (3.16) reduce to 

K,i = T = 0, k,2 = 9, which checks with (2.26).

4.4 The equilibrium equations

We now derive the equations of equilibrium for the planar elastica in the wrench 

frame. Ignoring weight, the equilibrium of forces is given by:

Since N  is an obvious integral of (4.6), we can choose the wrench frame such that 

By; points in the direction of N .  Thus e ,̂ is the wrench axis and we have

N {s) = TyjGyj. (4.7)

where Ty, is the magnitude of the axial force. We remark that the component of 

the end force in the direction of the rig axis, i.e. the component measured in an 

experiment, is given by

T =  Tyj^yj • ds ^ —̂  =  Ty; COS 6 ^ , (4.8)

positive for tension and negative for compression. Note that in our load displacement 

diagrams we plot T  against D.

The only moment acting on the planar elastica is a bending moment about By 

which is the axis normal to the plane of the elastica. Upon application of equilibrium 

of moments (i.e. M  +  ^ r A i V  = 0) we find the following:

MBy +  (sin 9eu + cos 0By,) A T^eyj = 0, (4.9)

and by taking the inner product of (4.9) with By we obtain
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Figure 4.1: The phase plane for the planar elastica. The phase curves are for different values of 

the elliptic parameter p, which is defined in § 4.4.3, and is related to the value of the Hamiltonian 

in (4.11). Note that the diagram is symmetric about both the 6 and 9 axes and repeats with period 

27t along the 6 axis. Inflection points occur when a phase path intersects the 9 axis.

d t9
B — ( s ) - 7 ; , s i n % ) = 0 . (4.10)

Equation (4.10) is the differential equation for the planar elastica. We can also 

obtain (4.10) by setting Fg =  F ;̂ =  0 in the equivalent oscillator, (3.27). The 

mathematical model for the planar elastica system is given by the second order 

differential equation (4.10) and the two first order differential equations for the 

coordinates, (4.5). Together with the four boundary conditions given by (4.2) and 

(4.3), this constitutes a well posed system.

4.4.1 The phase plane

A first integral of (4.10) is:

=  + T „ C O S 0 . (4.11)

77 is the Hamiltonian and is an energy function. We denote the value of the Hamil

tonian by h. Figure 4.1 is a plot of (4.11) where the 0, 0 phase curves are for different
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a) Principal o f  elastic sim ilarity

1 ^ 1

T f ' f

AB strut (first mode)
BD pinned rod
A'D strut (second mode)
AE welded rod
A'G' welded rod (second m ode),

b) Phase plane

Figure 4.2: The principle of elastic similarity for the inflectional elastica. By applying boundary 

conditions along the (infinitely long) elastica different segments of the elastica can be seen to 

correspond to commonly encountered elastic structures such as struts, and rods with hinged (i.e. 

“pinned”) and welded ends. In the case of the inflectional elastica, the segments which satisfy the 

aligned and welded boundary conditions, given by (4.2), either have their origin at a maximum or 

minimum (the first mode) or at an inflection point (corresponding to the second mode).

values of h. There are qualitatively two different types of phase curve, those that 

cross the ^ =  0 axis and those that do not (see § 1.2.2). The demarcation between 

the two types occurs at h = describing an oval like curve called the separatrix 

(marked p =  1 in Figure 4.1). This denotes the homoclinic solution. Curves within 

the separatrix pass through ^ = 0  signifying the existence of an inflection point. 

Phase curves lying outside the separatrix can never cross this axis and are called 

noninflectional. It is clear that inflection points only occur when h < T^. We now 

discuss the relationship between the welded boundary conditions (4.2) and the phase 

portrait.

Figure 4.2 shows a typical phase curve for the case h <Tyj and the corresponding 

shape of inflectional elastica. A finite length of rod corresponds to a segment of the 

phase curve and of the (infinitely long) inflectional elastica. By choosing the origin 

(s =  0 ) at a local maximum or minimum point, such as C in Figure 4.2, the welded 

boundary conditions at the ends s = are satisfied by integrating back and forth 

to the next local maxima or minima, points A and E in Figure 4.2. We call this kind
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of configuration, in which there is one hump and two infiection points, the first mode 

of buckling. However we may also choose our origin at an infiection point, such as 

point D in Figure 4.2, in which case we integrate back and forth to points A' and 

G ' respectively. This configuration has two humps and three inflection points, and 

is the second mode of buckling. Inspection of Figure 4.2 shows that the two modes 

have different symmetry properties; in the case of the first mode there is reflection 

symmetry about a vertical line drawn through the origin. In the case of the second 

mode there is rotational symmetry about the origin. These symmetries will enter 

the mathematics when we come to derive expressions for the slack D /L  in § 4.4.2.

4.4.2 The slack

We observe that when the ends of a rod are displaced towards each other, the value 

of A changes but the boundary conditions given by (4.2) do not change. Thus, after 

each input of slack the symmetry properties relating to the different configurations 

of the rod are preserved. The w{s) coordinate is as follows:

w(—s) =  —w{s). (4.12)

It follows from (4.12) that by taking the scalar product of e-w with the second of 

(4.2), and subtracting the result from L gives, upon division by L, an expression for 

the slack ^

I = '  “

In addition to the odd symmetry of the w coordinate, the rod will buckle into 

a configuration with either odd or even symmetry with respect to the u coordinate. 

In the case of even symmetry (i.e u{—s) = u{s)), dotting (4.2) with leads to 

the vanishing of the left hand side of (4.2). Since A /  0 , it follows that sin6 = 0. 

Therefore 9 ( i f )  =  0 , 7r or 27t. In the case of odd symmetry (i.e u(—s) = —u(s)), 

the left that side of (4.2) does not vanish after dotting with and we obtain a
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second expression for the slack:

Figure 4.3 illustrates the odd symmetry in the u coordinate for the case of the 

second mode inflectional elastica.

We will now discuss four different starting conditions corresponding to four dif

ferent types of planar elastica. We will show how the starting conditions depend on 

the value of the Hamiltonian and how this manifests itself through a parameter, the 

elliptic parameter p.

4.4.3 The elliptic parameter

Following our analysis in Chapter 3, we set Z  := cos 0, so that (4.11) may be written:

Z^ = ^ { h - T Z ) { l - Z ^ ) .  (4.15)

The roots of the cubic on the right hand side of (4.15) are located at:

Z -  — —1, Zff — —, — +1, (4.16)

where the value of Z h depends on the starting conditions 9(0) = 9q and 0(0) =  9q. 

The dépendance of the solution to (4.15) on the relative values of the roots Z h 

and Z -  is conveyed in the value of p :

We consider four different starting conditions, giving four different expressions for 

p, which define four qualitatively different types of elastica. These are tabulated 

below
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F ig u re  4 .3: The boundary conditions for the noninflectional elastica, the first mode inflectional 

elastica with one hump, and the second mode inflectional elastica with two humps. Observe that 

for the second mode case, the w axis has rotated with respect to the z axis (i.e the rig axis), whilst 

for the other two cases the rig and wrench are parallel.
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self-intersecting

CD

homoclinic elastica

<N primary bifurcation

inverted
clamps

0.2 0.4 0.6

D/L

F igu re  4 .4: The T D  diagram for the first mode inflectional elastica, the noninflectional elastica 

and the homoclinic. Note that the noninflectional elastica in tension is asymptotic to the homoclinic 

solution, which represents an infinitely long rod with a small loop at its center.
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e l a s t i c a 0 (0 ) ^(0 ) h Z h p a r a m e t e r  ( p )

n o n i n f i e c t i o n a l 7T ^0 h _
~  2 Z h >  1

i n f l e c t i o n a l  ( f i r s t  m o d e ) 7T ^0 h _
~  2 Z h <  1 t - s

i n f l e c t i o n a l  ( s e c o n d  m o d e ) 00 0 h =  T yj COS 9 q Z h  G [— 1 , + 1 ]
f; _  1 +cos 00 
^  2

h o m o c l i n i c 7T h =  Tw Z h  =  1 P  =  1

Table 4.1:

4.5 The noninflectional elastica

Using the expression for h given in Table 4.1, we find that (4.11) can be written as,

(4.18)

We let:

6  — TT
(4,19)

where measured in radians, is the elliptic amplitude. We note that the starting 

condition ^(0) =  tt gives (^(0) =  0. Using trigonometric identities we find the 

following relations:

sin I =  coscp =  cos am (s|p) =  cns,

— cos I =  sin y  =  sin am (sIp ) =  sns,

A(p = = dns

(4.20)

d-where s =  /  ^  is the elliptic argument, and the functions sn, cn and dn are the 

elliptic functions, further details of which can be found in Appendix 3.7. Using

(4.19) and the relation sin^ <p +  cos^ p =  1, we can express (4.18) as follows

4T,
sin^ (p , (4.21)

and using (4.20) the curvature can be written as:
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Figure 4.5: The self-intersecting noninflectional elastica at D = 0.6767, =  30.261, p =
0.94168. The coordinates shown are obtained by evaluating (4.26) and (4.28) for the the appropriate

values of s. The maximum height of the elastica is given by setting s =  1/2.  The arc length to the

point of self intersection is obtained by setting the left hand side of (4.28) to zero and solving for

s. The arc length to the hump of the loop is obtained by the condition ^  =  0 and solving (4.27)
ds

for s.

0 = 9q dnu. (4.22)

Since the elliptic function dn does not change sign (see its graph in Appendix 3.7), 

(4.22) shows that there are no inflection points, hence the term noninflectional 

elastica.

After some rearrangement we can express (4.21) as

d(p
I _  4T,,

=  ds. (4.23)

If we integrate (4.23), we find s = ^ s+ sq , where Sq is a constant of integration. Since 

(^(0) =  0 and consequently s =  0, we find sq = 0. It follows that the nondimensional 

amplitude, argument and elliptic parameter are given by

V? = am (s|p ), s =  —s, P =
^ nuQ

(4.24)

from which it follows that s = F (y|p), where F((p\p) is the incomplete elliptic
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integral of the first kind (see Appendix 3.7). Note that F ( ||p )  is called the complete 

elliptic integral and is designated K(p).

Inspection of Figure 4.3 shows two different noninfiectional elastica satisfying our 

boundary conditions. Firstly there is the self-intersecting case where we integrate 

backwards and forwards to ± | .  Secondly there is the case with no self-intersections 

which involves integrating forwards to s = L. We refer to this latter case as non-self- 

intersecting, or inverted clamps. Figure 4.3 also shows that both cases have period 

27t and it follows, from (4.23), that the full length of noninfiectional elastica is given 

by

L = 2V pÆ k {P). (4.25)
V -̂ W

The first of (4.5) may be expressed as

du • a o ■ ^ ^ o - -—  =  sm 6/ =  2  sm -  cos -  =  —2  cns sns.
ds 2  2

Using the derivative of dn s, and the property dn 0 =  1 (see Appendix §3.7), we

find that the side deflection is given by,

“ (s) =  (dns -  1), (4.26)
P V -̂ W

where we have used the condition u{0) =  0  to find the constant of integration.

Finally, to obtain an expression for the slack D we first need to solve (4.5) for 

the w co-ordinate. Using the relation cos 6 = 1 — 2 sin^ |  we find

cos0(s) =  2 sn^s — 1 (4.27)

and using (4.27) in (4.5), and the condition ù)(0) =  0, we find w is given by:

= “ I + i  “

where E(p) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. It can be seen

from Figure 4.3 that for the self-intersecting case c o s0 (± |)  =  -1-1 , and for the case
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Figure 4.6: The ring at p  =  0, D  = 1, and = 0. The ring can be regarded as the starting 

state from which both the self-intersecting {D < 1) and non-self-intersecting {D >  1) states emerge. 

The former is obtained by pulling the ends across each other and the latter by inverting the clamps 

of the rig. Thus the ring plays the same role for the noninflectional elastica as the straight rod 

(p = 0) does for the inflectional elastica.

with inverted clamps cos6(±^) = —1 . Use of (4.25) and (4.28) with (4.13) gives 

the following expressions for the end shortening for both types of noninflectional 

elastica,

^ = i p K ^ p ) ,  T = + T ^ .- r  <  1K(p)

^  =  4pK^{p), T  =  -T „ .
E(p)
K(p)

(4.29)

The self-intersecting case corresponds to ^  < 1, and the inverted clamps case corre

sponds to Y > 1- Given a value of D, we can solve the first of each of the equations of 

(4.29) for p, and evaluate TU from the second of (4.29). This enables us to construct 

the noninflectional T D  diagram shown in Figure 4.4. Details of a self-intersecting 

noninflectional configuration are shown in Figure 4.5.

We observe that the case p = 0 causes singularities in the left hand equations 

in (4.29). However a power series expansion, applicable for small p, of the elliptic 

integrals of the first and second kinds gives
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K(p) =  (tt/2) (1 +  (l/4)p  +  ( 9 /6 4 ) p 2  +  0{p^)),

E(p) =  (t t / 2) (1 -  (l/4)p  -  (3/64)p2 +  0 (p 3 )).

Using the terms in (4.30) in ascending powers of p up to and including the term p, 

and using the binomial theorem to expand (1 +  ( l/4 )p )~ \ we find, upon substitution 

for in (4.29), that ^(0) =  1. This case is shown in Figure 4.6 where it can 

be seen that the configuration is a ring. We can also obtain this solution directly 

from (4.10). First we observe that the right hand sides of (4.29) show that p = 0 

corresponds to a state of zero tension. Setting Ty, =  0  in (4.10) we find B9 = 0 from 

which it follows that the curvature is a constant. Constant curvature in the plane 

corresponds to a circle. For planar configurations the curvature is equal to where 

r is the radius of curvature (in this case the radius of the circle). Thus we have

^  _ 1 
ds r  ’

which, upon separation of variables, gives the following integrals

/  d9 = -  ds,
Jtt r Jo

and we obtain

L =  27rr.

4.5.1 The inflectional elastica theory (first mode)

The table of elliptic parameters listed in Table 4.1 indicates that whilst the in

flectional elastica and noninfiectional elastica have the same value of H, the ellip

tic parameter for the inflectional elastica is the inverse of the noninfiectional case

(i-e- P =  i)-

To see this consider first Figures 4.2 and 4.3. These show that for a given length 

L of inflectional elastica, infiection points occur at j  dividing the rod into four 

similar segments (struts). Therefore the boundary condition at the end of the strut 

with an infiection point is given by
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Figure 4.7: The first mode inflectional elastica for the case D / L  =  0.5590, =  -1.4102,

p =  0.5131 (left), and D =  1.3, ^  =  -3.6581, f> =  0.959 (right).

L
f ' - » -

(4.31)

Inserting these conditions into (4.18) we find that sin^ ^  =  1 — However p G [0,1], 

and applying Jacobi’s real transformation, sn (û |p ) =  -^sn{uy/p\^) (see page 19 [37]) 

we obtain the following relations:

-c o s  I =  \/psin =  \/psin am  (s|p ) =  y/p sns, 

sin I = cosp — A(fi = dns,

where the amplitude, argument and the parameter are respectively given by:

(4.32)

(̂  =  a m ( s |p ) ,  s =  — s, (4.33)

From which it follows that the complete length of inflectional elastica with welded 

ends is given by

L — 4^/ — K(p). (4.34)

Note that from the boundary condition (4.31) we require p  in which

case it follows from (4.32) that y/p =  sin = — cos

Using (4.32) in (4.18) we find that — sn^s and we obtain an expression

for the curvature:
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9 =  6q cn5,

which unlike (4.22) does change sign.

Noting that sin ^ =  2 sin |  cos we can make use of (4.32), to obtain

(4.35)

sin^ =  —2 \J p  sns dns. (4.36)

d û
Since, by the first of (4.5), sinO = —  we can integrate (4.36) to give the following 

expression for the u coordinate:

û(s) — 2 p J  —  [1 — cns],
\l J-w

where we have used the boundary conditions û ( 0 )  =  0 , ^ ( 0 )  =  tt.

(4.37)

dû
Since cos^ = ^  = — cos  ̂(p +  sin^ y, and using the relations given in (4.32), we 

ds
find

cos9 = 2p sn^s — 1. (4.38)

Integration of (4.38) with the boundary condition w{0) = 0, gives the following 

expression for the w coordinate:

w(s) =  (vIp) -  2  J  (ÿ |p ) . (4.39)

Finally, the load deflection T D  curve is given in terms of the elliptic parameter 

as follows

= 16 K' T  = - T , (4.40)

The first expression in (4.40) is obtained using (4.38) and (4.39) in (4.13), and the 

second is (4.34). We can use the relation K(0) =  |  in (4.40) to retrieve the well
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known critical (Euler) buckling load Tcru = — A typical first mode inflectional 

elastica is shown in Figure 4.7.

4.5.2 The inflectional elastica theory (second mode)

The existence of multiple solutions to the elastica was first noted by Lagrange (see 

§ 1.2.4). These solutions appear in the form of higher modes. We give analytical 

results below for the second mode inflectional elastica with welded ends.

Using the expression for H  given in Table 4.1 we find that (4.11) becomes,

2T2̂ _  (cog Qq _  COS 6) , (4.41)

which after some manipulation, can be written as:

( i + œ s ^  _  ^ )  =  (p en^ 3 ) , (4,42)

where the elliptic parameter p =  correlates with that given in Table 4.1.

Noting that d9 = 2 y/p eng ds we find.

ds =  —— =  i / ^ d g  (4.43)
_  ^2 c.;r,2 V Bp^ sm (p

which upon integration gives g =  y  ^ g  +  gQ. The constant go is determined from the 

conditions at g =  0, which are that 9 = 6q and consequently (^(0) =  tt/2. Therefore 

gQ does not disappear but is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind and the 

following relations for the amplitude, argument and parameter hold for the second 

mode:

( f  =  à m  (g|p), g =  +  K(p), p  = (4.44)

Using the relations (4.32), which are applicable to all inflectional modes of buck

ling, we find that

cos 9 = 2p sn^g — 1 (4.45)
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and

sin 9 =  sn s dn s. (4.46)

Integration of (4.45) gives an expression for w:

w{s) = s - 2 J  [{(f\p) -  E(p)], (4.47)

where we have used f  sn^5 ds =  -— and the boundary condition û)(0 ) =  0 . 

Integration of (4.46) gives û(s) = —2 ^ ^ c n  s +constant. Since û(0) =  0,9(0) =  9q , 

and <̂ (0) =  7t/2 we find:

û(s) =  cn s. (4.48)

An expression for the slack is obtained using (4.45) and (4.47) in (4.13), giving

(*■«)
Since ü is an odd function, (4.14) is also applicable. Using (4.45) and (4.46) we find

f f e r . )  =  i +  |  (4.50)

To construct the T D  diagram we equate (4.49) and (4.50) to eliminate D/L,  and 

solve for given p. Using these values for p and we evaluate D / L  from either 

of (4.49) or (4.50). Finally the rig force T  is given by TyjCos9(L/2). Thus we have
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Figure 4.8: The second mode inflectional elastica for the case D / L  =  0.4018, =  -2.3225,

p =  0.4. Noting that the value of 9 at the point of maximum deflection from the rig axis is equal 

to ^(L /2), the arc-length to the hump is found by solving (4.44) for (p. The co-ordinates, in the 

rig frame, are located at x =  w)sin0(L/2) -f ûcos9{L/ 2)  and z =  w cos9{L/2)  — ùsin9{L/2) .

2 “  2 ^ ^  (E((^(f)|p) -  E(p)) \ / ^ c n s ( f )
I —U,2f) sn^sd) -  1 sn s ( |)  d n s ( | )

2 cnâ(4)
L  s n s ( | )  d n s ( | )

T =  (2p sn'g(§) -  l)  ,

 ̂ ( f )  =  \ / ^ f  +  K (p ), (p (^ )  =  am (^s( 2

(4.51)

We remark that the explicit parameterisation given here is new. For the case p =  0, 

(4.51) gives the buckling load = 2.045. A typical second mode configuration is 

shown in Figure 4.8.
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4.5.3 The homoclinic elastica

Setting the value of the Hamiltonian % in (4.11) equal to T̂ , we obtain

S) (4.52)

from which it follows that:

B  y smv?
O '  0 ^

which may be integrated to give L =  In tan |  J , and the full length of the homo

clinic is given by

B  7T
L =  W — (Intan — — IntanO) =  oo. (4.53)

y J-w 4

We have the following relations:

Ç>= gd{s\p), s = ] j ^ s ,  P = l ,  (4.54)

where gd is the Gudermannian function which is analogous to the elliptic amplitude,

the functions corresponding to sn s and cn s being sg s and eg s. Also, by setting

p = p = 1, it follows from (4.20) and (4.32) that

cos I =  —simp = sg s =  ta n h s
" (4.55)

sin I =  cos Ip = eg s = sech s.

We note that the elliptic function snl =  tanh s , and cnl =  dn l =  sech s. Also

from (4.52) and (4.55), we find that the curvature may be expressed as

I'T
0 =  2 y  -^ ta n h  s .

Using (4.5) and (4.55) we find that:

^  =  cos 6 = 1 — 2 sin^ ^ =  1 — 2 sech^s, (4.56)
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Figure 4.9: A parametric plot of (4.57) and (4.58) with ^  =  1, showing details of the loop at 

the center of the homoclinic elastica.

which can be integrated to give w Wq = s — The constant wq is

evaluated from the condition w(0 ) =  0 , in which case Wo =  0 and

w = s - 2 ^
B  sinhs 
T„, cosh s

thus as g —> oo, w —> 0 0 .

Using (4.5) and (4.55) we obtain

dn
—  = smd = 2 sin -  cos -  = 2  tanh s sech s, 
da 2 2

and it follows, with u(0 ) =  0 , that the side deflection is given by

u = 2 W—  (1  -  sech s) ,

(4.57)

(4.58)

from which it can be seen that as s increases, the value of (4.58) is asymptotic 

to Û = 2\ T h u s  the homoclinic has a finite side deflection in an otherwiseV

infinitely long almost straight rod. Note that the finite side deflection is a localised 

phenomenon in the vicinity of the origin.

A parametric plot of (4.57) and (4.58) is given in Figure (4.9) where it can be 

seen that the localisation takes the form of a loop. The point of self intersection can 

be determined by setting (4.57) to zero and solving for s. This result (s =  1.915) 

can be substituted for s in (4.58) giving u = 1.423. To find the width of the loop
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we note that this coincides with a local maximum of w,  and by solving (4.56) for 

^  =  0, we find s = 0.8814, which gives w — 0.532 and ü =  0.5858.

An expression for the slack can be obtained by substituting (4.56) for cos# and 

(4.57) for w in (4.13), giving:

1 -  4^fftaiih.s (4.59)

In the limit s -> oo, (4.59) becomes j  = 4 y ^ .  Note that (4.57) and (4.58) may 

also be obtained from (3.54) by setting M =  0.

The T D  diagram Figure 4.4, shows that as the tension increases, the self- 

intersecting noninfiectional elastica is asymptotic to the homoclinic. We note that 

for the case Ç =  |  in (4.29), we find p =  0.99427.

4.6 Experimental results: TD loading diagrams

We have obtained analytical results based on planar elastica theory. We next report 

on what happens in an experiment.

4.6.1 Experim ents on the first mode inflectional elastica

Experiments on the first mode inflectional elastica start with a straight rod (i.e. in 

the reference state) clamped in the rig. An experiment proceeds by displacing the 

ends of the rod towards each other in a straight line along the z axis, (i.e. inputs of 

D).

The experimental data is plotted in Figure 4.10 along with the theoretical loading 

path for the inflectional elastica, i.e. (4.40). It can be seen that the post-buckling 

experimental loading path initially follows that of the theory. However a point 

is reached where the experimental loading path bifurcates from the planar elastica.
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Figure 4.10: The T D  loading diagram for the inflectional elastica, plus experimental results on 

a nitinol rod and a nitinol strip.
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This secondary bifurcation occurs because the nitinol rod possesses torsional rigidity, 

which is not accounted for in the planar elastica model. In the experiment the strain 

energy from bending is too much for the rod to withstand. Consequently a transfer 

from bending to twisting energy takes place, with the result that the rod twists out 

of the plane and adopts a spatial configuration. Thus the point of departure from 

the first mode infiectional planar elastica loading path depends on how torsionally 

flexible the rod is, i.e. it depends on the ratio of C  to B.  This dependence can be 

computed analytically and is given in [60] as follows:

c ,  . ^  K (p )[2 (l-p )K (p ) +  ( -3  +  4p)E(p)]
2(1-p)K 2(p) +  ( -5  +  4p)K(p)E(p) +  3E^(p)'  ̂ ' ’

Given a value of g  we can solve (4,60) for p and use the result in (4.40) which, in 

the case of a nitinol rod, with =  0.4, gives D / L  =  Ai := 0.5590. Inspection of 

Figure 4.10 shows that this result gives an excellent match with our experimental 

data. Note that the shape of the infiectional planar elastica for D / L  = 0.5590 is 

plotted in Figure 4.7.

As the slack increases beyond Ai, the rod adopts an increasingly spatial config

uration but then starts to fold back onto itself as D /L  approaches unity. Whilst 

our rig does not exactly facilitate experiments at D /L  =  1, it is evident from the 

experiment (see photographs in Figure 4.10) that if the ends of the rod were to 

come together, the rod would be in a planar state in the form of a twisted ring. The 

amount of twist absorbed in going from D =  0 to D =  1 is 27r radians.

4.6.2 Experim ents on the noninfiectional elastica

We can also conceive of an experiment which starts when the rod is in the form of a 

planar twist-free ring, a configuration at which the tension disappears. We proceed 

in one of two directions: either increasing or decreasing D. By increasing D we open 

out the ring, which involves turning the rig ends around (i.e. “inverted clamps” - 

see photograph in Figure 4.11). Experimental data correlating to this case were
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Figure 4.11: The T D  loading diagram for the noninfiectional elastica, plus experimental results 

on a nitinol rod.

obtained for 1.5 < D /L  < 1.8 and give a good match to the theoretical loading path 

given by the noninfiectional planar elastica (i.e. the second of (4.29)), indicating 

that for values of D > 1 this path remains stable.

Decreasing D from the ring implies pulling the ends of the rod across each other 

to form a self-intersecting loop. Note that in an experiment the rod does not form an 

exactly planar loop because it cannot self-intersect. Nevertheless the experimental 

loading path follows very closely that of the theory. In this case the theoretical 

loading path is the upper “self-intersecting” branch of the noninfiectional planar 

elastica (0 < ^  < 1), given by the first of (4.29), see Figure 4.11. An experiment 

proceeds under reversal of slack. With each decrease in D, the loop is pulled tighter 

and the tension increases. However at a critical tension and value of slack, which 

we call A2 , this configuration becomes unstable and the rod twists out of the planar 

loop and buckles spatially. This secondary bifurcation, like that which arises in the 

infiectional elastica, is a consequence of the fact that the rod possesses torsional
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rigidity. The dependence of the bifurcation upon the relative values of B : C is 

given in [67] and is as follows

C m  [(4 -  3p)K(p) +  ( -4  +  p)E(p)]
B ^ >  2(1 -  p)K^(p) +  ( 2  - p)K(p)E{p) -  3 E^(p) ' ^

Given a value of we can solve (4.61) for p, and using (4.29) we obtain the critical 

value of slack at which the bifurcation occurs. In the case of nitinol ^  =  Aq := 

0,6767, which correlates well with the experiment. Note that the shape of the 

noninfiectional planar elastica for D / L  = 0.6767 is plotted in Figure 4.5.

Reduction of D  after the secondary bifurcation causes a drop in tension and an 

increase in the twisting moment. When the rod is pulled straight, at D =  0, we 

find that it has gained a twist equivalent to 27t radians of end rotation. We can also 

perceive this experiment in reverse; we start dX D — 0 with R  = 27t and input slack 

until the rod bifurcates into the plane at D / L^O.6767. Further slack then retrieves 

the ring at D / L  = 1 with all the twist having been removed.

4.6.3 Experim ents on the second mode inflectional elastica

Second mode buckling arises in physical situations when the primary mode is sup

pressed. This can be achieved by fixing a constraint half way along the length of 

the rod (i.e. a t s =  0). Experimentally this constraint took the form of a 1mm 

countersunk hole in a 1 .6 mm thick steel plate with freedom to rotate so that it can 

be orientated to be aligned with the angle at which the infiection point occurs (see 

Figure 4.12). The plate could also be moved along the rig axis so that the point 

at which the rod passes through this hole was kept at s =  0  for all values of slack. 

Such an arrangement helps to eliminate friction. However friction effects could not 

be entirely eliminated and caused some deviance from the theory in the range of 

slack 0.1 < D / L  < 0.3 (see Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12: The T D  loading diagram for the second mode inflectional elastica, plus experimental 

results on a nitinol rod. In the experiments, the center of the rod is fixed such that it remains on 

the rig axis, half way along the span between the ends of the rig.
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4.7 Perturbations of the planar elastica

Our experimental data gives a good match to the planar elastica up to the point 

of a secondary bifurcation. We now investigate the extent to which it remains a 

reasonably accurate mathematical model in the presence of imperfections. Examples 

of these are as follows:

• Poisson’s ratio.

•  Twist.

• Anisotropy.

• Weight.

•  Boundary conditions.

These are all physically realistic sources of error. Note that they are not necessarily 

straight-forward to introduce in an experiment. But we can introduce them into the 

mathematical model for the 3-D spatial elastica as set out in Chapter 2 . We treat 

each in turn.

4.7.1 Poisson’s ratio

We study the effect that small variations in v have on the T D  diagram. We remark 

that in an application the exact value of v may not be known. Also, from a design 

perspective, it is useful to know how different materials behave when subjected to 

large planar deflections.

We have already discussed the secondary bifurcations in which the planar elastica 

loading path ceases to be stable. This instability arises because the rod possesses 

torsional rigidity. Note that the effect of varying B  whilst keeping C  fixed does not 

show up on our T D  diagram because it is scaled with respect to B.  Therefore to see 

how different materials behave we vary C and fix B.  As C  decreases, the rod becomes 

increasingly flexible in torsion and consequently undergoes a secondary bifurcation
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at less slack than a rod which is torsionally stiff. Figure 4.13 plots the amount of 

slack at which the secondary bifurcations arise as a function of v. Polynomial fits 

to the data (in the physical range of values 0 < i/ < ^) were carried out. For the 

bifurcation associated with the inflectional planar elastica, we find

^ ( i/)  =  0 .2477i/^-0.36731/+ 0.6657. (A,) (4.62)

For example, in the case ^ embracing a wide range of aluminium, copper and 

iron alloys, (4.62) gives ^  =  0.57, which compares very well with the exact result 

Y =  0.571 obtained from (4.60) together with (4.40). The secondary bifurcation 

from the noninfiectional elastica loading path has a relatively flat curve, which is 

described by the following linear fit:

^ ( i / )  =0.0231i/ + 0.6676 (A ;). (4.63)
L/

It follows that all materials with 0 < %/ <  ̂ undergo a secondary bifurcation 

from the noninfiectional elastica at ^  For i/ =  0 the bifurcations from the

inflectional and noninfiectional planar elastica coincide, at ^  =  | .  In the case of 

the inflectional elastica, this value of slack corresponds to a configuration in which 

the inflection point in the rod has a vertical tangency, the “rectangular elastica” 

(first studied by Jacob Bernoulli, see § 1.2.1). An interesting result is that if we

invert (4.62) we obtain a method of estimating i> when the value of D /L  is known

(for example, the critical value of D  at which spatial buckling occurs could obtained 

from an experiment).

4.7.2 The effect of twisting the ends

In both an experiment and in the numerics, a straight rod can be twisted by rotation 

of one end with respect to the other, i.e. by inputting R. The effect of twist is to 

decrease the magnitude of compressive force required to buckle a straight rod (i.e. 

the primary bifurcation is brought forwards). In fact it is possible to insert R  such
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Figure 4.13: The loci of secondary bifurcations as a function of Poisson ratio u, emanating 

from the loading paths of the noninfiectional elastica (upper curve) and inflectional elastica (lower 

curve). Only the interval f  <  ^  < 1, corresponding to 0 < < | ,  is shown. This Figure has been

plotted using equations (4.61) and (4.60) in conjunction with (4.29) and (4.40) respectively.

that the rod will buckle from its straight state at zero compression, and the effect 

of any further initial twist causes buckling to occur under tension.

Somewhere between R = 0 and R = 2tt the primary bifurcation changes from a 

supercritical pitchfork to a subcritical pitchfork, in which the force rises under con

trol of (increasing) D. Note that at the primary bifurcation a twisted rod buckles 

directly into a spatial configuration. Since a lot of new phenomena can be encoun

tered in the post-buckled deformations of twisted rods, (i.e the spatial elastica)^ we 

reserve a fuller treatment of twisted rods for the next chapter. We remark here that 

twist rounds off the secondary bifurcations.

4.7.3 Anisotropy

We define p =  ^  — 1, as the anisotropy parameter. Using the full spatial elastica 

model, (2.19) and (2.20), we construct Figure 4.14 in which loading paths are plotted 

for different values of p, with B\ and C constant. These results indicate that the 

effect of increasing p is to delay the secondary bifurcations.

For the purposes of our experimental study we selected a nitinol rod with dimen-
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Figure 4.14: T D  loading paths for different values of p = — 1 , with Bi  and C  fixed. Note

that the effect of increasing B 2 is to delay the onset of the secondary bifurcations.
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Figure 4.15: Best fit line to experimental data for the determination of the flexural rigidity B\  

for a strip with a 3 * |m m  rectangular cross section giving Bi  =  0.0024Nm^, from which it follows 

that B 2 =  0.0864Nm^.
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Figure 4.16: The state of self-tangency arises at p =  0.73118 =  0.84865 and =  1.82854.

Observe that if the arc length from the origin 0 to point A is s*, then by elastic similarity the arc 

length from j  to point B is also s*. Thus it follows, using (4.34), that the arc length from the 

origin to point B is 2K(p) -  s*.

sioris  ̂ X 3 X 600 mm, in which case B 2 ^  Bi. Such a rod is called a strip and it 

effectively only bends about d%. The results of a cantilever experiment to measure 

Bi are shown in Figure 4.15. Since we cannot perform a bending test to measure 

B2 , we calculated the value using B 2 = E I 2 , where from measurements =  36.

The results of an experiment on this strip are included in Figure 4.10, where 

it can be seen that the loading path of the strip remains close to the theoretical 

path and the secondary bifurcation, Ai is completely suppressed. The experimental 

path follows that given by the theory until the strip touches itself, after which the 

magnitude of the compressive load increases sharply and the two paths depart. At 

the point of self contact there is a vertical tangency and the following two conditions 

are satisfied:

1 . #  =  0 .ds

2. w =  0.

These conditions can easily be ascertained by inspection of Figure 4.16, where it
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can also be seen that the arc length from the origin to the point of “self-tangency” 

is 2K(p) — s*, where s* is the arc-length to the first point at which ^  =  0, i.e. point 

A in Figure 4.16. From (4.38) we find that i/; at A is given by

'ip = arcsin —̂ . (4.64)
v 2p

It follows that for point B in Figure 4.16 we have ip = tt — arcsin If we use this 

in (4.39) we find

F ^7T -  arcsin -  2 E ^tt -  arcsin =  0. (4.65)

The solution to (4.65) is given by p =  0.73118, which agrees with that obtained 

by the authors in [41], who studied multiple points of self-tangency in the elas

tica. The corresponding values of (nondimensional) axial force and slack are found 

from (4.40) and are respectively ^ 3 ^  =  1.82854 and ^  =  0.84865. Inspection of 

Figure 4.10 shows excellent correlation with experimental data. Some dimensions 

of this configuration can be calculated using (4.39) and (4.37) and are included in 

Figure 4.16.

4.7.4 W eight

An obvious point of departure between planar elastica theory and the statics of a 

physical rod is that the planar elastica model ignores the rod’s weight. Intuition 

tells us that heavy rods can be expected to buckle more easily than light rods.

We investigated the effect of weight by means of experiments on a 1 x 3 x 600 mm 

nitinol strip. The strip was initially fixed in the rig with its fiat face set horizontal. In 

this state the strip prefers to buckle by sagging, however it can also easily be induced 

into a hogging mode. Thus large deflection experiments were carried out for both 

the sagging and hogging modes, the data is plotted in Figure 4.18. A difference of 

4mm between the maximum x  deflection in these two modes was recorded.

Hogging modes of buckling cause a rounding off of the primary bifurcation at
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Figure 4.17; The inclusion of weight, W,  in the mathematical model has the effect of rounding 

off the primary bifurcation, both in the cases of hogging and sagging. This effect is also observed 

in our experimental data (see, for example, Figure 4.18).

lower values of T, and sagging modes at higher values of T, see Figure 4.18). Force 

diagrams (included in Figure 4.18)) imply that as the angle of deflection, 9, increases 

(due to inputs of D), a strip which l^ f? is  under higher compression than a strip 

which hogs, but this difference declines as slack increases. Included in the same 

figure is data obtained from an experiment in which the strip is clamped in the rig 

with its edge pointing vertically. For this set-up, the data shows that gravity effects 

are minimised and the strip behaves more like the weightless planar elastica.

Weight was incorporated into the mathematical model by setting N  = m{s)g'k 

in (2.7), where m is the mass per unit length; from measurements we found m = 

0.0048 kg/m. The rounding off of the primary bifurcation which we observe in 

our experimental data is corroborated by our numerics (see Figure 4.17). Further 

discussion of the effect of weight, when it has a dominating effect, can be found in 

Chapter 6 . Note that Euler [19] and Greenhill [34] (page 425), studied the problem 

of a column which buckles under its own weight.
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Figure 4.18: Experiments on a “strip”, with a 3 mm x 0.5 mm x 600 mm rectangular cross 

section, give different results in the magnitude of the force at buckling depending on whether the 

rod buckles by sagging, hogging, or by deflecting to one side. Sagging results in a steep negative 

gradient, hogging results in a positive gradient, and for a strip which is set on its edge these effects 

are minimised.
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Figure 4.19: Experiments on a planar rod with hinged ends. Note that no secondary bifurcations 

occur and the planar elastica remains stable.
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4.7.5 Changing the conditions at the ends

4.7.6 Hinged ends

In our study we have focused on rods with welded ends. However some experiments 

were carried out in which the ends were hinged. In this case ) varies during the 

rigid loading process, whilst the curvature remains fixed, i.e. 0{±^) — 0. Figure 4.2 

shows that hinged ends corresponds to two columns/struts welded together with the 

length given by:

L  =  2 y ^ K (p ) . (4.66)

It follows that the primary bifurcation occurs at T =  — which is a quarter 

of the magnitude of compressive force required to buckle a welded rod. The TD  

diagram can be computed using (4.66) in conjunction with (4.40). This is shown 

in Figure 4.19 along with experimental results. It can be seen that good agreement 

with experiments is maintained all the way to the teardrop shape at D =  1. We 

remark that for the hinged planar elastica the only infiection points are those at 

db^, and we note the theorem of [5] in which it is stated that segments of elastica 

with no infiection points are stable (see §1.3.5).

4.7.7 Strips w ith misaligned ends

We now compute T D  loading paths for the case that the ends of the planar elas

tica are misaligned. Since we do not wish to restrict ourselves to computing only 

symmetric solutions, we express the planar elastica in the fixed frame as follows:
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Figure 4.20: Experimental and numerical results in which the ends of a strip are misaligned, 

with offsets x / L  — 0.1,0.2 and 0.3. In the experiments the configuration of the 3mm x 1mm nitinol 

strip remains planar. Note that the loading path of a uniformly isotropic rod would bifurcate from 

the planar elastica and follow the bold dashed loading path.
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F ig u re  4 .21: A plot of (4.67) giving the shape of the planar elastica under both control of D  with 

X fixed, (from right to left), and control of x  for fixed D  (vertically down). Note how at  D / L  =  1 the 

figure of eights for the offset cases appear to have rotated through the clamps by t t / 2  radians, and 

“flopped” over to one side. The dotted configurations correspond to the non-bifurcating unstable 

elastica.
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Çl =  92

Q2 = -  (95 sin Qi +  96 cos qi )

(4.67)
94 =  sin qi

9 5  =  0

9 6  =  0

where 91 = 9, 92 =  <9, 93 =  f , 94 =  f , 95 =  96 =  and where T and

7Vi are the axial force and the shear force respectively. The six pertinent boundary 

conditions are given by:

9 i ( 0 ) =  9 i ( l )  =  0 , 9 3 (0 ) =  0 , 9 3 ( 1 ) =  1 -  d, 9 4 (0 ) =  0 , 9 ( 1 ) =  9 l .

where q i  is the offset at one end, and d is the continuation parameter corresponding 

to inputs of slack.

Using (4.67) we have constructed Figure 4.20 which is the TD  diagram showing 

some loading paths with different values of fixed q^. Inspection of this figure shows 

that loading paths with small offsets follow closely to the (aligned) inflectional elas

tica loading path until d =  1 is approached, at which point the paths bifurcate. 

As the offset is increased, the primary bifurcation occurs at slightly lower values of 

compression and the secondary bifurcation at d =  1 is rounded off.

As we discussed in § 2.9, a strip cannot bend about one axis. Consequently 

bent strips tend not to twist out of the plane, i.e. the out of plane bifurcation 

at Ai is suppressed. Note though, a strip touches itself when the “self-tangency” 

condition arises (see § 4.7.3), and this means that in an experiment we cannot reach 

d =  1 . However we can approach d =  1 if the offset is large enough. Included in 

Figure 4.20 is experimental data obtained from some experiments on a strip with 

sufficient offsets. These results give a very good match with our numerics. This 

suggests that the d =  I secondary bifurcation manifests itself through an offset.

The shape of the elastica for different amounts of offset and slack is plotted (% 

versus q^) in Figure 4.21. These shapes should be compared to photographs of the
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Figure 4.22: Numerical results based on (2.19) (2.20) with R =  0, and x(G) 7  ̂x{L).  Note that 

the numerics are difficult to compute for large x  in the vicinity of D  =  0.

actual configuration of the strip taken during an experiment, see Figure 4.20 which 

also show an excellent match between theory and experiment.

The bifurcation at d =  1 is mentioned in [35], but only within the context of 

a dead loading situation. The manner in which it arises, i.e. by misalignment of 

the ends appears to have been missed in the literature. That it has been missed is 

probably due to the fact that it is usual for analysts to work in the wrench frame 

in which case only symmetric solutions are found. However it has probably also 

been overlooked because of the lack of quantitative experimental work. Note that 

during an experiment nothing visibly strange occurs but we easily detect this event 

by plotting the T D  diagram.

4.7.8 Rods with misaligned ends

We now consider the effect that offsets have in the absence of the planar constraints 

(2.24) and (2.25), but for which the end rotation remains zero. In the experiment we 

use a nitinol rod with a circular cross section and in order to compute these paths 

we use the full three-dimensional mathematical model, i.e. (2.19) and (2.20) with
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Figure 4.23: Comparison between the numerical results (also shown in Figure 4.22) and data 

from experiments on a 1mm diameter circular cross section nitinol rod, for the case z(0) ^  x{L)  

and R  =  0. Note that for large offsets the agreement between experiment and theory widens.

R = 0. The results are shown in Figure 4.22.

We know that for the case of zero offsets a secondary bifurcation occurs at Ai. 

In the case of small offsets our numerical data show that this secondary bifurcation 

is rounded off. The numerics also indicate out of plane configurations upon the 

first inputs of D. These spatial deflections grow in magnitude as D increases, see 

Figure 4.22.

Some experiments were carried out on a nitinol rod with a circular cross section 

(which effectively eliminates (2.24) and (2.25)). The experimental results are shown 

in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 and they are in good agreement with our numerics.

4.8 Discussion

We have examined the planar elastica analytically, numerically and experimentally. 

For the case of aligned ends the symmetry is evident in the mathematics, reflected 

in the fact that solutions involve elliptic functions which are periodic (cn and dn 

are even, and sn is odd). Experiments also exhibit symmetry, and this is captured 

in the photographs. Note that in their study of the spatial elastica, the authors in
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Figure 4.24: Three dimensional plot for the axial end force T against the offset y / L  and the 

slack D/ L .  The data plotted was obtained from experiments under two different rigid loading 

procedures. Firstly the offset between the ends is fixed and the slack varied (these results are 

also plotted in Figure 4.23). Secondly, the span between the ends is fixed and the offset varied. 

Together the two sets of experimental data form a smooth surface. The photographs are taken at 

various stages during an experiment conducted under control of slack for a fixed offset of y /L  =  0.3.
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[60] consider these symmetry properties from the perspective of the spatial elastica. 

The 3D equations have certain wider symmetry properties and in the reduction to 

the 2D problem the different types of elastica end up in different co-ordinate planes 

having different symmetries -  the first mode buckles in the zx  plane and the second 

mode in the zy  plane.

Our experiments and numerical results suggest that the main source of imper

fection for rounding off the primary pitchfork bifurcation is weight. However the 

effect of weight is not independent of the constitutive relations. Floppy rods, with a 

low B  suffer from catenary effects more than stiff rods. Also Figure 4.18 shows that 

we can exploit cross sectional geometry especially in the case of strips to minimise 

the effect of gravity.

We remark here that most of the rod analysis in [53] is restricted to the plane 

and welded ends are referred to as “clamped” . However, it is evident from our 

experiments that a rod with welded ends can bifurcate out of the plane at Ai and 

A2 . It follows that in applications involving large deflections it is not sufficient to 

stipulate planar boundary conditions, as given in § 4.3. In these cases we also need to 

specify the boundary conditions at d i(^ ) with respect to d i ( ^ ) .  We take this issue 

up in the next chapter where we include a twisting moment. Note that a rigorous 

mathematical description of some commonly encountered boundary conditions is 

given in [2 ].

As a particularly degenerate example of rod theory, it may be surprising that the 

planar elastica has been widely applied to practical problems. However this study 

suggests that up to the point of the secondary bifurcations, the planar elastica is 

robust to a wide range of small perturbations. This is useful to know because it 

implies that the planar elastica TD  diagram is not a trivial limiting case. In fact 

it can be used as a platform and guide for the analysis of more complicated spatial 

elastica problems - a theme we will return to in the next chapter.
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4.9 Appendix I: A note on Bernoulli’s lemniscate 

and Euler’s figure of eight

0.3559

0.0661

1. 414a

The elastica at D  =1 (p=0.826). The lemniscate (p=0.7071). Construction o f the lemniscate.

Figure 4.25: Despite their similarities the elastica at D = 1 (on the left) and the lemniscate 

(center and right) are different curves. The latter is a Cassinian curve and can be constructed 

using the linkage shown on the right.

It is interesting to note that with respect to large deflection configurations of the planar elastica, 

there are two cases where the solution may be expressed in terms of elementary functions:

• The ring, see § (4.5).

• The homoclinic, see § (4.5.3).

One case which may appear to be a possible candidate for inclusion in this list is the inflectional 

elastica at D / L  =  1. This case corresponds to a figure-of-eight and looks remarkably like Bernoulli’s 

lemniscate, see Figure 4.25. Indeed, the authors in [41] refer to the D / L  — I elastica as a lemniscate. 

However, this is misleading. We now show that despite their apparent similarities, they are two 

entirely different curves.

Bernoulli’s lemniscate

Before Kepler’s laws were established by Newton, Giovanni Cassini (1625 -  1712) had suggested 

that planetary orbits were curves for which the product of the distances from two points called 

foci, one of which is coincident with the sun, is a constant (i.e the product of the distances of 

two points is a constant). It is possible to draw this curve using the linkage shown in the inset in 

Figure 4.25. Its cartesian equation is given by {x  ̂ -f y ‘̂ Y =  a?{x^ -  y^), and the polar equation is

cos 26, (4.68)
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where \ /2a  is the distance between the centers of two circles coincident with the points where the 

ends of the linkages are fixed in Figure 4.25. Since ds^ =  dr^ +  r^d^^, the arc length is given by

às =  ^ É L =  =  ^ ^ = .  (4.69)
[  ^  \ / l  -  2 sin^ 9

Using the relationship 2 sin^ 6 =  sin (j) we have 

so that the complete elliptic integral becomes:

where it can be seen that the elliptic parameter is given by p =  The included angle between 

the tangents at the crossing point of the Cassinian curve is ^ , which is what we may expect since 

the inversion of it is the rectangular hyperbola. In 1694; in an article in the Acta Eruditorumon 

Jacob Bernoulli described it as “shaped like a figure 8, or a knot, or the bow of a ribbon”. He

called it by the Latin word lemniscus (‘a pendant ribbon’). The rectification of the lemniscate was

a landmark in the task of understanding elliptic integrals.

Euler’s figure-of-eight

Setting D / L  — I in (4.40) and solving for the elliptic parameter gives p =  0.8261. Using (4.32) we 

find that the included angle 9 at the crossing point, where ip =  is 2.28 radians, see Figure 4.25. 

Also, from (4.34) the axial end force is 2.18338 Tcrit-

We also observe that the maximum deflection in the z direction occurs at ^  =  0 and the 

point of self intersection occurs a,t xp =  ^ .  Using (4.38) to determine x p ,  we can easily compute the 

dimensions of the figure-of-eight from (4.37) and (4.39), as shown in Figure 4.25.

Since the values of the included angle at the intersection and the values of the elliptic parameter 

are different for the lemniscate and the figure-of-eight, then these are different curves. Also note 

that Euler (1751) worked on Bernoulli’s lemniscate, and this was after his 1744 treatise on the 

elastica (in which the figure-of-eight constituted Species 5 in his classification scheme), so he must 

have been aware of the similarities. It is interesting to observe that it is the rectangular elastica 

which corresponds to p =  \/2.
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Appendix II: The planar dynamic analogy

E

As e oscillates between ± 6o 

ç> oscillates between ±  *. 

sin? = psin^ , p =  sin^ .

X'2 =2Z,cos’ | '  = 2Z.-.v,

" 2 L  - ‘
where /r = elliptic parameter

Figure 4.26: The large circle of radius L corresponds to the circular path described by the point 

mass of an oscillating pendulum. The radius of the inner circle is equal to half the height of 

the pendulum’s maximum amplitude of oscillation, and the ratio of the radii of the two circles 

determines the value of the elliptic parameter p. Consider triangle OAC, and apply the cosine 

rule to obtain A C  =  2 L c o s |.  From triangle ABC, X2 =  AC cos |  =  2Lcos^ |  and it follows that 

the ratio ^  =  sin^ | . This ratio is the elliptic parameter p  and gives a fundamental relationship 

between the slope and the shape of the rod. For small oscillations (nearly straight rod) the inner 

circle disappears and p % 0 and the elliptic functions degenerate to trigonometric functions. When 

p =  I, the two circles coincide, at which point the elliptic functions degenerate to hyperbolic 

functions, they lose their periodicity as the period becomes infinite. This is the homoclinic orbit, 

corresponding to an upside down pendulum which takes an infinitely long time to return to its 

position and its statical analogue is an infinitely long rod.
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Chapter 5

T w isted rods

We wish to put forward a radically different structure for the salt of deoxyribose 

nucleic acid. This structure has two helical chains each coiled round the same axis.

J.D.W atson and H.C.Crick “A Structure for DNA” {Nature April 2, 1953)

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we explore the statics of twisted rods with aligned welded ends. The 

focus of our study is T D  and M R  load-deflection diagrams (note that M  := M3). 

Using (2.19) and (2.20), we compute the theoretical loading paths for a Kirchhoff 

rod and compare them with results from carefully conducted experiments on nitinol 

and silicon rubber rods.

The statics of twisted rods embraces a wide range of phenomena with a wide 

range of applications. Many of the phenomena can easily be observed by twisting and 

bending a rubber rod with one’s fingers, as shown in Figure 5.1. The phenomenon of 

“hockling” whereby a section of the rod flips into a loop, and “pop-out” , which occurs 

when the loop is pulled out, have been investigated by cable and pipeline engineers 

[13], [33], [43], [6 6 ], and [49]. The mechanics of helical plies has applications in both 

the textile industry [28], where they are known as “snarls” and in the writhing of 

DNA [9], [51].
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Figure 5.1: Slackening off a twisted rod (i.e input of D)  can cause it to throw a loop (hockling). 

If the initial twist is high enough, then further D  leads to snarling (i.e the formation of a ply).
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Only a few experimental studies of twisted rods exist in the literature. The 

experimental results reported in [33] and [6 6 ] are closely linked to pipeline and cable 

laying activities. Using jacketed optical fibres Yabuta [6 6 ] carried out experiments 

in a rig with facilitation for measuring R, D, Ms and T. He investigated both 

“hockling” and “pop-out” . However the precise manner by which the rods were fixed 

at their ends is not specified. Also the mathematical model is not formulated as a 

boundary value problem. Instead, using an energy approach whereby equilibrium is 

given by the first variation and stability by the second variation of the total potential, 

he assumes the (infinitely long) rod buckles into a helix and obtains Greenhill’s 

formula (1.10). He also derives formulae for both the formation of a loop and for 

the point at which it reopens (i.e. pop-out) which he compares with his experimental 

results. In Yabuta’s model the loop is approximated by a planar ring, i.e. a circle. 

Note however that the authors in [60] find it does not give a good match to numerical 

results based on the exact mathematical model for a Kirchhoff rod.

The particular problem of loop formation in very long cables is studied by Coyne 

[13]. By assuming the curvature and slope are zero at the ends of the rod, and the 

loop to be a highly localised phenomenon at the center of the rod, Coyne actually 

considers the homoclinic solution for the spatial elastica, see §3.5.5. Coyne also finds 

the Creenhill formula for buckling, but his solutions follow the homoclinic rather 

than the helix, see Figure 3.7. The authors in [60] find that with respect to pop- 

out, Coyne’s results do give a good match to numerical results based on the exact 

mathematical model for cases with R  > 2 .57t radians.

Thompson and co-workers at the Center for Nonlinear Dynamics at UCL London 

took up the problem of looping, [7], [50], from the perspective of dynamical systems 

theory. They identified Coyne’s solution as the homoclinic path in phase space. They 

also reported on some qualitative experiments using silicon rubber rods which show 

that if a highly twisted rod is slackened off it undergoes a localisation process prior 

to loop formation. In the case of rubber, their analysis backed up experimental 

observations that the localisation contains approximately three complete turns of
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end rotation. However they could not account for an observed helical deformation 

of one twist per helical wave prior to localisation. From further numerical and 

analytical work they found that this was an effect entirely due to intrinsic curvature 

in their rod specimens [8 ].

From the textile industry we can refer to [28] for some experiments on highly 

twisted rubber and nylon rods. These experiments investigated the formation of 

snarls under constant torque. Each time a snarl developed, it was pulled out by 

adjusting the slack and the tension was measured. Their work encompassed both 

snarling along the rig axis ( “cylindrical snarling” ) and at right angles to it ( “normal 

snarling”). We remark that whilst these experiments require sophisticated mathe

matical modelling techniques, the authors in [28] do not attem pt to establish the 

boundary conditions, and do not employ Cosserat theory.

A useful theoretical study of finite length rods is presented by Miyazaki and 

Kondo [38]. By choosing an Euler angle as the independent variable rather than arc 

length, they present analytical solutions in integral form. Whilst their mathematical 

approach is unwieldy, they correctly show how different loading procedures lead to 

the onset of a number of secondary bifurcations, such as the formation of loops, 

snap-buckling and bifurcations in and out of planar configurations. Their study is 

substantiated by [47] where numerical results are presented in a perturbation study 

of the equations for straight rods and multi-strand cables. Note that Miyazaki and 

Kondo focus on two different rigid loading sequences, adjusting D  with fixed R, and 

control of R  with fixed D. These are the same loading procedures which we follow 

in both our numerics and our experiments.

5.2 Overview of the TD and M R diagrams

The theoretical T D  diagram is shown in Figure 5.2, where it can be seen that all 

the loading paths for a twisted rod lie within the limits set by the two branches of 

the planar elastica (the inflectional and the noninflectional).
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control of slack, Dotted lines are unstable. The loading paths were computed by numerical 

integration of (2.19) and (2.20), using Matlab’s boundary value solver bvp4c. The integration 

involved a continuation procedure, in which the value of R  was fixed whilst the value of D  was 

adjusted. This mimics the actual experimental procedure. Note how a fold develops in loading 

paths with R  >  27t.
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Figure 5.3: The theoretical M R  loading diagram. These loading paths are computed under 

continuation of R  with D  fixed at the values indicated. Dotted lines are unstable. The fold shown 

here is the “snap-buckling fold”. Note that the maximum twisting moment occurs in the D /L  — \  

case. For D / L  > 1 (i.e inverted clamping conditions), the twisting moment reduces again.

Another noticeable feature of Figure 5.2 is that some of the loading paths develop 

a vertical tangency after which they bend round on themselves and change direction. 

These are folds^ and they are also present in the R M  diagram shown in Figure 5.3.

Some interesting post-buckling phenomena such as hockling, snap buckling and 

hysteresis are associated with folds. These phenomena are readily observed by 

twisting and bending a rod with one’s fingers. We also observe them under the 

controlled conditions of a laboratory experiment. However the statics of twisted 

rods is complex: small changes in a parameter can bring about qualitative changes 

in behaviour and it is not immediately obvious or clear, either from experience or 

experiments, how different loading paths and different loading sequences relate to 

one another.

An overview of the statics of twisted rods can be gained from Figure 5.4, which 

is a sketch of the surface of fixed points in D R M  space, where in this context M  

(note M  =  M3) is a measure of the deformation of the surface.
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Figure 5.4: A sketch showing the surface of equilibrium points in DRM  space. The presence of 

the snap buckling fold and the hockling fold leads to qualitatively different loading paths such as 

a, b and c. Note that the S shape emanating at the front of the figure increases in magnitude as 

D increases. It will eventually reach a point where the knees of the S overhang the 27t lines, and 

loading paths which fall off the fold jump directly into self contact.
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5.2.1 The “snap-buckling fold”

Figure 5.4 shows that the D R M  surface has a monotonie form near the origin. 

Therefore nothing unusual happens in the vicinity of the origin: the rod is bent 

and twisted but does not undergo any sudden changes in behaviour. However, by 

fixing R  and moving away from the origin under control of D, we will encounter an 

5-shaped fold, corresponding to the presence of three fixed points, one of which is 

unstable. We call this fold the snap-buckling fold. Note that the snap-buckling fold 

is not present in the “semi-finite” loading diagrams discussed in § 3.5.5 and 3.5.5.

The snap-buckling fold starts at i? =  0, M3 =  0, D /T  =  A%. If, having arrived on 

its upper surface, we subsequently fix D and increase R, then the loading path will 

encounter a vertical tangency. From this point a section of the path folds back onto 

itself and is unstable. Therefore any further increase in R  results in a jump from 

the upper surface of the fold onto the lower surface. In an experiment this jump 

corresponds to snap buckling. Thus the phenomenon of snap buckling is associated 

with the existence of two stable fixed points separated by an unstable fixed point, 

across which the rod “snaps” .

The demarcation between those areas on the D R M  surface with one fixed point 

and those with three can be found by projecting the boundary of the fold (i.e. the 

knees of the 5) onto the RD  plane. This produces two curves in the shape of a 

cusp, typically described by a two thirds power relationship between R  and D  (i.e. 

R  oc D s), as shown in Figure 5.4. Within the cusp there are three fixed points and 

outside of it only one.

It can easily be seen from Figure 5.4 that it is possible to take different routes 

along the surface of the snap-buckling fold and pass from one state to another either 

via a jump or by avoiding one. Also, we may experience very different behaviour 

under smooth control of one parameter when a second parameter is only slightly 

changed. Thus small differences in the path can take us on qualitatively very differ

ent journeys. Furthermore, a route followed under smooth control of a parameter.
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but which entails a jump, will not in general be retraceable by smooth reversal of 

the same control parameter, i.e. we shall experience hysteresis.

5.2.2 The “hockling fold”

In addition to the snap-buckling fold, which dominates the central region of the 

D R M  surface, another fold is shown schematically in Figure 5.4. This is the hockling 

fold and it lies along the edge of the surface. This fold is also present in the T D and 

M R  diagrams of the “semi-finite” rod (see Figures 3.9 and 3.10). It was noted in 

Chapter 3 that this fold only occurs for values R  > 27t. Exactly the same dependency 

on R  holds for the finite rod.

One way of reaching the hockling fold is to fix D  and wind up the end rotation 

R. If we try and increase D  beyond the fold, the rod jumps off the loading path 

into self contact. Note that solutions involving self-contact lie outside the scope 

of our mathematical model and are not accounted for in Figure 5.4. Inspection of 

this figure shows that the hockling fold and the corresponding jump into a loop get 

smaller as D  increases, and finally disappear at A2 . From this point onwards the 

path into self contact is smooth.

In summary. Figure 5.4 provides an overview of the interrelationship between the 

M R  and T D  diagrams, which are the main avenue for presenting our results. The 

different ways that we can move around (i.e. follow loading paths) on the D R M  

surface under control of either D  or R, or both, offers a useful guide to how the 

phenomena of hockling, snap buckling and hysteresis manifest themselves. With 

this picture in mind, we now discuss what happens in an experiment.

5.3 Experimental results: R fixed, D varied

In this section we discuss experiments conducted under control of slack whilst the 

end rotation is fixed. It follows that the focus of this section is T D  space.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental and theoretical results with end rotation fixed at i? = 0 (oooo), 
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inflectional planar elastica at Ai (grey circle) occurs at a smaller value of D / L  than the bifurcation 
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5.3.1 Experim ental procedure

The experiments start with the rod in the reference state (see § ??). Intrinsic twist 

is inserted into the rod by rotating one of its ends with respect to the other end. The 

rod is subsequently clamped such that R  is fixed. The experiment proceeds under 

control of D. The axial end force T is measured for each input of D  and the data is 

plotted together with the theory in the T D  diagrams. This procedure is repeated 

for different values of fixed R.

Photographs of the rod at different stages of an experiment accompany some 

of the T D  diagrams. The photographs have tried to capture the symmetry of the 

configuration. Note however that the symmetry is in the wrench frame. Therefore, 

the X, y ,  z  coordinates indicated in the photographs, are not always strictly correct.

Experimental data for i? =  0 is discussed in Chapter 4, where we note the 

secondary bifurcations out of the plane into spatial states.

5.3.2 Control of slack for 0 < < 27t

For R  ^  0 buckling is directly from a twisted straight state into a spatial configu

ration (see Figure 5.5). The primary bifurcation for a rod with welded ends loaded 

both by an axially applied end force and end torque can be found from a linear 

eigenvalue analysis, see for example [60]. It can be expressed in terms of both the 

nondimensional force and the nondimensional twisting moment m 3 (see (2.18)) 

as follows:

2 nrns . . .
—-— sinTTA =  costtA — cosTrma, (5.1)

where A =  — and n^ =  and m 3 =  Using (2.10) and noting that

for a straight rod r  =  we can substitute ^ R  for m 3 in (5 .1 ).

As mentioned in § 4.7.2, at a value of R  between tt and 27t the nature of the pri

mary bifurcation changes from supercritical (with a falling T D  path) to subcritical 

(with a rising T D  path). Note that under dead loading conditions the subcritical
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pitchfork involves a jump straight from the reference state.

Inspection of Figure 5.2 reveals an important qualitative feature of loading paths 

with R <27t: all these paths meet at D /L  =  1 in a state of zero tension in which the 

rod forms a ring. Note though that each loading path arrives at this configuration 

with different amounts of twist. The theoretical amount of end rotation that can be 

input into a planar ring before it becomes unstable is given by

R cr i t  =  27T\/3(1 +  v ) ,  (5 .2 )

a result due to Zajac [67]. For R > Rcrit the ring buckles spatially. For nitinol, 

Rcrit =  4.857T radians. Note that a twistless ring is formed in the case that the rod 

starts at D =  0 with an end rotation of exactly R = 27t.

5.3.3 R esults for R > 2tt: hockling

Figure 5.2 shows that loading paths with R > 27t have a hockling fold. When a 

twisted rod with R >  27t is slackened off to the point where it encounters a fold, the 

rod hockles, i.e. it flips into a self-contacted loop. This corresponds to a loading 

path falling off the edge of the DRM  surface in Figure 5.4. Note that the amount 

of slack required to bring about hockling diminishes as the twist is increased. For 

large i?, loop formation is a highly localised phenomenon. By forming a loop the 

rod releases twisting energy. The corresponding drop in M3 is recorded in Figure 5.6 

which gives experimental data for R = A.'k and R =  57t. Note that since it cannot 

self-intersect, the rod can only release a maximum of 2tt radians of its initial end 

rotation.

Once a loop has formed, a reactive force is exerted at the point of self contact 

between one elemental section of rod and another non-neighbouring element, i.e. 

not directly attached to it. As a result, the total internal force N {s)  undergoes 

a discontinuous change across the point of self contact. It jumps in a direction 

normal to the rod axis dg. However, since point moments are non-physical, no such
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Figure 5.6: T D  diagram for R =  iir and 5?r. Note the presence of the hockling folds on these 

loading paths. For R >  2?r, smooth control of D  leads to a sudden jump into a loop when the 

path encounters a fold. In the case R =  47r {* * the loop remains intact under increasing D 
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input after looping (see R =  Stt data (oooo)), the loop itse lf w ill rotate and form a ply (i.e. 

a “snarl” ).
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discontinuity exists with respect to the total moment M {s).  This state of self

contact is not accounted for in our mathematical model. However by considering 

an impenetrable tube of small radius about the rod’s centerline, the authors in [60] 

extend the mathematical model to embrace self contact. We discuss the kinematics 

of self contact in §5.4.2.

5.3.4 Pop-out experiment

The formation of loops is a nuisance in textile spinning and cable laying operations. 

One method of removing loops is to pull them out by reversal of the slack. This 

reduces the size of the loop, which increases the curvature, and therefore the bending 

moment around the loop. Eventually the loop is so small and the curvature so 

high that the loop becomes unstable and “pops out” . Note that for nitinol (and 

other less flexible materials), the path to pop-out may be accompanied by plastic 

deformation resulting in a permanently damaged kinked rod. This occurs when the 

loop dimensions decrease to the point that the curvature exceeds the elastic regime 

of the material.

However a kink-free pop-out experiment on a nitinol rod was successfully carried 

out in the case that R  was flxed just a few degrees greater than 27t. Note that in the 

special case R  = 27t, hockling and pop-out are synonymous and occur (smoothly) at 

A2 . Prior to the experiment two light threads were tied to the rod. The experiment 

proceeded from the reference state under control of D, and when j  % 0.67 the rod 

flipped into a loop. One of the threads was positioned in the loop and its loose end 

fixed to a rigid structure in such a way that the thread was normal to the rig axis 

and under tension. The other thread was moved so that it was directly opposite the 

first, and its free end was passed over a pulley. Small weights were added to the 

free end until they were sufficient to pull the loop out of self-contact. This force is 

equal to the magnitude of the reactive side force A F i. It was recorded for values of 

D  ranging from hockling to pop-out. The results are included in the TD  diagram 

shown in Figure 5.7, and indicate a reactive force of fairly constant magnitude.
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experiment is conducted under control of slack (A -4 B) at which point the rod flips into a loop by 
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be larger. The experiment resumes under further slack (C —> D). The slack is then reversed (D 

-4 E) at which point the rod pops out of the loop (E -4 F) with a significantly larger jump than 

the one into self contact. This figure includes data recording the magnitude of the reactive force 

of self contact in the loop (★★★).
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5.3.5 Snarling experim ent {R fixed)

If we increase the slack after a loop has formed then one of two things can happen: 

either the single loop remains intact and grows in size until it is converted into a 

twisted ring at D /L = l\  or the loop itself rotates about its own axis and forms a ply 

normal to the z axis. We call this latter phenomenon normal snarling. Figure 5.6 

includes some experimental results for both of these phenomena. Our experiments 

on nitinol rods indicate that radians is the critical amount of end rotation

required in order to form a normal snarl. Note that this value is close to the critical 

amount of end rotation governing the stability of a twisted ring, given by (5.2).

The high strains which accompany snarling can lead to plastic deformation. 

Therefore, to investigate this phenomenon further, an experiment was carried out 

on a silicon rubber rod, with R  = 247t. The results are shown in Figure 5.8 where 

it can be seen that hockling, snarling and pop-out are encompassed in a single 

experiment.

It is instructive to comment on what happens in the experiment. Firstly, we 

observe that the direction of twist in the snarl is the opposite to that input when 

the rod was straight. Secondly, it is apparent that for high i?, hockling becomes an 

increasingly localised phenomenon. Thirdly, it is evident, from an inspection of the 

photographs that accompany Figure 5.8, that the angle at which the rod coils about 

itself in forming the snarl (the helix angle) is nonuniform. Fourthly, we observe a 

difference between the loading paths in forming a snarl (C to I in Figure 5.8), and 

in pulling out the snarl (I to J). This is probably related to the fact that in pulling 

out a snarl, the rod is working against the force of friction which exists due to the 

self contact.

5.4 Experim ental results: D fixed, R varied

In this section we discuss experiments on rods which are loaded by twisting the ends 

relative to each other whilst D  is fixed. It follows that we fix our attention on R M
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Figure 5.8: Photographs of an experiment on silicon rubber rod investigating normal snarling. 

The use of rubber with a black stripe reveals some information about the kinematics of snarling. 

Note that the path I to J, during which the snarl is pulled out, is at a higher tension than the path 

C to I. This is most likely because in pulling out the snarl the rod must pull against the force of 

friction in the snarl itself.
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space.

By fixing D  and varying R, the R M  curve traces a path across the D R M  surface; 

i.e. from the left to the right of Figure 5.4. Inspection of Figure 5.4 also shows that 

qualitative changes in the behaviour of a rod emerge at critical values of D/L^ 

because as we adjust D  the R M  curve may encounter neither, either, or both the 

snap-buckling and hockling folds. These changes are visible during an experiment 

and prompt us to identify five qualitatively different regions of behaviour as follows:

•  D /L  < A i,  The two distinctive characteristics of this region are that firstly 

the planar elastica is stable; consequently the rod passes through R  = Q in 

a smooth manner. Secondly a jump into a loop occurs at a value R  > 27t, 

corresponding to hockling. A typical loading path is shown in Figure 5.9 

which includes experimental data for the hysteresis cycle between hockling 

and pop-out.

•  Ai < D /L  < A 2 . Once D exceeds the value Ai =  0.5590, the planar state 

is no longer stable for a nitinol rod and it snaps through R  = 0. Figure 5.4 

shows that this corresponds to crossing transversely over the snap-buckling 

fold. Loop formation (hockling) and the associated phenomenon of pop-out are 

also present in this region and are encountered under further inputs of R. Note 

that both snap-buckling and looping involve hysteresis cycles. The amplitude 

of the jump across the unstable R  = 0 state, which occurs in snap-buckling, 

rises under increasing D. There is a matching decrease in the magnitude of 

the jump into and out of self-contact (see Figures 5.10 and 5.11).

•  A 2 < D /L  < 1. When D /L  exceeds the value A2 =  0.6772 (for nitinol) the 

jump to self-contact and the associated hysteresis loop at pop-out disappear 

and are replaced by a smooth path in and out of self contact (see Figure 5.11). 

The magnitude of the snap buckling jump continues to increase.

• Z)/L «  1 . At D /L = l  a rod forms a closed ring. Figure 5.12 plots the theory 

for D = 1 and experimental results for D = 0.98. Note that in the vicinity
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F ig u re  5.9: Results of an experiment conducted under control of R,  with slack fixed at D / L  =  0.5. 

The rod passes smoothly through i? =  0 but becomes unstable at A and jumps to B (hockling). 

Reversing R  causes the rod to pop out of the loop at C and jump back to the non-self contacted 

stable branch at D. The circuit ABCD forms an hysteresis cycle, also encountered in negative R.
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Figure 5.10; Experimental and theoretical M R  results for D / L  =  0.62, showing both snap 

buckling, looping, pop-out and the associated hysteresis cycles.
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Figure 5.11: The four top figures show experimental results for values of Z7/L in which both 

the snap buckling and hockling folds coexist (i.e. A i <  D / L  < A 2 ). As D / L  is increased snap- 

buckling is more pronounced, whilst the jump into a loop decreases in magnitude and eventually 

disappears at D / L  =  0.6772. The bottom figure is for the case D / L  — 0.8 which is beyond A 2 . 

Only the jump associated with the snap buckling fold persists and loop formation is a smooth 

process.
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Figure 5.12: M R  results for a “ring” experiment, D / L  =  0.98. Note the large jumps in and out 

the of figure-of-eight configurations.
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oî D = 1 the rod behaves like a ring, see [60]. In the experiment the rod 

is attached directly to the torque transducer, see Figure 5.12. The amount 

of twist that the ring absorbs before it becomes unstable is consistent with

(5.2). At the point of instability the rod jumps from its twisted planar state 

into a ply with two cross over points. Swigon’s analysis [48] predicts that this 

ply has two points of self contact, implying the existence of gaps in between. 

However no gaps were discernable in the experiment (see lower photograph in 

Figure 5.12). Unwinding R  brings about another state: at M3 % 0 the rod 

jumps into a figure-of-eight with one cross over point (consistent with [48]). 

After further reduction of R  the rod jumps back to a twisted ring, again when 

M3 «  0 .

•  D /L  > 1.2. For values of D /L  > 1 experiments involve inverted clamps. 

When R  was input into the initially planar rod with D /L  % 1.2, one end 

was seen to flip one side or the other of the rig axis, but not to self contact. 

Note however that this does not imply the nonexistence of stable self-contacted 

solutions in this region (see Figure 10 of [60]).

5.4.1 Snarling under fixed D

We now describe two experiments on a 3mm diameter silicon rubber rod. The first 

shows how to form a cylindrical snarl where the snarl forms along the z axis. The 

second experiment leads to a normal snarl with a uniform helix angle.

In the experiment to investigate cylindrical snarling, the rod is initially held 

straight and the rod is twisted by inputs of R. As R  increases a normal snarl starts 

to evolve. However, by decreasing D the normal snarl is “pulled out” . Note though, 

that this extends the centerline of the rod. By repeatedly suppressing the normal 

snarl in this way, the rod is induced into forming a cylindrical snarl, as shown in 

Figure 5.13. Note that the cylindrical snarl forms by coiling into a helix about the 

rig axis (i.e. z axis) and can only ever involve a single rod.
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Figure 5.13; Photographs of a cylindrical snarl.

Figure 5.14: Photograph of a normal snarl obtained under “dead” loading, see § 5.4.1. Note the 

uniform helix angle.
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Figure 5.15: The geometry of the helix.

In the second experiment the rod is initially straight with R = 247t. By inputting 

slack a normal snarl starts to form. The experiment proceeds by simultaneously 

adjusting the end rotation for each further increase in slack, in such a way as to 

maintain M3 at a constant value (by monitoring the value of M3 recorded on the 

torque transducer). This procedure gives approximate dead loading conditions as 

far as the equilibria are concerned. With sufficient care, it leads to the formation of 

a uniform snarl, which has a constant helix angle along its length, see Figure 5.14. 

Note that the experiment is not always straight forward. Inputs of R  did not always 

“feed” further cross over points into the snarl and sometimes the whole loop revolved 

about the rig axis.

5.4.2 The kinematics of the uniform snarl

We now examine the kinematics of snarling assuming a uniform helix. The uniform 

helix has been studied by many authorities on rod theory including Love [34] and 

Van der Heijden and Thompson [62]. Note that the helix is a rather special solution
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which is represented by a fixed point in the 6 ,9 phase planes for both alignment and 

non-alignment of the constant vectors Tyj and Fs, see Figures 3.3 and 3.7 respectively. 

Since the helix angle, 9 G [0,7t/2], is a constant, the expressions for the curvatures 

(3.16) reduce to:

«1  =  —'(p cos (p sin 9

« 2  =  "0 sin (j) sin 9

T  =  0 -f 0  COS 9.
(5.3)

It follows that the total curvature Ktot =  is given by

Kw =  10 sin ^|. (5.4)

Note that for 0 =  0, (5.4) gives Ktot = 0, implying a straight rod. For the case 0 =  f  

we find ^  =  i d 0 ,  which upon integration gives a circle of radius We can also

integrate dg Setting 0(0) =  0 we find ip = ips and

f  dx = sin9 f  cos ipds =  sin ips

f  dy = sin 9 f  sin Ipds = — cosips (5.5)

J dz  =  /cos0ds =  scos9.

The radius of the helix, rh = yjx'^ +  ?/̂ , is given by

Th =
sin 9

iP

Combining (5.6) with (5.4) we find that the curvature can be written as:

(5.6)

sm^ 9
î tot = ------- . (5.7)

Th
In the context of our experiments, the helix formed by snarling involves a single 

rod which self contacts and winds round itself. However in general we can consider 

any number of infinitely long rods forming uniform helical configurations involving 

self-contact. There are two self-contact conditions. These are given in [65] as follows:
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1. distance condition: \r{si) — r ( s 2)| •= 2f, which states that the difference 

between the position vectors to two touching points in the helix with arc 

lengths Si and S2 , is simply twice the radius f  of the rod. Note that it also 

follows from this that the rods are impenetrable.

2. tangency condition: r (s i) - ( r ( s i)  — r ( s 2)) =  r{s 2 ) ' (r{si) — r ( s 2)) =  0, which 

states that the tangent vector to either section of rod is normal to the line 

connecting the centerline points at contact.

From these two conditions, the authors in [65] derive the following equations:

^ =  2 +  cos^0 — 2cos ^xsin0 — — ^ (5.8)

X cos  ̂^ +  sin 0 sin sin 9 — — ^ =  0 (5.9)

where x = and n =  1 refers to a cylindrical snarl and n =  2 refers to a normal 

snarl. At the limit ^ =  f  the helix degenerates into a ring and we find from (5.9) 

that ^  0. At the other limit 6  = 0, we find from (5.8) that

— =  sin —. (5.10)
rh ri

Note that when n ^ 1 ,  (5.10) gives the tangency condition for circles whose centers 

lie on a circle, which is of interest to cable and wire manufacturers. For the case of 

a cylindrical snarl (i.e. n =  1) the curvature of the rod is given by (5.7). We note 

that the value of Ktot cannot be greater than i .  Using Ktot =   ̂ in (5.8) and (5.9) 

and solving for 9 and % we find,

e =  68,2082°, J  =  0,862185, x  =  5,6857; (5.11)

which is the densest packing solution of a cylindrical snarl. Our experiments pro

duced a cylindrical snarl with a helix angle which varies from approximately 60° to 

90° (see Figure 5.13).
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For normal snarling, there is a trivial solution of (5.9) at x =  0 which is valid 

for the full domain of B. This solution has Vh = r. However at 0 =  |  a branch 

of solutions bifurcates from the trivial path which has x /  0. These solutions give 

r/i > f  in which case the snarl has a hole down the middle. Thus ^ |  is the

maximum helix angle for a normal snarl without a hole down the middle. Our 

experiments on uniform snarls produced helix angles in the range 18° < 0 < 28°.

We observe that friction and gravity are present during snarl formation, though 

we doubt they affect the kinematics very much. We note here that the crucial point 

of departure between experiments and the theory outlined above is that the latter 

is only strictly valid for an infinitely long snarl. A uniform snarl formed by an 

experiment, whilst long, has a loop at one end whilst at the other end the helix flies 

apart as it runs into the straight section of rod lying along the rig axis and normal 

to the snarl.

5.4.3 Experim ent under combined control of D and R

It is interesting to include results of an experiment in which the control parameter 

is switched from D to R  and then back again. The experiment started from the 

reference state with R  — it / 2 and was initially conducted under control of slack. 

The results are plotted on the T D  diagram in Figure 5.16. At a value of D /L  > 

(when the slack exceeds the out-of-plane bifurcation point and consequently the 

planar elastica is unstable) the experiment was paused. At this point, with D  fixed, 

control was handed over to R  and the ends were twisted relative to each other. R  

was input until snap-buckling occurred which landed the rod’s loading path in a 

region oi T D  space not normally accessible; beyond the i? =  0 path, the second 

mode solution. From here R  was subsequently wound back to it original value of 

7t/2 and the experiment was resumed under control of D. However the rod soon 

encounters another fold, probably associated with the second mode, and it snap 

buckles again. This time the loading path jumps back across the i? =  0 curve to its 

original path. Note that the appearance of this second jump is entirely due to the
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Figure 5.16: Experimental (* * *) and theoretical (— • — ■ ) T D  loading paths for R  =  tt/2. 

The experiment is initiated from A under control of slack until point B  (which lies beyond the 

secondary bifurcation at Ai).  The experiment is then paused and placed under control of R  with 

D  fixed (see M R  diagram in the inset). Snap buckling {Bi  — > B 2 ) causes the rod to jump across 

the R =  Q curve {B — > C  in the T D  diagram). After winding R  back to its original value of |  

{B 2 — > C  in the M R  diagram), the experiment is resumed under control of slack C  — >• D  — > E, 

at which point the loading path encounters a fold, and the rod spontaneously jumps back across 

the R  =  0 path to F.  Further reduction of slack takes the rod on a smooth path all the way back 

to A.
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sequence of loading.

This experiment shows that if a loop forms in a rod, then unwinding the twist 

may instigate a dynamic jump as the rod pops out of self contact. Therefore to 

ensure smooth removal of loops, the slack should be increased beyond the out-of

plane bifurcation before reversing R. Note that simply pulling out a loop by reversing 

the slack can damage the rod.

5.5 Discussion: rods and strips

Our experiments show new phenomena emerging as the twist density increases. 

They draw together, in a single study, a wide range of post buckling phenomena, 

including snap buckling, hockling, pop-out, snarling, and various related hysteresis 

cycles.

Some of our experiments have transgressed the domain of applicability of our 

mathematical model. In the case of cylindrical snarling we have also transgressed 

some of the assumed constraints upon which the Kirchhoff model is based; namely 

the assumptions of an inextensible, nonshearable rod with linear constitutive rela

tions.

A noticeable qualitative discrepancy between our fixed R  experimental results 

and the theory, is a rounding off of the primary bifurcation. This is only evident 

in the T D  diagrams, and indicates the presence of an imperfection which does not 

affect the twisting moment. An obvious source of this error is therefore the rod’s 

self weight. This effect is discussed in § 4,

Note that where we have numerical results (based on a theory), we see a good 

match with the experimental data. It is interesting to report on some experiments 

on twisted strips where we are unable to obtain a good match. The experiments 

were carried out on a strip with a width to thickness ratio of 6 with Bi = 0.0024Nm^, 

and B 2 = 0.086Nm^ (see §4.7.3).

In one experiment the centreline of the strip was held as straight as possible
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whilst twist was input at one end. The twisting moment was measured for each 

increase in R. The experiment was repeated for different lengths of strip. A graph 

of this data gives a straight line relationship between R  and M3 . In the case of a rod 

with a circular cross section, the slope of the straight line gives the value for C  (see 

§ 2.5.2). However the graph of the slope for the strip was found to be 0.0024Nm^, 

which is numerically exactly the same as the value obtained from the bending test 

performed to measure B\.

In their numerical and analytical study of infinitely long anisotropic rods, Van 

der Heijden and Thompson [63] find a “phase transition” from mildly anisotropic 

rods to full “strip-like” behaviour characterised by a one twist per wave buckling 

mode. In their work the transition from a rod to a strip is governed by the anisotropy 

parameter p =  — 1 . Our preliminary numerical results for different values of p

in (2.19), i.e. for a finite length, with i? =  0, suggest that the values of Ai and A2 

increase as p increases, (see Figure 4.14 in § 4.7.3). Thus the effect of large p is to 

delay the secondary bifurcations from the planar elastica.

Our experiments on a strip with i? =  0, show that up to the point that the strip 

touches itself, the secondary bifurcation from the inflectional elastica is suppressed, 

see § 4.7.3. However, due to the physical impossibility of self-intersection, the ex

periment cannot confirm whether or not the secondary bifurcation is completely 

suppressed (note that in a numerical study the rod can pass through itself). How

ever our experiments with offsets, see § 4.7.7, give a good match with planar theory; 

this suggests that the out of plane secondary bifurcation is completely suppressed.

We remark here that we need to be cautious about the meaning of twist in a 

strip when it is held straight and immediately after it has buckled from the straight. 

If a straight strip is twisted by inputs of R  we will find that when the strip buckles 

(due to inputs of D) the director di, which denotes the stiff axis, moves with da in 

a one to one resonance, resulting in a “one-twist-per-wave” buckling mode.

Data obtained from fixed R  experiments on strips is shown in Figures 5.17, 5.18 

and 5.19. It is clear that these T D  diagrams exhibit some qualitative differences to
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those for uniformly isotropic rods. For example, for the case R  = 2tt the jump to self 

contact is very large in a strip, see Figure 5.18. Also in the cases R  = tt (Figure 5.17), 

and R  = An (Figure 5.19) new jumps occur. Numerical results with B\ =  36^2 did 

not correlate well,(Figure 5.19). Unfortunately M atlab’s bvp4c is not efficient when 

parameters are pushed to extremes. A faster numerical scheme working on a code 

such as FORTRAN or C could improve this situation. However we feel that the 

large discrepancy between experiment and theory suggest the mathematical model 

breaks down here in a more fundamental sense.

The strange experimental results on strips are probably related to the fact that 

whilst strips behave in many ways like rods, they also behave like plates. It would 

be fair to say that a strip is a limiting case of Cosserat rod theory. It is at the limit 

where a rod meets a plate; thus whilst it has two dimensions much less than the 

third, i.e. it is a rod; it also has one dimension much less than the other two, i.e. it 

is a plate. We tentatively propose that just as the planar elastica is obtained from 

the spatial elastica by means of the constraints (2.24) and (2.25), a strip may be 

modelled as a rod which has constraints that prevent bending about its stiff axis. 

We finish here by mentioning that whilst we do not fully understand these results 

we have included them in the hope that they may help point to further research.
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FLAT ROD 6mm*0.5mm 6=0.0024 L=0.6 R=3n/2
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Figure 5.17: Results of an experiment on a strip 1mm thick and 3mm wide, with R =  Note 

the existence of multiple jumps (snap buckling) along the loading path.
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Figure 5.18: Results of an experiment on a strip 1mm thick and 3mm wide, with R  — 2n. Note 

the very large jump into self contact. Such a jump is completely absent for R > 27t in an isotropic 

rod.
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Figure 5.19: Results of an experiment on a strip 1mm thick and 3mm wide, with R  =  4?r. The 

dashed curve is the noninflectional elastica for an isotropic rod with B i =  B 2 , whilst the solid 

curve is the numerical result for an anisotropic rod with B \  =  36^2-
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Chapter 6

Application: M odelling yawing 

effects in hanging pipelines, from  

catenary to heavy spatial elastica

And now let this problem be proposed: To find the curve assumed by a 

loose string hung freely from two fixed points. [James Bernoulli Acta Erudi- 

torium  May 1690 ]

6.1 Introduction

The North Sea is a relatively shallow sea; most of it is only 100 — 200m deep and the 

largest gas and oil fields lie under water which is no deeper than 50m. However the 

underwater pipe-laying technology developed in exploiting those fields is now being 

extended to tackle depths in excess of 1000m in seas elsewhere.

The commonest method of pipe-laying is the “lay-barge” method in which the 

pipeline is welded together in sections on a moored barge. As the barge moves for

ward the welded sections are lowered into the sea. Various techniques of feeding the 

pipe out have been developed, including the so called “S-lay” and “J-lay” methods. 

We are concerned here with the “J-lay” method, which gets its name from the j-like 

configuration of the pipeline, see Figure 6.1. In the “S-lay “ method the upper part
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of the pipeline is supported by a stern ramp, which is an extension of the barge; 

or by a “stinger” , hinged to the barge, the purpose of which is to give a smooth 

departure from the barge.

In both operations pipeline engineers are interested in the configuration of the 

pipeline whilst it is suspended under the sea from the point at which it is lifted off 

the pipe-laying vessel, known as lift off point (LOP), to the point where it touches 

down on the sea bed, the touch down point (TDP) (see Figure 6.1). Their main 

concern is to avoid excessive curvatures and/or twisting of the pipeline, which could 

lead to permanent, expensive damage. In analysing this problem, engineers have tra

ditionally worked from the initial assumption that, hanging under its own weight, 

the pipeline adopts a minimal energy configuration - something approaching a cate

nary - supported by tension provided at LOP. According to the pipeline engineering 

literature this is:

...an excellent approximation to the exact one, particularly if the tension is large, the 

water deep, and the pipeline heavy.[42]

With the inclusion of bending rigidity the model transforms into a “heavy elas

tica”; the catenary is perturbed but remains in the plane; we call this a “near

catenary solution” . However as [42] goes on to point out, additional body forces 

and body moments can arise which complicate the mechanics. Surface waves im

pose direct loads on the pipe at LOP whilst the pipe-laying vessel itself is moving 

in all degrees of freedom. Also, pipe-laying along curved routes to avoid gullies 

and pockmarks on the sea bed, requires the barge to yaw. These effects cause the 

near-catenary to deflect out of the plane. In order to account for them the analysis 

must extend to the heavy spatial elastica. A series of experiments, measuring the 

magnitude of the out of plane side deflection under fixed yaw conditions show good 

correlation with the theory.

We remark here that with respect to our previous studies, the mathematical 

formulation used in this chapter is to a large degree autonomous. Also, the experi

mental aspects of this study required the use of a specially designed rig.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the J-lay pipe-laying process showing the co-ordinate 

system.
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6.2 The mathematical model

We will find it convenient to sometimes use a prime (') to denote differentiation with

respect to s. We choose a fixed right handed co-ordinate frame { i,j,k}  as indicated

in Figure 6.1. Note that our choice of fixed frame is different from that described in 

§ 2 , but is consistent with that used in [45] and [46]. The centroid of the pipeline’s 

cross section is described by the position vector

r  =  xi-f-yj 4 - zk. (6 .1 )

By assuming the radius of the cross section of the pipeline to be considerably 

smaller than its length, we can model it as a rod and apply Cosserat theory to the 

problem. Note that for pipe-laying in seas up to depths of 2 0 0 0 m, a typical pipeline 

has a diameter of Im. The configuration of the rod is characterised at each point 

along its length by a local frame of directors {di, 6 2 , dg}. We assume the pipeline 

is unshearable and inextensible so that (2.15) is applicable, i.e.

dr*
d3 =  (6.2)

The directors d i and dg are orthogonal and lie in the cross section of the pipeline. 

The angle of rotation of di and d 2 about dg is denoted by the Euler angle (f>.

We additionally define as the the yaw angle, and 9 is the angle that the tangent 

to the center line of the pipeline, i.e. dg, makes with sea level. The Euler angles are 

shown schematically in Figure 6.1.

A significant aspect of pipe-laying is that neither 9 nor ifj are likely to exceed tt/ 2 .  

Thus in upholding physical understanding whilst avoiding troublesome singularities, 

it is usual to use a version of the mathematical model which relates the { i,j,k}  co

ordinate system to the directors by a set of transformations through the Euler angles 

-0, <j) and 9 as follows:
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d i  =  (cos 'ijj cos (^ +  sin sin ÿ  sin 0 )  i +  ( — sin 'ip cos (p +  cos xp sin (p sin 0 )  j — sin (p cos ̂ k ,  

d 2 =  (— cos ipsiiKp-h sin ip cos (p sin i +  (sin 'ip sin (p-\- cos ip cos (p sin 0) j — cos <p cos ^k, 

d g  =  (sin Ip cos 6)i-\- (cos ip cos j +  sin 6k.

(6.3)

This transformation is the same as that used in [45] and [46]. Unfortunately we 

will find that use of (6.3) leads to singularities at ^ =  0, ±7t/2, and ±7t. However 

the straightforward physical interpretation of the end rotation (R = (p) and the 

avoidance of the directors in the final set of equations, (6.57), makes this model an 

attractive one for engineering applications where ^ < f .

When 6 = (p = Ip = 0, the director and rig frames are everywhere aligned and

di =  i, d2 =  - k ,  dg =  j (6.4)

which is the reference state. The turning of the directors through space is given by 

(2.4):

d d  ■
—— =  IX A dj (6.5)
ds

where u  is the strain vector:

n =  Kidi +  « 2 d 2  +  rdg. (6.6)

The components of u  are the curvatures (i.e. «i, «2) and the twist density (r). Their 

dimensions are [rads/m].

Use of (6.5) with (6.3) gives expressions for the rate of changes of the Euler 

angles. For example, dotting (6.5) for the case i = 3 gives O' cos 9 = — sin ip cos 6 k 2 +  

cos Ip cos 6 k,i . Similar operations lead to the following:
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/  • /— =  Kl cos yj — hi2 sin ip,
ds

^  = {k,i cos Ip d-k,2 sin Ip)/cos 9, (6.7)
ds

^  =  T +  tan 9{ki cos ip + k,2 sin ip) .

For this problem the weight of the pipeline is important and the equilibrium of 

forces, (2.7), is given by

^  =  (6 .8)

where W  is the weight per unit length [kg /s^] acting in the —k direction, and

N  = jVidi +  Â 2d2 (6.9)

In the absence of external moments, the equilibrium of moments is given by 

(2.9), which for clarity is repeated here:

^ + ^ ( r A J V ) - r A W ' k  =  0 . (6 .1 0 )
ds ds

Use of (6.8) in (6.10) reduces the latter to

^ + ^ A 1V =  0 . (6 .1 1 )
ds ds

Finally, we assume that the pipeline is uniformly isotropic and the constitutive 

relations are given by

Ml =  B ki,  M2 =  Bk,2, M3 =  C t , (6 .1 2 )

where B  is the bending rigidity and C  is the torsional rigidity.
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6.2.1 The planar model

It is instructive, as a first approach, to consider a simpler problem for which 'ip = 

(p = X = 0. In this case (6.3) reduces to the following:

di =  i, d 2 =  sin -  cos 9k, ds =  cos 9j +  sin 6k, (6.13)

and from (6.3) we obtain

^  =  cos ^  =  sin (6.14)
ds ds

Equations (6.13) and (6.14) describe the planar situation where d% =  i, and 

r  • i =  0. These constraints are analogous to those given in § 2.9. In this case the 

configuration of the pipeline is restricted to the j ,k  plane.

Noting that we can obtain expressions for ki , « 2  and r  in terms of the Euler angles 

by dotting (6.5) with the appropriate director (i.e. «1  =  d^ • d i, k,2 = dg dg, r  =  

—d '2 • d i), we find using (6.13) that K2 =  T =  0 and ki =  9'. Thus the constitutive 

relations reduce to:

Ml = B k>i , (6.15)

and it follows that the only moment is the one acting about an axis normal to the 

plane in which the rod resides, i.e. about i. Thus (6.11) may be written:

B ^ i + ^ A J V  =  0. (6.16)
ds^ ds

Finally the equilibrium of forces can be expressed in the director frame as follows:

N[ =  0, =  T9' -  W  cos 9, T  =  - N 2 9 ' +  W  sin 9, (6.17)

from which it follows that the out of plane shear force Ni is a constant. For the case 

that no shear force is applied (6.9) may be written:

N  = A^d2 +  T dg. (6.18)
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To summarise, the planar system consists of the following; (6.13), which gives 

two first order differential equations for the coordinates; a second order equation 

given by (6.16); and finally, use of (6.18) in (6.8) gives two first order equations 

for the equilibrium of forces. We examine two different planar cases. First of all 

we model the pipeline as a completely flexible rod (a string) sagging under its own 

weight. This is the problem of the catenary. Secondly, we see what happens when 

we introduce rigidity, which is the problem of the heavy elastica.

6.2.2 The catenary

For the case of a string, B  = 0 and it follows that Mi =  0 in (6.15) (note that
d 6̂

K,i ^  0). This result means the term in (6.16) vanishes and we are left with

dx*
—  A N  = 0, (6.19)

which expresses mathematically the condition of complete flexibility ([1] page 16). 

Note that for the catenary (6.10) is replaced by the constraint (6.19); consequently 

the number of differential equations is reduced from six to four. A corresponding 

set of boundary conditions are as follows:

r(0) =  (0,0), ^(0) =  0, 9{L) =  9l - (6.20)

Using (6.2) and (6.18) in (6.19), we find that =  0 which can only be true

if N 2 = 0. Consequently, (6.18) reduces to

N  = Tda. (6.21)

This result implies that the force vector is always pointing in the direction of the

tangent to the pipeline. Integrating (6.8) we obtain:

N {s) = W sk-{-c.  (6.22)
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where c is a constant. Using (6.13) and (6.21) in (6.22) allows us to express the 

latter in the fixed frame as follows

Tcos^j +  T sin^k  =  lUsk +  c. (6.23)

Dotting (6.23) with k and with j  gives respectively,

T sin^  =  VUs +  c • k, Tcos0 =  c- j .  (6.24)

Using (6.37), which for the planar case implies that 0(0) =  0, we find

T sm 6  = W s,  (6.25)

and using 6{L) =  6l we find

T c o s9 = Tcos6l ='- Fi, (6.26)

Equation (6.26) shows that Fi, which is the horizontal component of the force, is

the same at all points along the rod.

Division of (6.25) by (6.26) gives the following expression for 6:

0(s) =  tan ^ (6.27)
-ri

Using the relation ds^ =  dz^ +  dy‘̂ and (6.27) and (6.13), we can write ^ d y  =
d s

\ / ( ^ )
. Solving for y and using the condition y(0) =  0 from (6.37), we find

=  (6.28)
W  Fi

from which it immediately follows that

From (6.14) and (6.29) we find ^  =  s inh^y , and obtain

=  (629)

w.
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Figure 6.2: A plot of (6.30) for a  =  10,1,0.1,0.01,0.001,0.0001, (from left to right). Note that 

low values of a  correspond to long heavy pipelines.

z(%) = ^  (cosh ^  -  l )  , (6.30)

where we have used z(0) =  0.

Figure 6.2 is a plot of (6.30) and shows the effect of varying the ratio F i/W L  

for fixed values of y{L) and z{L). We observe that low values of F\ (or high values 

of W L)  cause large sagging effects of the pipeline, as expected.

Given the initial assumption of a catenary it is instructive to give expressions 

for its pertinent properties at LOP. Firstly, use of the relation cosh^x -  sinh^x = 1, 

together with (6.29) and (6.30), gives

(6.31)

Secondly, using (6.27), (6.30) and (6.31) we find the following three equations for 

the depth z(L) which we denote z i,  the horizontal distance y(L) from TDP to LOP 

which we denote yi,  and the angle 6{L) =  9l

^  = a  (^cosh ^  -  1 
L \  La

-1 1h  = tan - ,  a
^  + a  ) =  1 + (6.32)

where the parameter a  is given by
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We observe that (6.32) involves the ratios zl/L  and yi/L]  a useful parameter is 

the aspect ratio A  defined as

A = ^ .  (6.34)
Zl

Using A  we can rewrite (6.32) to give

1 +  — — cosh —, 6l — tan  ̂ — — \/(^  +  1)  ̂— (6.35) ̂  ̂ y ( ) g + l ) ' - , 9 2  26

where (3 is given by

Equation (6.35) is useful for cases where an aspect ratio is fixed (as in Figure 6.2) 

and we wish to determine the catenary angle and length of pipeline for different 

values of 13. An example for A =  1 is:

A =  1, — =  1.4958, =  22.47°, /? =  0.6187592278.
Zl

6.2.3 The heavy elastica

We proceed by assuming that the rigidity of the pipeline is non-negligible. It follows 

that (6.19) no longer holds and unlike the case of a string, the force vector does not 

always point in the direction of the tangent to the pipeline. Therefore we make use 

of all six first order ordinary differential equations outlined in § 6.2.1 (two for the 

forces, two for the moments and two for the coordinates). A corresponding set of 

displacement boundary conditions is as follows:

r(0) =  (0,0), ^ (0 ) = 0 ,  ^(T) =  ^6, r(T ) =  (2/6 , 2 6 ). (6.37)
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Integration of (6.22) gives

N 2 (sin -  cos 0k) +  T  (cos 0j — sin 0k) =  VKsk +  C, (6.38)

where we have made use of (6.13) to express the left hand side in the fixed frame.

Dotting (6.38) with k and with j gives respectively,

—Â 2 COS0 +  T sin0  =  +  c • k, A 2̂ sin 0 +  Tcos 0 =  c - j. (6.39)

Using 0(0) =  0 from (6.37) we find

T sin 0 +  7V2 (1 — cos 0) =  lUs, (6.40)

and using 0(L) =  9l we find

Tcos0 =  A^2sin0i, +  Tcos0£, =: F2 . (6.41)

Using (6.41) in (6.16) gives

^  = B ^  = - W s  cos 0 +  F2 sin 6> -  %  cos 0. (6.42)
ds ds^

Note that (6.42) is of the same form as (2.37). We may write (6.42) in the non- 

dimensional form

= -SCOS0 + : ^ s i n 0  - - ^ c o s 0  (6.43)
ds^ W  L  W  L

where s =  J . Equation (6.43) is the “heavy elastica” , and e is the stiffness parameter, 

given by

which is typically <C 1. Note that e appears as the coefficient of the highest deriva

tive in (6.43). We can see that the term in the highest derivative is negligible except
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where the derivative itself is high. We also observe that for the case e =  0 (6.43) 

degenerates into an algebraic equation, which makes the boundary conditions in

consistent with the problem. However, in certain intervals (boundary layers) the 

derivative ^  may be significant. In such intervals 6 will change rapidly and may 

be caused to satisfy another boundary condition. This is called a boundary layer 

effect^ see [45]. The boundary layer arises in the vicinity of LOP and TDP where 

the curvature may have to adjust rapidly to satisfy the boundary conditions. We 

can identify two different regions; the region within the boundary layer, the “inner 

region” , and the region outside of it, the “outer region” .

We note that for the case e =  Â io =  0, the equation reduces to (6.27). Thus in 

the outer region we can assume that the pipeline configuration is dominated by self 

weight.

The shape of the heavy elastica may be found from (6.14) after 6{s) is obtained. 

However since no closed form solution exists, (6.43) can only be solved approximately 

or integrated numerically. One approximate analytical approach is a singular pertur

bation method with perturbation parameter e. The idea of a perturbation method 

is to start with an equation for which we know the solution (i.e the catenary) and 

use this as a basis for solving the original equation. The technique involves the 

expansions in Taylor series or power series in the chosen perturbation parameter. 

However for the heavy elastica, implementation of this method does not lead to a 

uniform approximation to the solution. The authors in [46], who use singular per

turbation techniques to study non-planar deformations of a pipeline, point out that 

away from the ends of the pipeline the tension force T  is an 0(1), while the other 

forces and moments are at most 0(e) quantity. For this reason the perturbation 

parameter needs to be treated differently as we approach the ends and is re-scaled. 

Thus over most of the range of (6.43), the equation is low order and is dominated 

by the parameter a. We call this range the outer solution-, whilst towards the ends, 

in the inner solution, e dominates.

This truncated method was adopted by the authors in [45] for the analysis of the
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convection of fabric strips under gravity and low tension. Their approach was sub

sequently adapted in [46] for the yawing of pipelines. The inner and outer boundary 

layers are treated separately and the two solutions patched together by matching 

with intermediate coordinates.

An alternative analytic approach, based on traditional small deflection engineer

ing theory, can be found in [14]. We adopt a numerical and experimental approach

to complement these works.

6.3 Introducing yaw: the three dimensional pipeline

We now present details of the spatial model.

Integration of (6 .8 ) gives:

A^idi -f ATgdg +  T r ' = W sk  4- C, (6.45)

where C  =  c^i 4- Cyj -I- c^k, and is to be determined as part of the problem.

We wish to express the equilibrium equations in the flxed frame. We first note 

that since r '  =  da, it follows that r"  =  dg =  u A da. Therefore

r" — —/tid 2 “t" ^2^1 (6.46)

and

r 'A  r"  =  Kidi 4-/̂ 2d 2 . (6.47)

Using (6.46) and (6.47) in (6.11) gives

d d At*
B —  ( /  A r") 4- — C r r ’ -h —  A iV =  0. (6.48)

ds ds ds

Noting that

d r  d r  d r
—Â 2^ i 4- A^id2 =  —— A N  = -T— A (W^di 4- ^ 2^ 2) =  A (W sk 4- C  — T v ' ) , 

ds ds ds
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we can write (6.48) as follows

H H Ht*
B —  ( r ' A r ”) +  — C rr ' +  —  A {W sk  +  C  -  T r ')  = 0,

ds ds ds

from which we obtain

B  {r' A r'") +  C r'r ' +  C rr"  + r ' A W sk-\-  r ' A C  =  0. (6.49)

Dotting (6.49) with r ' yields:

t ' = 0 (6.50)

indicating that the twist r  is conserved, perhaps an unexpected result, given the

addition of self weight. However, since weight destroys the conservation of force,

(6.50) does not imply complete integrability.

Taking the vector product of (6.49) with r ' yields the following third order 

differential equation:

B r'"  = C t t ' a  r"  +  {C • r ')r ' -  B{r"  • r" )r ' +  W s{k  • r ') r ' -  W sk  -  C. (6.51)

Note that to obtain (6.51) we have used the relation r i  A 7*2 A 7*2 =  {ri ' Vs)r2 — 

{vi • V2 ) r 3 where V i,r 2 and 7*3 are three arbitrary vectors. We have also used the 

relation

obtained from the differentiation of r '  • r '  =  1 .

Equation (6.51) gives a total of nine first order differential equations for the co

ordinates x ,y ^ z  and their first and second derivatives. In addition to (6.51) we add

(6.50) and the following three trivial first order differential equations as follows:

=  0, c' = 0, c'2 =  0. (6.52)
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It remains to find an appropriate differential equation for xjj, expressed in the 

fixed frame. Since da =  {x ',y \z ') ,  it follows from the third of (6.3) that

z' =  sin 6

x' =  ( \ / l  — s in ^  (6.53)

y' =  (y/1 — z^) cos 'ip.

Noting that,

Ki = {r' A r") • d i =  - r "  • d 2 , 

1̂2 = {r' A r") ' d 2 =  r"  • d i, 

we use (6.53) to express (p' in the fixed frame as follows:

(6.54)

(p' = r -^  - j= = ^ { x 'y ” -  y'x") (6.55)

wherein lies the source of the singularity for values oî 6 = | .

Together with (6.50) and (6.52), (6.55) comprise the required number of fourteen 

ordinary differential equations. A dimensionless formulation is obtained using the 

following re-scalings:

The complete dimensionless system is as follows:
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= % 2

X 2 =  X 3

X 3 =  ^  { Ÿ X  -  Z Ÿ )  + (ciX +  C2 Ÿ  + C3 Z )X  -  {X^ +  +  Z ^)X  + e -^ S Z X  -  ci

Yi =Y2

Ÿ2= Y3

Ÿ3 =  - j^ { Z X  -  X Z )  + (ci% +  C2Ÿ  + C3 Z )Ÿ  -  (X^ + Ÿ^ + Z ^)Ÿ  +  e -^S Z Ÿ  -  C2 

Zl = Z 2 

Z 2  — Z3

%3 =  -  Ÿ X )  +  {ciX  +  C2Ÿ  +  CsZ)Z -  {X^ +  ÿ^ +  Z^)Z  +  e~‘̂ S Z Z  -  e~^S -  C3

c'l = 0  

C2 = 0  

C3=0

f  =  0

(6.57)

where the dots denote differentiation with respect to 5, and ^  — 1. We have 

outlined the mathematical model. In its final form it consists of (6.57), a system 

of fourteen ordinary differential equations. The fourteen corresponding boundary 

conditions are those specified at TDP and LOP. At TDP they are as follows:

r(0) =  (0,0,0), r(0) =  (0,1,0), ÿ(0) =  0, (6.58)

indicating that the pipeline is firmly anchored to the sea bed. At LOP we have

r{L) = {x l ,Vl , zl), f(L ) =  (sin cos cos cos sin 0l), ÿ(L) =  0 .

(6.59)

The system (6.57) along with the boundary conditions (6.58) and (6.59) is solved 

using MATLAB’s bvp4c. To compute the tension at LOP we find that dotting (6.45) 

with r ' gives, in non-dimensional form,
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TL?
—  =  W S Z  +  ciX  +  C 2 Ÿ  +  C 3Z . (6.60)

6.3.1 Com puting near-catenary solutions

The pipe-laying operations that we are concerned with are based on the assumption 

that the conditions at TDP do not change. These are given by (6.58). They can 

be considered fixed because the pipeline at TDP is rigidly attached to the section 

of pipeline already lying on the ocean fioor. However, this is not the case with the 

boundary conditions at LOP. Inspection of (6.59) shows that we need to give values 

for the Euler angles and the position vector r  at LOP. In order to solve (6.57) we 

must also provide values for u and e. These are properties of the pipeline. It follows 

that our pipe-laying problem is specified by the following eight (non-dimensional) 

parameters:

ly, e X l ^  Y l ,  Z l ,  O l ,  (f>L, '0l- (6.61)

In practical situations the value of Poisson ratio ly and the weight per unit length 

of submerged pipeline W  are known. Also known are the depth of water zl and 

the horizontal distance y i  (i.e. we know the aspect ratio A). If we assume an 

initial near-catenary then it immediately follows that xl = 0, and the value of the 

catenary angle 6l can be obtained using (6.35). Use of (6.32) gives the length L and 

subsequently a value for e.

The remaining two parameters to specify are and 'ipL- In this application we 

set 0L =  0. A possible source o f ^ ^ ^ O i s  during assembly of sections of pipeline 

prior to the pipeline being lowered into the sea at LOP. However the amount of 

rotation incurred would be expected to be very small. As discussed above, the 

introduction of yaw {ip) is a practical possibility and leads to non-planar solutions. 

We take V'l =  f  because this is a likely “worst scenario” for pipe-laying under 

normal conditions.
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We now compute a near-catenary solution using the data given in Table 6.1 

where the suffix p denotes the pipeline.

elastic modulus Ep = 207 x 10 ,̂

radius Tp = 0.55m

second moment of area (7rr^/64) Ip = 4.713 x lO'^m^,

submerged weight per unit length Wp = 2465,kg/m

Poisson ratio {v) 1
3 ’

Table 6.1: Pipeline data reported in [61].

Assuming an initial catenary with an aspect ratio of A =  5/8, we find, using 

the data in Table 6.1 and (6.32), that 9l % 77.1° and e % 0.2. It is interesting 

to investigate what happens in a pipe-laying operation at a fixed aspect ratio A  

and fixed angle 6l , but where the length of pipeline is adjusted (i.e. we alter e). 

Some results for different values of e are shown in Figure 6.3 where it can be seen 

that high values of e (i.e. stiff pipeline of relatively low weight) correspond to large 

side deflections x. The use of long heavy flexible pipeline (i.e. low e) produces a 

large catenary effect for most of the length of the rod. However it also results in 

high curvatures and high values of Fi in the vicinity of both LOP and TDP (see 

Figure 6.3 d,e). It can be seen that these high strains and forces are a localised 

effect and are caused by the boundary layer effect discussed above. To summarise, 

the long heavy pipeline behaves like a planar string for most of its length but sharp 

changes in curvature occur at LOP and TDP. A short stiff pipeline behaves like a 

weightless elastic rod.

6.4 Experimental set-up and procedure

The numerics indicate that in circumstances in which a pipe-laying vessel yaws, the 

side deflection j ; is a measure of the extent to which the curvature is localised in 

the vicinity of LOP and TDP, i.e small values of x  indicate large localised strains
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F igu re  6.3: Data for fixed A =  5 /8 , i/ =  1/3, =  77.13949304®, — tt/2,

phi I  =  0 Zl =  0.7974253629, yL =  0.4983908518, xl =  0. a) the catenary plane b) the 

plane showing the side deflection, c) three dimensional view d) variation of curvature along the 

length e) variation of tension along the length, e =  1 solid heavy; e =  20“  ̂ dash; e =  50~^ 

dot; e =  100“  ̂ solid; e =  250“  ̂ dash-dot. Note that the assumption of an initial catenary gives 

e % 0.2.
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Figure 6.4: The effect of yaw is to cause out-of-plane deflection in the x  direction. In an 

experiment we vary 0 with yaw fixed at iJj =  tt/ 2 ,  and measure the maximum defection, xmax-

F igure 6.5: The experimental rig for the pipeline problem.
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Figure 6.6; Measuring x,

at the ends of the pipe. A set of simple experiments was carried out to measure the 

maximum deflection Xmax for a range of fixed aspect ratios A, see Figure 6.4. Silicon 

rubber rod with a 3.515mm diameter was used to model the pipeline, the pertinent 

properties of this rod are given in Table 6.2, where the suffix r denotes the silicon 

rubber rod.

Elastic modulus Er =  1.97 x 10 ,̂ N/m^

radius 1.76mm

second moment of area (Trr‘̂ /64) A =  7.493 x lO'^^m"^, 

weight per unit length Wr = =  0.1050g/s^

Poisson ratio (z/) ^

Table 6.2: Data for the silicon rubber rod used to model the pipeline.

The data in Table 6.2 was obtained from direct measurements on specimens. A 

single direct estimate of B  for the rubber rod was achieved by means of a simple 

cantilever test on a sample of rubber rod bending under its own weight, see § 2.5.3. 

This test gave = 5.43 x 10“ .̂ For the pipeline we find = 73.42 x 10“®. 

Coming from a unique solution, similar problems (prototype and model, say)
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will automatically have geometrical similarity with =  Vp/Vr = Lp/Ly. The

mathematics also shows that a plausible experiment must preserve the same rigidity 

to weight ratio as that of a pipeline. Thus if e is preserved then so must:

(6.62)
WrZ/

Using the data listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 we find

iw) '  ( ^ )  '  ‘ •̂02119 X 1.167"^ X 28.62 =  7.077 x IQ-^

It follows from (6.4), that for a sea depth of 2000m (a realistic maximum) the 

rig is required to have a height (model) =  1.48m.

An example of a set of modelling values corresponding to the parameters listed 

in (6.61) is as follows

1/ =  =  200, X l =  0, Yl = 1.0923, Z l = 1.2483,

6l — 70.7°, iIjl = 7t/2 ,  (f)L =  0.

Similar sets of values for different catenary angles and different aspect ratios 

were computed. A set of corresponding experiments were carried out to compare 

these with.

The silicon rubber rod was attached to the purpose built rig (see Figure 6.5) 

with an accuracy of fitting of ±  1mm. Care was taken not to induce any axial twist 

(j). Using a vernier gauge, the side deflection, Xmax was measured to an accuracy 

of ±  0.1mm (see Figure 6.6). For each value of A  measurements were taken over a 

range of values for e, corresponding to different lengths L. The experimental and

numerical results are plotted together in Figure 6.3. Note that for a given length,

high values of A  correspond to shallow water.

Our experimental results highlight those of the numerics: the boundary layer at 

LOP is pronounced for large L. It can be seen that when a barge yaws in shallow 

seas, Xmax is large, whilst for deep seas it is small. This result suggests that the 

criteria for E  and I  is different for deep seas than in shallow waters. In the former 

case the property of flexibility, whilst generally desirable, must be offset against
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Figure 6.7: X m a x  data obtained at different values of e for A = 5/8; numerical - ,  experimental 

oooo; 9 =  77.14°
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0.015

0.005

150 200

F ig u re  6.8: Xmax data obtained for different values of e for A =  3/4; numerical - ,  experimental 

oooo. 6 =  73.9° . The large deviation of the data point at =  50 is probably attributable to 

experimental error in recording the data, see also Figure 6.9.

the extreme boundary layer effect. The use of stiffer pipeline would have the effect 

of spreading the strains more uniformly along the length of the pipeline. Pipeline 

engineers can also compensate for boundary layer effects by designing appropriate 

stingers at LOP.

6.5 Discussion

In this study of pipe-laying operations our mathematical model has progressed in 

three steps. We can see how each step has set up a theme, developed it and given 

a fresh insight into the statics of pipe-laying. The catenary establishes a basis for
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F igure 6.9: X m a x  data obtained for different values of e for A=7/8; numerical - ,  experimental 

oooo. 9 =  70.7°. The large deviation of the data point at =  50 is probably attributable to

experimental error in recording the data, see also Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.10: Xmax data obtained for different values of e for A=1 numerical - ,  experimental 

oooo. 9 =  67.5°.
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F ig u re  6 .11: Xmax data obtained for different values of e for A = 2  numerical - ,  experimental 

oooo. 9 =  47°.
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the model; it has the advantage of simplicity and we can regard it as a kind of 

reference state from which to work. The heavy planar elastica introduces the idea 

of boundary layers and identifies e as an important parameter. The boundary layer 

effect persists in the heavy spatial elastica, our final mathematical model. This 

model has the disadvantage that it increases the dimensions and complexity of the 

mathematics. Nevertheless, if we are to gain insight into the effects of yaw and the 

associated spatial configurations, then this is unavoidable.

Numerical solutions of the spatial heavy elastica identify the magnitude of the 

side deflection x  as an indicator of the extent of the boundary layer effect. Finally 

our experiments, whilst simple and inexpensive, endorse this result. We remark 

here that our experimental model does not preserve u. Nevertheless, use of rubber 

has the advantage that it does not suffer permanent damage which could arise for 

cases where the ends of the rod undergo large strains. Also, in all other respects 

the experiments preserve the scalings and the results illuminate the role of e in 

determining whether a pipeline adopts a spatial “rod-like” configuration or a planar 

“string-like” configuration with pronounced boundary layers.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

We have made a comprehensive study of snap buckling, jump phenomena, loop for

mation, hysteresis and the writhing of twisted clamped rods under rigid loading 

conditions. Our aim has been to unite these phenomena in a general conceptual 

scheme. The platform for our studies has been T D  (tension versus end displace

ment) and M R  (twisting moment versus end rotation) loading diagrams. We have 

approached the problem from three perspectives: analytical, experimental and nu

merical.

The mathematical model set out in Chapter 2 is written to reflect the experi

mental set up as closely as possible, and of the relatively few studies on the spatial 

elastica (compared to the extensive literature on the planar elastica) our rendering 

of the system of equations is unique. As noted in § 2.8, whilst our model detracts 

somewhat from the underlying symmetry of the mathematics, it has the benefit that 

the effects of weight and offsets in the ends can easily be studied. Consequently, we 

have identified weight as the main source of discrepancy between experimental data 

and numerical data with respect to T D  loading paths, see § 4.7.4. We have also 

shown that in the case of the planar elastica, the bifurcation at ^  =  1 manifests 

itself when the ends of the rod are misaligned, see § 4.7.7. We should point out 

that, in both these cases, the mathematical model was used to corroborate results 

obtained from our laboratory experiments. We mention here that in Chapter 6,
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we use a different version of the mathematical model that lends itself nicely to the 

study of the particular problems associated with pipe-laying.

In Chapter 3 we considered some qualitatively different cases of twisted rods from 

the viewpoint of the phase plane that arises from the static/dynamic analogy. This 

approach prompted us to focus on the homoclinic, a solution which has been used 

elsewhere to study localised deformations in very long rods. This special case offers 

some insight into certain aspects of the structure of the T D  and M R  diagrams. In 

particular we find folds exist along loading paths for R >  2tt. These folds correspond 

to instabilities in which a rod jumps to self contact, i.e. hockling. However, moving 

from the “semi-finite” to the finite length rod (for which we use the full mathematical 

model as set out in Chapter 2) reveals new phenomena, notably the presence of a 

snap buckling fold and stable equilibrium states under compression.

With respect to the TD  diagram (for a finite length rod), we found that for 

values of slack 0 < D /T  < 1, the planar elastica loading paths mark the bound

aries of a region of TD  space which contain all other loading paths of twisted rods 

buckling in the first mode. This prompted us to collect together and unify the four 

qualitatively different types of planar elastica with welded ends. Nowhere in the 

extensive literature on the planar elastica do we find these cases linked. It is clear 

from a study of elliptic functions that the elliptic parameter p plays the decisive role 

in distinguishing the four cases. Thus the crucial step in unifying them is our (4.17) 

which leads to the construction of Table 4.1. Consequently, we were able to derive 

the well-known T D  expressions for the planar homoclinic, the noninflectional elas

tica and the first mode inflectional elastica. To these we have added (4.51) which 

gives the loading curve for the case of the two-humped second mode inflectional 

elastica. This analytical study is supplemented with new experimental data.

Our experiments on rods with R = 0 reveal an intricate bifurcation picture with 

interactions between planar and spatial configurations. The secondary bifurcations 

along the planar elastica loading paths, at Ai and A 2 , indicate points at which 

the bent rod buckles out of the plane, see Figure 5.2. Using the full mathematical
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model, as set out in Chapter 2, we have plotted first mode loading paths together 

with experimental data for > 0. This reveals more information about the region 

in T D  space under scrutiny. Our T D  diagrams show that two different sets of curves 

can be distinguished: those that have R  > 2ti have a hockling fold and those that 

have R  < 27t go through the ring solution at D /L  = 1. In moving from planar to 

spatial deflections we embrace M R  loading diagrams, see for example Figures 5.2, 

5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. Here we can see how, under fixed D, snap buckling, hockling 

and pop-out phenomena appear for different values of R. Even though we could 

not exactly reach D /L  = 1 in the laboratory, our T D  diagrams indicate that the 

ring plays an important role as a kind of organising center for a number of different 

loading paths. Our experimental results on the buckling of a planar twisted ring, 

see Figure 5.12, are consistent with (5.2), the Zajac criterion. An overall picture of 

the different loading paths which can be traced out in an experiment is illustrated 

in Figure 5.3, which depicts the surface of equilibrium points in D R M  space. We 

remark that this series of experiments takes up the larger part of Chapter 5 and 

constitutes the first systematic experimental study of the spatial deformations of 

twisted rods.

For the main part, our experimental loading paths emerge from the first modes 

of buckling and trace out curves which remain within the boundaries of TD  space 

set by the R  = 0 paths. However in § 5.4.3 we report on an experiment which leads 

to a jump (snap buckling) from the R  = ir loading path across the R  = 0 path 

onto some other stable solution. Under further end shortening, the rod remains in 

this region oi T D  space, before jumping back to the R  = tt curve again, probably 

because it has encountered a fold. An inspection of Figure 3 in [60] shows that 

stable higher mode loading paths emanating from the ring at D /L  =  1 exist in 

this region of TD space and correlate well with our experimental data. In another 

instance, in § 4.7.7, we give details of an experiment on a strip with i? =  0 and 

come across a similar phenomenon. In this case we find a path which bifurcates 

from the inflectional planar elastica at D /L  =  1, where the strip is in compression,
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and ends up in a different region of TD  space, beyond the R  = 0 path, where the 

strip is in tension (see Figure 4.20). The new loading path appears to be very close 

to that of the second mode inflectional elastica, see Figure 4.12. This observation 

is substantiated by noting the resemblance between the lop-sided “figure-of-eight” 

configurations at D /L  =  1 in Figures 4.21 and 4.12. These experiments point to 

some interesting interactions between different buckling modes and could form the 

basis of some further research.

In § 5.5 we discuss some experimental results on strips, which we also propose 

as a topic for further research. Some preliminary literature searches suggest that 

this is a subject for which very little is known. In such a case it is wise, at least 

initially, to follow a procedure based on experimental evidence. Indeed our studies 

show that laboratory experiments often provide useful signposts which can guide 

the researcher. We suggest that a strategy for researching the statics of twisted 

strips could initially focus on the collection and classification of experimental data 

within the context of TD  and M R  loading diagrams. Beyond this we have shown 

that in the case of a strip, the planar elastica is stable up to D /L  =  1. In the 

homoclinic case, the authors in [63] have found one twist per wave configurations 

in highly anisotropic twisted rods, a phenomenon we observe in our experiments. 

However, setting B i /  B 2 in our mathematical model did not give a good match to 

experimental results, see Figure 5.19. Finally, as we discuss in § 5.5, since a strip 

displays characteristics of both a plate and a rod, it would be interesting to derive 

the TD  and M R  curves for a strip from the basis of plate theory and compare them 

with results based on rod theory.
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